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Not all map fragments are sufficiently readable when printed in black and white. Therefore one should
either use a colour-printed or a digital version to understand all details of the figures.

The test data have been modified for the project and therefore they do not fully resemble the data as
used in production. Also symbolisation and map specifications have been simplified for the tests.
Consequently they are not used as such in practice.
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$EVWUDFW
This report presents the EuroSDR research project that studied the state-of-the-art of automated
generalisation in commercial software in a collaboration between National Mapping Agencies
(NMAs), research institutes and vendors. The aims of the study were to learn more about generic and
specific map requirements of NMAs, to show possibilities and limitations of commercial
generalisation software, and to identify areas for further developments based on latest research
advances.
The project consisted of three main steps: requirements analysis, testing, and evaluation.
The requirement analysis (carried out between Oct 2006 till June 2007) resulted in four representative
test cases, formalised and harmonised NMA map specifications for automated generalisation as well
as an analysis of the defined specifications that shows the similarities and differences between map
specifications of different NMAs.
Between June 2007 and Spring 2008 tests were performed by project team members (from NMAs and
research institutes) on out-of-the-box versions of four generalisation systems: ArcGIS (ESRI),
Change/Push/Typify (University of Hanover), Radius Clarity (1Spatial) and axpand (Axes Systems).
At the same time the vendors (except Axes systems) carried out tests with the same test cases with
improved and/or customised versions of their systems. The tests resulted in 35 outputs consisting of
700 thematic layers, where it should be noted that the effort for one test was approximately 1 week.
The evaluation, carried out between summer 2008 and spring 2009, consisted of an evaluation of meta
aspects (based on information recorded by the testers) and of an evaluation of the generalised datasets
themselves. The latter evaluation consisted of three parts that completed each other: a) automated
constraint-based evaluation, b) evaluation which visually compared different outputs for one test case
and c) a qualitative evaluation by cartographic experts.
From the project results it can be concluded that all systems offer potentials for automated
generalisation. However the results highlighted a few issues that identify areas for further
development in both research and commercial systems.
Although the results show that for many problems solutions do exist (e.g. building simplification), the
algorithms are difficult to parameterise and a direct match between parameters and specifications was
often missing. In addition none of the four test cases were fully solved by the out-of-the-box systems.
While some problems are close to being solved (generalisation of individual buildings and roads), a
few problems are far from being solved. Firstly it is impossible with the tested systems to apply
different algorithms and/or parameter values in different contexts. This is either not supported or a
measure to detect the appropriate contexts is missing. Another remaining generalisation software
problem is operations that concern more than one object (e.g. network typification). Also, the
generalisation of the topographic context in an integrated manner with the terrain is not appropriately
covered in the tested systems. It should be noted that some of the missing functionalities were fixed in
the vendors’ parallel tests (e.g. buildings elimination and displacement algorithms in ArcGIS and
Radius Clarity).
Although these results may seem disappointing, some final thoughts may help to put the results in the
right context. Firstly the project had very high ambitions (i.e. many specifications were defined; the
selection of test cases focused on known and complex problems; the ultimate aim of the generalisation
process was high quality paper maps). Secondly, the project is well received by vendors to push
internal developments. In addition it is not a surprise that out-of-the box versions are not capable of
fulfilling NMA requirements, which is also shown by the fact that customised systems are used more
satisfactory in practice. Consequently customisation of the systems should be further developed and
should be one of the focuses in a future project.
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([HFXWLYHVXPPDU\
In 2006 a project started to study the state-of-the-art of automated generalisation with commercial
software. The project team consists of people from research institutes and National Mapping Agencies
(see title page of report). Four vendors participated in the project: ESRI Inc with the software ArcGIS
(USA), University of Hannover (Germany) with the software modules: Change, Push and Typify
(CPT), 1Spatial (United Kingdom) with the software Radius Clarity and Axes Systems (Switzerland)
with the software axpand.
This report presents the methodology and results of the project.
Chapter 1 presents the project, including research questions, previous research, detailed objectives and
scope of the project.
Chapter 2 presents the methodology of the project. The methodology consists of the following steps:
o 5HTXLUHPHQWDQDO\VLV
o Selection of four test cases representative for typical generalisation problems
o For the four test cases, formalisation of NMA map specifications for automated
generalisation in constraints that define conditions for the generalisation outputs.
o Harmonisation of the constraints. The aim was to identify constraints which are
similar in the specifications provided by different NMAs, and replace them with a
single (generic) one that can be parameterised. The resulting set distinguishes
between constraints defined for one object, constraints that are defined for two
objects and constraints that are defined for groups of objects.
o Analyses of the defined specifications to learn more about similarities and
differences between NMA map specifications.
o 7HVWLQJ
In every test (performed from June 2007 till March 2008) the tester of the project team tried to
translate all defined constraints for the test case into a form understandable by the specific
software. Several templates were designed to capture the test information in a structured and
consistent way:
o Processing template: a file which lists every action of the tester
o Constraint expression template: a file describing how the tester implemented every
constraint
o All output layers in ESRI Shape format
The tests were performed using the current version of the commercial software (i.e. June, 2007),
although the vendors were allowed to use them in the parallel tests, and also to apply any
customisation specially designed for the tests, in order to show the full potentials of the systems.
o (YDOXDWLRQ
o Evaluation of system-, processing- and constraint-expression-templates.
o Evaluation of generalised outputs. An evaluation framework was designed to
balance between human and machine evaluation and to expose possible
inconsistencies of the evaluation. The three parts are:
o An automated constraint-based evaluation, where the satisfaction values of some
constraints are computed.
O An evaluation to compare generalised data, where the different outputs obtained for
a given test case are visually compared to identify and to explain differences
between outputs.
O An expert evaluation, where cartographic experts of the NMAs that provided the
four test cases evaluated the cartographic outputs of their own generalisation tests.

Chapter 3 presents and interprets the results of the evaluation.
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The evaluation of system capabilities shows that all the software systems provide a set of tools but
none of them achieve globally good results. Despite the current limitations, all four systems can be
implemented to automate partially the generalisation processes and optimise the production
workflows. Topology is only partially managed and 2.5D is only supported in one of the systems.
Some functionality is still missing in all the systems, for example incremental updating and full
contextual generalisation. Although some systems allow the input of generalisation requirements
through constraints or rules, improvements in the definition of the user requirements and their
implementation in the systems would be necessary. Only two of the systems allow the customisation
of provided generalisation tools, for adding new algorithms or modifying existing functionalities in
order to improve the results and facilitate the integration of the systems in a production workflow.
There are also additional minor limitations, such as poor or lack of information about the results of the
generalisation process, including reporting of errors, statistics, measurements, etc.
The analysis of the completed processing templates shows a heavy amount of time spent by most
testers on the installation of the software. The templates also confirm that technical mastery on
generalisation software is essential to reduce the amount of time spent on the tests. Finally the
templates highlight two specific limitations of generalisation solutions in commercial software (which
are known in research), namely the difficulty to parameterise the complex algorithms and the lack of
default tools (for instance default algorithm sequences or default constraints) requiring a lot of user’s
work to find the optimal generalisation solution for a given problem.
In the constraint expression templates, testers entered for specific test case whether they were able to
express the constraints, with the aim to provide insight into what of them can be managed by the
systems. The following main observations are made:
o A considerable amount of constraints (i.e. about 50%) could be expressed fully or
partially in the systems.
o The most supported constraints are those applying to a single object.
o The constraints that were easiest to handle by the testers are the ones common for
all test cases.
Also here, testers indicated that functionalities for parameterisation are missing. In addition they
mention a lack of functionality for defining sensible groups for generalisation.
Although conclusions from the analysis of the templates meet the objectives of the research of
quantifying the state-of-the-art of automated generalisation, many biases were detected which may
cause readers drawing wrong conclusions. Examples are that the importance of constraints was not
taken into account and that the results are dependent on the specific constraints that were defined (and
ignored) for the test cases.
Besides the above evaluation of side products of the tests, the generalised data themselves were
evaluated with three methods.
Most of the time of the DXWRPDWHGFRQVWUDLQWEDVHGHYDOXDWLRQ was put in developing the prototype
(due to the faced complexities). Consequently only a limited number of constraints (that were
sufficiently formalised) could be evaluated: minimum area of buildings, minimum distance between
buildings and minimum distance between roads and buildings. Because of this limited number, the
results should be interpreted with care. In addition, although one constraint achieves good results in
the evaluation, it may be possible that the generalisation result is not the expected result. For example,
the more deleted buildings, the higher the chance to satisfy the minimum distance constraint. But
many deleted buildings are definitely not what one would expect for a good generalisation solution,
despite the high satisfaction value on minimum distance.
Conclusions from the evaluations that can add (partly) to the research questions are:
o All systems provide general good results for minimum area of buildings constraints (except in
densely built areas), although for same test cases and same systems very different results were
achieved.
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o Only CPT and axpand achieved good solutions for the minimum distance between buildings
constraint.
o The characteristics of the initial data heavily influence the constraint violation.
Apart from evaluating the automatically generalised data, the evaluation prototype was applied to
interactively generalised data of Kadaster, scale 1:50k (the target dataset of the test case of Kadaster)
to better understand how this type of evaluation can indicate the overall quality of generalisation
output. This test confirmed that many detected violations do not necessarily indicate bad
generalisation solutions. Firstly because cartographers can take a flexibility around parameter values
into account which is not possible in automated evaluation. In addition constraints do not necessarily
describe cartographic conflicts. Therefore more research is required to better define constraints with
respect to automated evaluation. In addition, to aggregate the evaluation results of several constraints
better understanding of the impact and dependencies of several constraints is required.
Several focus zones per test case were visually analysed in the FRPSDUDWLYHHYDOXDWLRQ, resulting in
conclusions regarding capabilities of the systems with respect to the NMAs requirements. First, only a
few generalisation problems that were raised by the test cases appear to be fully solved by the out-ofthe-box systems, this is true for complicated problems, but also for classical problems. For algorithms
that are available their parameterisation is difficult. Some of the shortcomings seem to be under study
and/or have been corrected by the vendors, as shown by the results obtained by the vendors in their
parallel testing (buildings elimination and displacement algorithms in ArcGIS and Radius Clarity, for
instance).
The comparison evaluation also showed that outputs for one test case can be very different. This can
be explained by difficult parameterisation and by sometimes fuzzy NMA specifications that do not
express fully their actual requirements. In addition constraints appeared not to be always capable of
defining without ambiguity what is expected. Consequently testers that were familiar with the test data
and knew what would be expected obtained other results than testers that were new to the data.
In the H[SHUWHYDO XDWLRQ the respondents were able to evaluate generalised outputs on individual
constraints taking the specific context into account.
The expert evaluation showed that the generalised outputs scored well on the global indicators
‘Deviation from the map of the original data’ and ‘Preservation of geographic characteristics’. On the
other hand the generalised outputs scored less positive on the following global indicators: Legibility,
Manual editing required, Number of main detected errors, Information reduction, Number of main
positive aspects.
It should be noted that good scores on preservation are biased for situations where no generalisation
has been done as outputs are globally assessed as undergeneralised (i.e. they score badly on
Information reduction).
The expert evaluation also studied how cartographic experts perceived the solutions of individual
constraints, which showed that best results are obtained for constraints on individual objects,
specifically for roads and buildings (in line with the results of automated constraint-based evaluation).
The solutions for other constraints received worse scores.
Finally the expert evaluation identified noticeable differences between software systems and test cases,
which may show the fitness for one system to handle the specificities of a given test case, examples
are relatively high scores of CPT for minimum dimensions, granularity and quantity of information of
buildings, as well as for minimum distance constraint. In case of preservation constraints, noticeable
differences may also indicate situations that are not touched at all by some systems, where other
systems did perform (some) generalisation. Examples are relatively high scores of axpand and Radius
Clarity for shape and spatial distribution of contour lines, of which it was known that they had not
been generalised.
Differences between project team testers’ and vendors’ outputs show also that either mastery of the
software is required to obtain the best possible solutions (for example CPT) or that, depending on the
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cases, the vendors have really made an effort on the additional developments for their parallel testing
(for example Radius Clarity).
Chapter 4 describes the vendors’ tests.
University of Hannover performed tests on all four test cases with the same version of the software as
was tested by the project team. From these tests we can see that mastery of the system considerably
reduces the amount of time and produces the best results for this software (in which parameterisation
is not straightforward).
ESRI performed tests on one test case using a research prototype, i.e. optimisation engine, which
shows promising techniques for displacement (not available for project team testers) and building
generalisation.
1Spatial extended their tests on two test cases with a few additional algorithms that were not available
to the project team. Therefore also for this software the displacements algorithms, that are
fundamental for generalisation, were only used in the vendor tests.
Axes Systems did not perform tests themselves.
Chapter 4 also lists some developments compared to the versions tested in our project. These
developments are provided by the vendors and are therefore not tested. In addition, the vendors
provided us with references and examples that show satisfactory use of the software in practice, which
are also included in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 lists several conclusions that show the capabilities and limitations of commercial software
for automated generalisation with respect to NMA requirements.
o All the tested systems offer potentials for automated generalisation, especially for handling
constraints on single objects. However only a few generalisation problems raised in the project
appeared to be fully solved by the out-of-the-box systems. The tested systems provide generic
solutions which are not directly applicable to the specific cases.
o In line with the first conclusion, cartographic experts in the expert evaluation did not score the
generalised outputs very high, with some exceptions.
o For some classical problems not all needed functionalities are provided by the out-of-the-box
systems, e.g. contextual problems, situations that require displacement (provided by only two of
the four software systems).
o For other classical problems, algorithms are present but the tests highlighted difficulty to
parameterise the complex algorithms (a direct match between the parameters and constraints was
mostly lacking), difficulty to detect where and how to apply the algorithms and the lack of
default tools, for instance default algorithm sequences or default constraints.
The results may look disappointing. However they should be interpreted with care because of the high
ambitions of the project (very precise generalisation requirements, test cases contained a selection of
complex/known problems, focus was on the production of high quality paper maps). One should be
aware that the functionality available in the four systems does enable to automate part of the
generalisation processes and to optimise the production workflows. Another relevant remark is that
some of the shortcomings, that have been solved at NMAs or research institutes, were tackled by the
vendors in their parallel testing (buildings elimination and displacement algorithms in ArcGIS and
Radius Clarity, for instance). Also the results confirm that customisation is definitely required to tune
the capabilities of the systems to the requirements of specific test cases. Customised systems are used
more satisfactory in practice.
Chapter 5 also identifies topics for further research that were identified during the project, they are:
o Defining map specifications as constraints, or more generally how to express the user
specifications into a format understandable by a generalisation system (constraints may not be
the optimal way to describe all generalisation problems).
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o Formalising and evaluating preservation specifications, i.e. better understand the concepts
involved (e.g. shape, urban area) and how to mathematically describe both the concepts and the
accepted modifications.
o Constraint-based generalisation, i.e. how to address a notion of flexibility in automated
generalisation and how to aggregate constraint-by-constraint assessments.
o Improving the constraints, i.e. complete the list as result of the project, better formalise the
constraints and refine them to better address cartographic conflicts.
o Evaluating generalisation software on criteria beyond constraints, such as studying whether the
software preserves topology and links between initial and output data, whether it contains
parameterisation possibilities and how these function, how the software perform on
generalisation characteristics that do not fit in constraints, what the scalability/performance is of
the software and, most importantly, studying customisation possibilities.
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Introduction

Research in automated map generalisation has yielded many promising results (Mackaness et al.,
2007). At the same time, vendors face difficulties in implementing automated generalisation solutions
in commercial software (Stoter, 2005), which occurs for several reasons.
First, a formal definition of map specifications is lacking. Although a satisfying generalisation
solution can be defined in general terms—e.g., as a map that reduces the details and discerns regional
patterns, that is aesthetically pleasant, and enables users to succeed in a given task (Mackaness and
Ruas, 2007)—it is difficult to specify specifications into such a format and knowledge level in such a
way that they can steer the automated generalisation process. Second, software vendors need map
specifications that are shared by several map producers such as National Mapping Agencies (NMAs)
to justify their investments. Such shared generalisation specifications are not easy to formulate
because of differences in data models, level of detail of initial data, landscapes to be mapped, scales to
be produced, etc. A final reason for the difficult implementation of automated map generalisation is
that generalisation process has a subjective part in which more than one ideal generalisation result is
often possible. This subjectivity in solving cartographic conflicts cannot be automated.
To address these difficulties, we conducted a study on the state of the art of automated map
generalisation in commercial software. Moreover, through the study we aimed to learn more about
generic and specific map specifications of NMAs, to encourage and support vendors in implementing
these specifications in commercial software, and to identify areas for further research.
The two main questions of our study were:
What are the capabilities and limitations of commercial software systems for automated generalisation
with respect to NMA specifications?
What different generalisation solutions can be generated for one test case and why do they differ?
The study took place in the framework of EuroSDR (European Spatial Data Research), where NMAs,
research institutes, and private industry work together on research topics of common interests.
Four software vendors have participated in the project. They are: ESRI Inc (USA), University of
Hannover (Germany), 1Spatial (United Kingdom) and Axes Systems (Switzerland). ESRI includes all
the generalisation functionalities in the software $UF*,6, the University of Hannover provided three
generalisation modules: Change, Push and Typify (&37), 5DGLXV&ODULW\ is the generalisation
software from 1Spatial and Axes Systems provided their generalisation tools in the software D[SDQG
which turned into a new system shortly after the tests began in 2007. The tests were performed on
versions that were commercially available in June 2007. However the vendors were invited to perform
parallel tests on newer or customised versions of their software to show the full potentials, as will be
described later on.
Because this is the first research that evaluates specific aspects of output maps generalised by different
systems and different testers, taking into account the differing map requirements of several NMAs, an
important research aspect was the applied methodology itself; how to set up a case study for studying
the-state-of-the-art of commercial generalisation systems; how to specify both generic and NMA
specific requirements for automated generalisation; how do automated generalisation processes work;
how to perform evaluation of generalisation output; how does the constraint approach, as adopted in
this research, work in practice and what further research is needed in this area?
The research started in November 2006 and this is the final report of the research. It describes the
methodology applied for the requirement analysis, for the testing and for the evaluation, as well as the
final results, information provided by the vendors, conclusions and further research.
The report is structured as follows.
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In this first chapter, previous research on map specifications for automated map generalisation is
described (Section 1.2) and the scope of the research is outlined (Section 1.3). Also the project set up
is described in Section 1.4.
2 presents the methodology which consisted of four parts: requirement analysis (Section 2.1), testing
(Section 2.2), evaluation of systems, test processes and constraint expressions (Section 2.3) and
evaluation of the generalised outputs (Section 2.4). The evaluation of the generalised outputs (the
most important part of the project) consisted of an integrated approach of automated-constraint based
evaluation, an evaluation that compares different outputs for one test case and an expert evaluation.
3 presents the test outputs (Section 3.1). It then continues presenting the evaluation of the capabilities
of the systems (Section 3.2), the evaluation of the test processes (Section 3.3) and the evaluation on
how the constraints were expressed according to the testers (Section 3.4). The evaluation of the
generalised outputs is then presented. The automated constraint-based evaluation is presented in
Section 3.5, the comparison evaluation is presented in Section 3.6 and the expert evaluation is
presented in Section 3.7. Chapter 5 describes the vendors’ tests. Finally Chapter 4 answers the
research questions and presents conclusions and recommendations for further research.

1.2

Previous research related to map specifications for automated map generalisation

An overview of previous studies on formalising map knowledge for automated generalisation can be
found in Sarjakoski (2007). Various researchers have studied specifications for automated map
generalisation Foerster et al. (2009). Müller and Mouwes (1990) examined existing map series to
conclude that “superficial” generalisation knowledge exists in the form of map specifications written
down for interactive generalisation. Complementary to this “superficial” knowledge, cartographers
use “deep” generalisation knowledge to interpret superficial knowledge. This deep knowledge is much
harder to automate. Rieger and Coulson (1993) carried out a survey among a group of cartographers
performing interactive generalisation and concluded that a common view on the classification of
generalisation operators does not exist. Nickerson (1991) and Kilpelaïnen (2000) acquired knowledge
from experts to define rules for knowledge-based map generalisation. Various studies used reverse
engineering to collect generalisation knowledge by comparing map objects across scales (Buttenfield
(1991); Leitner and Buttenfield (1995); Weibel (1995)). Other studies describe methods to generate
rules from interactive generalisation carried out by a cartographic expert (Weibel (1991); Weibel et al.
(1995); McMaster (1995); Reichenbacher (1995)). Several studies applied machine learning
techniques to convert expert knowledge into map specifications for automated generalisation, e.g.,
Weibel et al. (1995), Plazanet et al. (1998), Mustiere (2001; 2005) and Hubert and Ruas (2003).
Brewer and Buttenfield (2007) ran map exercises with students, on different datasets at various scales,
to provide guidelines for generalisation processes.
Our study builds primarily on the research by Ruas (2001), which took place within the European
Organization for Experimental Photogrammetric Research (OEEPE; the predecessor of EuroSDR) and
investigated the state of the art of generalisation by evaluating different interactive generalisation
software. Ruas’s study aimed to obtain insight into generalisation processes for cartographic
purposes—not to evaluate generalisation systems or complete generalised output. The OEEPE study
tested five platforms on three generalisation cases for a selection of themes. Generalisation operators
on individual objects or groups of objects were triggered by testers’ interaction. Because of a lack of
written specifications, the target maps served as examples. Templates developed for the project
included lists of cartographic conflicts, operations, and algorithms.
Several of Ruas’s recommendations (derived from the previous OEEPE study) are relevant for the
methodology applied in our project. First, a formalised description of specifications for the output
maps should help to obtain better solutions. Furthermore, tests should be evaluated by a more flexible
and digital method, since the manual tracing of all testers’ output in Ruas’s study was extremely
labor-intensive. Finally, tests should use symbolisation information to standardize the outputs. In our
study we have implemented all of these recommendations.
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1.3

Scope of the current study

Several aspects defined the scope of the study.
First, the aim of the study was to obtain knowledge on different aspects of automated map
generalisation with respect to NMA specifications, and to discover how these are implemented in
commercial software. Therefore the project did not rank the systems on their capabilities.
Second, our study focused on map specifications of NMAs and did not consider requirements of map
end-users. However the results are highly relevant for other mapping applications that may benefit
from automated generalisation such as web mapping.
Third, our study focused on large- to mid-scale generalisation, since the involved NMAs considered
this the most time-consuming generalisation task of current production lines.
Fourth, the generalisation processes in our study should not contain any interactive selection of the
objects that needed to be processed. The tester is only allowed to setup workflows that will then be
applied to an object class (theme) or a spatially indicated area (partition).
A final focus of the study was to limit the tests to commercially available versions of software to
allow us to conclude on generalities. Consequently, research team testers, either experienced or
inexperienced with the systems, were not allowed to customise the software nor to program new
algorithms nor to edit results in any part of the process. This did not mean that the implementation of
specifications was straightforward: all tested systems—ArcGIS (ESRI), axpand/Genesys (Axes
Systems), Change, Push, Typify (University of Hannover) and Radius Clarity (1Spatial) —provide
considerable flexibility to deal with the specifications. Consequently, many decisions on how to
express the specifications were left to the testers. In some systems testers had to decide on the order of
addressing the specifications; in other systems they had to decide which algorithms and parameters
values to use. Therefore, all tests required considerable effort to align the functionality of the systems
with specific test cases. In addition the project team testers did not receive any product training for
any of the systems. One should be aware that this may not fully reflect how the software systems are
used in practice: most systems are introduced at new customizers with introductory trainings (for
additional costs). Therefore the documentations (i.e. manuals) are often meant as reference material
where as the testers in this project relied on the documentation to support their familiarisation with the
products. This might have minor impact on the results, as will be discussed further on in the report.
To enable vendors to show all the potentials of their system, they performed parallel tests in which
they were allowed to customise and develop new algorithms. The results of the vendors’ tests are
reported in Chapter 4.

1.4

Project set up

The project team carrying out this three years project, consisted of experts in several areas. Some
members of the project team contributed from the start (i.e. attended the initial meeting in Enschede,
October 2006) till the end (i.e. writing this report). Other members were temporally dedicated to the
project, mostly because they moved to other jobs during the project. All project team members are
introduced on the title page of this report. The budget of the project was about € 5000. Consequently
all time dedicated to the project as well as travel money was compensated by the participating
organisations.
Besides the essential input of the project team members, the project gained largely by the vendors’
participations. The vendors provided free licenses of their generalisation software and supported
testers during the tests. In addition they performed parallel tests (see Chapter 4). Also two meetings
attended by both the project team members and the vendors were organised to discuss (intermediate)
results: in November 2007 and in September 2009.The remainder of this report describes the results of
the team’s activities during the project.
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This chapter presents the methodology applied in the research, consisting of: requirement analysis
(Section 2.1), testing (Section 2.2), evaluation of system capabilities, test processes and constraint
expressions (Section 2.3) and evaluation of the generalised outputs themselves (Section 2.4).

2.1

Requirement analysis

The requirement analysis consisted of four steps:
o Selection of test cases representative for typical generalisation problems
o Formalisation of NMA map specifications for automated generalisation.
o Harmonisation of the specifications resulting in one generic set of NMA map
specifications within the context of our study.
o Analyses of the defined specifications to learn more about similarities and
differences between map specifications of NMAs.
The results of these steps, which were obtained between October 2006 and June 2007, are reported in
this section.

2.1.1

Selecting the test cases

Main feature
classes

No. of feature
classes

Provided by

Target dataset

Source dataset

Area type

The first step in the requirement analysis was the selection of test cases representing problems for
automated map generalisation. To meet this objective, we generated a list of outstanding map
generalisation problems based on the OEEPE research completed with the research team’s own
experience. Examples of these problems are building generalisation in urban zones, mountain road
generalisation, solving overlapping conflicts in locally dense networks, pruning of artificial networks,
and ensuring consistency between themes in particular areas such as coastal zones. Some of these
problems have been tackled in research, resulting in at least partial solutions. However, we wanted to
evaluate complete solutions in commercial systems, and, therefore, these problems were also
identified as representative map generalisation problems. We selected four test cases that included all
these problems (see Table 1) provided by Ordnance Survey Great Britain (OSGB), Institut
Géographique National, France (IGNf), The Netherlands’ Kadaster (Kadaster) and Institut Cartogràfic
de Catalunya (ICC) .

Urban area

1:1250

1:25k

OS Great Britain

37

buildings, roads, river, relief

Mountainous
area

1:10k

1:50k

IGN France

23

village, river, land use

Rural area
Coastal area

small town, land use, planar
partition
village, land use (not
1:25k
1:50k
ICC Catalonia
74
mosaic), hydrography
Table 1: Test cases selected for the EuroSDR research.
1:10k

1:50k

Kadaster, NL

29
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The NMAs modified their test datasets to prepare them as input for the generalisation tests, e.g.,
details such as rich classifications were removed from the datasets and the datasets were translated
into English. In addition, to be able to define specifications of the output maps with respect to
symbolised objects and to assure uniform outputs, the NMAs defined symbols for the outputs. Figure
1 shows samples of the source datasets. The complete input maps and symbols descriptions of the
output data are added in Appendix I respectively Appendix II (only digitally available). It is important
to note that these inputs have been modified for the project and therefore they differ with the original
datasets and symbols as used in production.

ICC source dataset, 1:25k

Kadaster source dataset, 1:10k

IGN France source dataset, 1:10K

OS GB source dataset, 1:1250
Ordnance Survey © Crown Copyright. All rights
reserved.
Figure 1 Samples of source datasets in the EuroSDR generalisation study. Maps are reduced in
size.
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2.1.2

Formalisation of NMA map specifications for automated generalisation

In the task of formalising map specifications for automated generalisation, we can distinguish between
two stages. The first stage is to describe the specifications in a way that the users (in our case the
testers of the systems) fully understand what they should try to obtain with the system. The second
stage is to translate these specifications in a format understandable by the generalisation system. The
first stage was completed by means of cycles between the data providers and the research team. The
second stage was completed by the testers during the test process.
To implement research theories, we defined NMA map specifications as a set of cartographic
constraints to be respected. In previous research on generalisation, the use of constraints is a common
method to define specifications and to control and evaluate the automated generalisation process.
Examples are McMaster and Shea (1988), Beard (1991), Ruas (1999), Bard (2004), Barrault et al.
(2001), Ware et al. (2003), Burghardt and Neun (2006), and Sester (2000). Constraints express how
generalisation output should look without addressing the way this result should be achieved, e.g., by
defining sequences of operations.
We developed a template for a uniform way to define constraints in the four test cases. In the template
specific properties of the constraint can be defined such as condition to be respected and the geometry
type and feature class(es) to which the constraint applies (see Appendices III, IV and V and Table 3).
The template distinguishes between constraints on one object, on two objects, and on groups of
objects. An importance value indicates the importance of satisfying the specific constraint in the final
output. This value does not indicate in what sequence the constraints should be solved (Ruas, 1999).
Satisfying less important constraints first may be necessary to satisfy more important constraints later.
For example, generalisation of buildings should start with reducing density before trying to cope with
overlaps, even though non-overlapping constraints are more important than density constraints. NMAs
could also propose an action to support the tester in finding the most desired generalisation solution.
This is because in some cases NMAs know what action should be taken to meet the constraint
optimally, e.g., the constraint “minimal depth of protrusion of a building” can be solved by the two
actions “exaggerate detail” or “eliminate detail” which will provide very different results.

2.1.3

Harmonising NMA map specifications for automated generalisation

NMAs defined their map specifications for automated generalisation in the developed template by
analyzing text-based map specifications, mapping applications and cartographers’ knowledge. Initially
a large number of constraints were defined for the four test cases (about 250), which often covered
similar situations.
In the next step we harmonised the constraints. The aim was to identify constraints which are similar
in the specifications provided by different NMAs, and replace them with a single one that can be
tuned. This was needed for two reasons. Firstly, to simplify the tests; once a tester had expressed the
constraint for one test case, (s)he could perform the same actions to express a similar constraint for a
second test case. Secondly, harmonisation enabled us to compare results for similar constraints across
the test cases.
For the harmonisation, similar constraints across the four test cases were identified by carefully
comparing the four constraint sets. The harmonisation resulted in a list of generic constraints. A few
constraints were so specific that they remained as a specific constraint. Examples are OSGB
constraints addressing how buildings should be aggregated depending on the initial pattern. The
harmonisation process resulted in 45 generic constraints: 21 generic constraints on one object (see
Appendix III), 11 constraints on two objects (see Appendix IV), and 13 constraints on a group of
objects (see Appendix V). The harmonised constraints describe those properties of the constraints that
are generically applicable. These constraints contain blank entries to be completed by NMAs to define
their constraints as specification of the generic constraints. The columns in the harmonised set (e.g.
Class, Action, Importance) only contain values when the value is applicable for any case, except for
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the column ‘Condition to be respected’ which is always filled, mostly with non-specified parameter
values. In all other cases NMAs can specify their classes, actions and importance values to define their
constraints as specification of the generic constraints.
Table 2 shows examples of generic constraints on one object, two objects, and a group of objects (the
constraint type will be introduced in the next section).
Constraint type
Constraints on one object
Minimal dimension

Shape

Property

Condition to be respected

Area

target area > x map mm2; target area =
initial area ± x %

Width of any part
Area of protrusion/recess
Length of an edge/line
General shape

target width > x map mm
target area > x map mm2
target length > x map mm
target shape should be similar to initial
shape
[initial value of angle = 90° (tolerance =
± x°)] target angles = 90°
target elongation = initial elongation ±
x%
[initially, no self-intersection] no selfintersection must be created
coalescence must be avoided
target orientation = initial orientation ±
x%
target absolute position = initial
absolute position ± x map mm

Squareness
Elongation
Topology

Self-intersection

Position/Orientation

Coalescence
General orientation
Positional accuracy

Constraints on two objects
Minimal dimensions

Minimal distance

target distance > x map mm

Topology

Connectivity

[initially connected] target connectivity
= initial connectivity

Position

Relative position

target relative position = initial relative
position

Constraints on a group of objects
Shape
Alignment
initial alignment should be kept
Distribution & Statistics
Distribution
of target distribution should be similar to
characteristics
initial distribution
Density
of
buildings target density should be equal to initial
(black/white)
density ± x %
Table 2 Examples of harmonised constraints

After all four NMAs agreed on the harmonised constraints, they redefined their initial constraints
using the generic filled up using their own feature classes, thresholds, parameter values, and preferred
actions, see Table 3 for an example of ICC (all NMA specific information is indicated in bold, italic).
The NMA specific constraints defined for this research are added as Appendix VI (only digitally
available). It should be noted again that these constraints do resemble the NMAs’ requirements, but
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they have been altered for the project. Consequently they are not the true map specifications of the
concerning NMAs.
Item in constraint
template
Constraint ID

Example on one object

Example on two objects

ICC-1-22

ICC-2-21

Geometry type
Feature class 1
Condition
for
object
being
concerned with this
constraint
Constrained
property
Condition depends
on initial value?
Condition to be
respected

polygon
quay_adjacent_to_sea
depth of protrusion > 1 map
mm

polygon – line
building
Distance between building
and road < 0.5 map mm

polygons
building

width of protrusion/recess

orientation

no

yes

density of buildings
(black/white ratio)
yes

Action
Importance
of
constraint (1 to 5, 1
is less important)

collapse to a line
3

target width > 0.2 map mm

Example on group
of objects
ICC-3-18

building must be parallel to
road

target density should
be equal to initial
density ± 20 %

3

3

Exception
Schema to illustrate
if needed
Additional for constraints on two objects:
Feature class 2
Condition for both
objects
being
concerned with this
constraint
Additional for constraints on group of objects:
Kind of group

road
objects are parallel (± 15°)

urban block

Kind of objects of
the initial data
composing
the
group

buildings
surrounded
by
minimal cycle of
roads (in urban
areas)
Table 3 Example of ICC map specifications defined as constraints that extend the EuroSDR
harmonised constraints.
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2.1.4

Analysing the test cases

ICC
Kadaster
IGNF
OSGB
Total

Constraint type
Mo LegPreservation
del ibility

137 86 23 28 12 80
0 4 19 12 5 5 39 20 16 25 8 19
52 27 21 4 11 18
1 0 1 6 0 15 10 13 23 3 0 0
61 32 15 14 2 15
2 4 15 12 2 9 33 2 12 9 2 0
49 24 13 12 2 16
1 0 0 8 0 22 24 1 8 1 8 0
299 169 72 58 16 129 4 8 35 38 7 51 106 36 59 38 18 19
Table 4 Analysis of constraints of the test cases, classified on various criteria

9
0
2
2
13

Other

Any

Coastal features

Relief

Water

Road

Land use

Building

Topology

Shape

Position
Orientation

Min. dimension
granularity

Model generalisation

on group of objects

on two objects

Other

Feature classes involved
Distribution/ Statistics

of

and

Number
objects

on one object

Test case

Total number of constraints

To obtain more in-depth knowledge on NMA requirements for automated map generalisation, the
final step of the requirement analysis was the comparison of constraints across the four test cases.
For this comparison, one should realise that the constraint sets do not reflect all generalisation
problems of NMAs. Firstly the NMAs had to limit their constraints to those describing the main
problems in the test area and to constraints that were more or less straightforward to formalise.
Secondly the constraints were defined without running any automated generalisation process which
would have shown both missing and unclear constraints. Lastly the amount of time allocated to the
testers would never enable them to set up the equivalent of a complete generalisation production line,
handling all requirements for one given map scale and therefore NMAs limited their efforts on
constraints that could be tackled within the context of the tests.
For the comparison of constraints among the four test cases we used three criteria: 1) the number of
objects taken into account in the constraints, 2) the type of the constraints, and 3) the feature class for
which the constraints were defined.
For the constraint type we distinguished between two main categories: legibility constraints and
preservation constraints (Burghardt et al., 2007). Preservation constraints are completely satisfied at
scale transitions. These are constraints prescribing preservation of topology, position, orientation,
shape, and distribution/statistics. Preservation constraints may be violated when operations are applied
for ensuring legibility (minimal dimensions and granularity). Legibility can be investigated
independently of the source dataset, while preservation always has to be evaluated in correlation with
the source data. Besides legibility and preservation constraints, we identified ‘model generalisation’
constraints. These refer mainly to constraints for removing certain feature types from the data (e.g.
‘cycle path’ in Kadaster test case or ‘wall’ in ICC test case), and also to avoid that objects with
different attributes are aggregated, for example different types of buildings in OSGB test case should
not be aggregated.

1
3
1
5
10

Table 4 shows the results of comparing the four constraint sets using the three criteria. Several
conclusions can be drawn from this table. First, the ICC test case contains a large number of
constraints compared to the other cases. This can be explained by the large number of feature classes
(see Table 1) resulting in several similar constraints for different types of roads. Secondly, most
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constraints are defined for one object in all four cases, whereas the fewest constraints are defined for
groups of objects, most likely because it was difficult to formalise constraints on groups of objects.
Finally, constraints for ensuring minimal dimensions are important in all four test cases, most
probably because it is straightforward to define this type of constraints.
Another observation is that topological constraints are defined on a more general level such as
“preserve topological consistency and connectivity,” “self-intersection not allowed,” or “keep
adjacency.” It is notable that there are only a few shape constraints defined by Kadaster. Position and
orientation constraints are sparsely specified by all NMAs, and they refer only to buildings. Besides
that these constraints are easiest to define for buildings, this is because cartographic conflicts on
buildings are more evident in the results, and that buildings are expected to be displaced more often
than other objects during the generalisation process. A final conclusion of this analysis concerns the
feature classes that were included in the constraint definitions. All four test cases contain many
constraints on buildings, land use, and roads. The reason for the importance of these classes in the
constraint sets is most likely because these are the most frequently occurring objects and the most
significant for users of the map and therefore most (interactive) generalisation is applied to these
objects. The variation of constraints among other feature classes is a result of the relative importance
of certain feature classes within the four chosen test cases; e.g., constraints on coastal features are
dominant in the ICC case.

2.2

The test process

The tests were performed from June 2007 till March 2008 by generalisation experts on the
commercial version of the software systems available in June 2007. In November 2007, first results
were discussed within the project team as well as with the vendors. During this meeting it was realised
that it would be beneficial if vendors would submit improved versions of their software to be tested.
The main drive for such an extension of the project was that the availability of map requirements and
the first test experiences might help vendors to improve their systems. Vendors were invited to submit
a new version of their software by 31st of March 2008. Some vendors showed high interest in
submitting a new version of their system, but in the end, none of the vendors decided to go ahead and
to submit a new version in March 2008.
In the tests performed by project team testers no customisation of the software was allowed nor was it
allowed to develop new algorithms or to edit results afterwards. Every system was tested two to three
times on all four data sets. Every system was tested both by testers who were skilled and testers who
were unskilled with the system.
In every test, the tester tried to translate all defined constraints into a form understandable by the
specific software (the second stage of defining map requirements as indicated in the previous section).
The generalisation process must either be triggered by a class of objects (theme) or by spatially
indicated areas (partitions), i.e. the tester was not allowed to trigger operations on an object by object
basis as in the former OEEPE research.
Several templates were designed to capture all testers’ information in a structured and consistent way
enabling a flexible method for evaluation. For every test case, the following information was produced
by the testers:
o Processing template: a file which lists every action of the tester and the amount of
time that the action took.
o Constraint expression template: a file describing how the tester implemented every
constraint (fully/partially/not; how was the constraint expressed; how was the
constraint handled).
o all output layers in ESRI Shape format.
o pdf-file of the output map.
Apart from the per-test information, testers provided information on the functionalities and
performance per system in a system template.
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Although new software versions were not available for testers, the vendors were allowed to use them
in the parallel tests, and also to apply any customisation specially designed for the tests, in order to
show the full potential of the systems. The vendors’ tests are reported in Chapter 4.

2.3

Evaluation of system capabilities, test processes and constraint expressions

The evaluation of the results was done from September 2008 to spring 2009 and consisted mainly of
evaluating the generalised outputs (see next section). On top of this, the templates completed by the
testers with additional information on the tests were evaluated to better answer the research questions.
The completed templates considered in this evaluation were the system templates (supplemented with
other information such as collected from available manuals), the processing templates, and the
constraint expression templates. Results of this evaluation are reported in Section 3.2 till 3.4.

2.4

Evaluation of generalised outputs

Evaluating the generalised outputs was the main part of evaluating generalisation in commercial
software.
Evaluating generalised data can serve three main tasks: evaluation for tuning the generalisation
system prior to generalisation, evaluation for controlling the generalisation process during
generalisation, and evaluation for assessing the quality of generalised data after generalisation
(Mackaness and Ruas, 2007). The purpose of evaluating generalised data in our study falls in the last
category. However, the evaluation serves a second, more specific aim, which is learning more about
generalisation processes.
The methodology that we developed to evaluate the generalised outputs of the tests was driven by an
observation by Mackaness and Ruas (2007). They stated that an adequate evaluation framework
should be able to handle the notion that the final output is a compromise between a set of sometimes
competing map objectives. Such a framework should combine human evaluation and machine
evaluation to meet the complexity of evaluation; e.g., machine evaluation can direct the user to those
parts of the solution that are deemed to be unsatisfactory.
Based on this observation and motivated by the constraint-based approach of the requirement analysis
of our study, we developed three integrated methods for evaluating the generalised data:
qualitative evaluation by cartographic experts
automated constraint-based evaluation
evaluation, which visually compared different outputs for one test case
The integration was accomplished by directing experts on situations that were well, badly, or
differently solved according to the automated constraint-based evaluation. In addition, the results of
the visual comparison of outputs were discussed with the experts of the test cases. Conclusions of one
method are also compared with results of the other two methods to identify inconsistent measuring
tools.
All 34 outputs produced by the tests were evaluated. These were 27 outputs delivered by research
team testers and 7 outputs delivered by vendors.
The three evaluation methods are explained in the remainder of this section. More details can be found
in Burghardt et al. (2008). Results of the constraint-based evaluation, the comparison evaluation and
the expert evaluation are presented in respectively Section 3.5, Section 3.6 and Section 3.7.
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2.4.1

Automated constraint-based evaluation

The automated constraint-based evaluation compared the measured final value (e.g. ‘size’) for a
constraint with an ideal final value. For this evaluation an OpenJump prototype (OpenJump, 2008)
was developed (see Figure 2). This prototype implemented the automated evaluation of two legibility
constraints: ‘target area > x map mm2’ (for one object) and ‘target distance > x map mm’ (between
two objects). The outcome of these evaluations is either 0 (perfect solution) or 1 (violated constraint).
Although the implementation of automated evaluation of these two constraints was more or less
straightforward, the implementation for most other constraints appeared to be difficult and was
therefore not realised. The reason for this is that the definition of constraints mainly aimed at being
unambiguously clear for testers. Therefore we did not endeavour to make them as formal as possible.
Although for some constraints (e.g. shape and spatial distribution) it is known that the definition and
the measurement is complex, a higher level of formalisation could have been achieved. A constraint
such as “initial and generalised shape should be similar” is less formal than the constraint “preserving
width-length ratio”. For this reason specifically the constraints defined for group of objects appeared
to be very difficult (if not impossible) to evaluate in an automated manner, examples are constraints
on networks, patterns and spatial distributions.
Experiences with the prototype provided important insights for this evaluation method, for example
the suitability of the method to identify the overall quality of a generalised map. These insights were
obtained by applying the prototype to interactively generalised data, see Section 3.5.1. However, it is
important to realise that the results obtained with this evaluation only have low impact on the overall
results of the project. This is because most of the time used to work on this evaluation was put
towards developing the prototype (due to the faced complexities). Consequently only a limited
number of constraints could be assessed.
Results of the automated constraint-based evaluation, i.e. results of applying the prototype to
interactively generalised data and results of three legibility constraints are reported in Section 3.5.1
respectively Section 3.5.2.


Figure 2 Screen shot of prototype for automated constraint-based evaluation

2.4.2

Comparing outputs

The Comparative evaluation compares all the outputs obtained for a same test case to
o study how different the generalisation results for one test case can be,
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o
o

study how differently the outputs respect the map specifications, and
understand the noticed differences and the reasons why some map specifications are
not met.


9LVXDOO\FRPSDULQJIRFXV]RQHV
The main work performed in the comparative evaluation was a careful visual comparative assessment
of the outputs. Because it was impossible to assess the complete outputs with the resources available
for the test, the following methodology was used. First, a limited set of “focus zones” were identified
(approximately 4 for each test case), on which the visual comparison would take place.
A focus zone consists of one or several spatial extracts of the dataset and a particular known
generalisation problem that occurs on these spatial extracts. An example focus zone is three different
road bend series, where the studied problem is “mountain road generalisation”. The focus zones have
been selected after the testing stage according to the following criteria. The zones:
o cover classical generalisation problems,
o take into account the feedback of some testers regarding the interesting
generalisation problems they had to face while performing their tests. take into
account the knowledge of data producers regarding the problems they expected the
testers to encounter, and the feedback of the testers regarding the interesting
generalisation problems they had to face while performing their tests
The focus zones selected for this evaluation are shown in the section presenting the evaluation results
(Section 3.6).
For each focus zone of each test case, the visual comparative evaluation consisted of several steps:
Get familiar with the specifications (expressed as constraints) related to the studied focus zone, i.e.
understand what was expected. This was done by studying the constraint set associated to the test case
(see Appendix VI, only digitally available).
Extract for each output obtained for this test case, the map extract corresponding to the studied focus
zone.
Visually inspect and compare the collected map extracts. The output data (shapefiles) were also
visualised, overlayed and compared when needed.
Detect the main similarities and differences between outputs and try to explain them. Again, the map
extracts were not always sufficient and the output data were used as well. The first step was to identify
which outputs were right or wrong compared to the specifications, for this we went back to the
constraint definition template. Then, we tried to explain the noticed differences using the constraint
expression templates, where the testers wrote down if (and if not, why) they were able to express the
constraints in the tested system. On top of the constraint expression templates (which were a very
good source of information because often they were well filled), we also used our own knowledge of
the generalisation process and of the tested systems. In addition we had contacts with the testers, with
experts of the tested systems and with experts of the test cases to clarify the unclear situations.

4XDQWLI\LQJGLIIHUHQFHV
On top of the careful visual comparative assessment that constitutes the main part of the comparative
evaluation, some countings have been performed in each output dataset to measure the number of
objects and/or cumulated lengths or areas, on a class by class basis. The aim was to have some
objective indicators showing that the obtained results are sometimes very different.
However, although the output data schema expected for each test case had been fixed, the actual
outputs sent by the testers were very heterogeneous in terms of schema. Putting the performed
countings in a form that would be interpretable would have been very time consuming. Because of
time constraints, these countings have been exploited within this project in a very limited way, and
almost all the conclusions drawn from the Comparative evaluation task rely on the visual comparison
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work. Some countings were done as part of the automated constraint-based evaluation (Section 3.5).
Future work could extend these countings.

2.4.3

Expert evaluation

For the expert evaluation, a survey was developed that extends the earlier experts’ survey of the
AGENT prototype (AGENT, 2000). Project team members in each of the four NMAs who provided a
test case were asked to recruit cartographic experts in their institute to complete the survey. The
survey focused both on global indicators and on individual constraints. The global indicators used to
assess the outputs are shown in Table 5.
Global indicators
Level of manual editions required to meet the constraints
Deviation from initial (ungeneralised) data
Preservation of the geographic characteristics of the test area (urban,
mountainous, rural or coastal area)
Legibility
Seriousness and frequency of main detected errors
Number of positive aspects
Information reduction (undergeneralisation / overgeneralisation)
Table 5 Global indicators used in the expert survey
For the assessment of the outputs on individual constraints, it appeared to be impossible to visually
assess if a threshold value, as often used in the definition of the constraints, was met. Therefore we
summarised the original constraints in a set of constraints that could be visually assessed (see Table 6).
Cartographic experts assessed how these derived constraints were solved: either very badly, badly,
well or very well.
Constraints on one object
minimal dimensions

Constraints on two objects

Constraints on group of
objects
quantity of information (e.g.
black/white ration)
spatial distribution

spatial
separation
between
features (distance)
granularity (amount of detail) relative position (e.g. building
should remain at the same side
of a road)
shape preservation
consistencies between themes
(e.g. contour line and river)
Table 6 Individual constraints used in the expert survey

In a next step the experts were asked to rank the software systems based on their assessment of the
generalisation outputs produced by the systems. At the end of the survey, experts annotated the output
maps with examples of good (g), bad (b) and differently solved generalisation solutions (d) (see
Figure 3).
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Figure 3 Generalisation output of Kadaster test case, annotated by cartographic expert.
Apart from the survey, the experts were provided with the following materials related to the test case
of their NMA:
a map of the input data (see Appendix I);
the constraint set of the test case (see Appendix VI);
PDF’s of the 6-12 generalised outputs as produced by both Project team testers and vendors (see
Appendix VII respectively Appendix VIII). The PDFs were provided so that the experts could zoom
in and/or print the maps;
output Shape files;
a PDF with the focus zones selected for further study in the comparison evaluation (see Section 3.6).
The respondents were asked to consider the outputs generated by the same software as one group, and
select the best solution of such a group to answer the questions in the survey. This would assure the
evaluation of the best available output. If there were, however, considerable differences between the
maps produced by the same software system, the respondents were asked to report this. The
respondents were asked to firstly evaluate the outputs produced by Project team testers. If the vendors’
output differed (much) from outputs of Project team testers, the respondents were asked to evaluate
this separately.
The next chapter presents and interprets the results that were obtained by applying the methodology
that was described above.
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This section presents the results and interpretation of the evaluation phase. Section 3.1 describes the
outputs that were obtained from the tests. Section 3.2 evaluates the system capabilities, Section 3.3
analyses the processing templates and Section 3.4 analyses the constraint expression templates.
Section 3.5, Section 3.6 and Section 3.7 present results of respectively the automated constraint-based
evaluation, the comparison evaluation and the expert evaluation.
It should be noted that this whole chapter deals about the versions of the software that were
commercially available in June 2007. Improvements that have taken place since 2007 are reported in
Chapter 4, based on vendors’ input (Section 4.2).

3.1

Outputs of the tests

It was intended to carry out three tests per system and test case. Consequently theoretically 16 outputs
could have been produced per test case (4x3 from regular testers and 4 from vendors), resulting in 64
outputs. Because in practice not all the expected tests were carried out due to several reasons, in total
34 outputs were obtained, 27 outputs produced by the project team and 7 outputs produced by the
vendors (see Table 7 respectively Table 8 ). The explanation for relatively fewer tests performed with
axpand is that the system was provided several months later to the project team than the other three
systems. Because of the late provision of axpand software, the tests with axpand were also performed
later than the other tests which caused that axpand test results were not considered in all evaluations.
The different evaluations in this chapter explicitly mention when axpand results were not considered.
System
ArcGIS CPT axpand Radius Clarity
Test case
IGN
1
3
2
1
ICC
2
2
0
2
OSGB
1
3
0
1
Kadaster 2
3
1
3
Table 7 Tests performed by members of the project team

System
ArcGIS CPT axpand Radius Clarity
Test case
IGN
0
1
0
1
ICC
0
1
0
0
OSGB
0
1
0
0
Kadaster 1
1
0
1
Table 8 Tests performed by vendors
For all performed tests both the Shape output layers and the pdf maps were provided.
The first global evaluations of the output maps showed many differences in the symbolisation of the
outputs maps, most probably because many testers were involved despite the provided symbol
descriptions (they complied in different ways to the provided symbol descriptions). Differences in
symbolisation were also caused because different systems were used to obtain the outputs.
Symbolisation heavily influences the way a map is perceived. Therefore the symbolised maps were
regenerated by one person based on the output shapes in one system and in consultation with the four
NMAs who provided the test cases, before the maps were evaluated.
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All output maps produced by the project team are added as Appendix VII and output maps produced
by vendors are added as Appendix VIII (both only digitally available). Besides these maps, the test
outputs consisted of all output layers (approximately 700) and the completed processing, system and
constraint expression templates.

3.2

Evaluation of the capabilities of the systems

This section describes the main characteristics of the tested systems as well as the quality of available
operators in all four systems as the testers reported them in the system templates. Section 3.2.1 firstly
describes details on the completed system templates. Section 3.2.2 describes per system the
generalisation functionalities (including available algorithms). Section 3.2.3 summarises the
capabilities of the systems. Finally Section 3.2.4 concludes on the main characteristics of the tested
systems.
As mentioned before, it is important to realise that this evaluation is fully dedicated to the tested
versions of the systems. Any developments since then are reported by the vendors in Chapter 4 (but
not tested in the project).
It is important to note that some aspects have influenced the analysis of the software system templates
and have made it hard to draw unambiguous conclusions. The first one is that the evaluation of one
software system, axpand, is not complete because lack of information: only the vendor provided the
software system template and only a novice tester provided it, partially filled. As mentioned in Section
3.1, axpand outputs are incomplete because the system was provided several months later to the
project team than the other systems. The second aspect that makes it hard to draw unambiguous
conclusions one is the poor harmonisation in the criteria to fulfil the templates, especially when a
valuation is required. The last aspect is the unavoidable subjectivity in this (qualitative) analysis and
the summarisation of the templates, as well as in the elaboration of the conclusions.

3.2.1

Details on the completed systems templates

Not all the testers filled the system templates for all the software that they tested. Next tables show the
software systems (rows) used by each tester and the datasets (columns) where the software was
applied. The cells coloured in light grey indicate the system templates provided by the testers or by the
vendors. Not coloured cells indicate templates that were not provided.
7HVWHU6\VWHP H[SHUWLVH
ICC / ArcGIS (novice)
ICC / CPT (expert)
ITC / CPT (novice)
TDK / ArcGIS (expert)
TDK / CPT (novice)
Zurich / axpand (novice)
IGNF / Radius Clarity (expert)
IGNS / Radius Clarity (novice)
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OSGB / axpand (novice)
OSGB / Radius Clarity (expert)
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,*1)GDWD

yes
-

7'.GDWD

yes
yes

26*%GDWD

Yes
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1Spatial / Radius Clarity
University of Hannover / CPT
ESRI /ArcGIS
Axes Systems / axpand

,&&GDWD
yes
-

,*1)GDWD
yes
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-

7'.GDWD
yes
yes
partially
-

26*%GDWD
Yes
-

The templates provided by the vendors have not been used because they used newer or customised
versions of the software.
The template was divided in two parts, the first part aimed to describe the general capabilities of the
system (all answers are presented in Appendix IX), and the second part aimed at evaluating the quality
of the available generalisation operators. In the analysis of the second part of the template, next
criteria have been taken into account:
- To evaluate the operators quality, the following values were possible:
+++
very good
++
good
o
applicable
weak
/
not available
- Because some unexpected values were found in the templates, the following criteria have
been applied:
- “+” was replaced by ” ++”
- “?” has not been taken into account.
- “n.a.” was replaced by “/”
- “=/=” was replaced by the value of the previous row
- Nothing was taking into account when the name of the algorithm was indicated
without giving any value
- In some evaluations, some part of the questions related to the quality of the operators is not
fully answered by the testers.
- Other criteria applied in the analysis of the templates have been:
- When the testers provide more than a value, only the highest one has been taken into
account.
- When nothing or a value was assigned and the operator is not available, the value “/”
has been considered.
- When an operator is not applicable on a type of object (for example, Smoothing on
Isolated points), nothing has been considered.
- When the operator is available and the evaluation value is “/”, it has not been taken
into account.
- In the summarised template, the value corresponds to the highest value closest to the average.

3.2.2

Generalisation functionalities of the systems

This section describes, for each software system, the main generalisation functionalities of the
versions used in the project (as documented in the reference guides and in the web pages of the
systems), a summary of the system templates provided by the testers, and a review of the main
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positive aspects and the limitations of the current versions obtained from the previous information.
Appendix IX contains all completed system templates
$UF*,6
Main generalisation functionalities
ArcGIS is a complete GIS platform provided by ESRI. Although ArcGIS 9.3 is not specifically
developed for map generalisation, it does contain tools for automated generalisation of lines and
polygons. In addition, it provides a set of tools for raster data generalisation, which were not tested
because the project only focused on vector data.
The following table lists the tools available in the Generalisation toolset for vector data and provides a
brief description for each one:

7RRO'HVF
Simplify Line

ULSWLRQ
Simplifies a line by removing small fluctuations or extraneous bends
from it while preserving its essential shape.

Collapse Dual Lines Derives centerlines from dual-line features, such as road casings,
To Centerline
based on specified width tolerances.
Dissolve

Aggregates features based on a specified attribute or attributes..

Eliminate

Merges the selected polygons with neighboring polygons that share
the largest border or have the largest area.

Simplify Building

Simplifies the boundary or footprint of building polygons while
maintaining their essential shape and size.

Aggregate Polygons

Combines polygons within a specified distance to each other into
new polygons.

Simplify Polygon

Simplifies a polygon by removing small fluctuations or extraneous
bends from its boundary while preserving its essential shape.

Smooth Line

Smooths a line to improve its aesthetic quality.

Each generalisation tool includes a graphical user interface, which allows the setup of parameters and
input and output files. The ModelBuilder utility allows the creation of workflows based in a sequence
of generalisation operations, which can be executed in interactive or off-line mode. The objects are
processed in sequential mode, without taking into account the context and the relationships between
them.
For each tool, the generalisation degree is controlled by the user through parameters:
x Simplify line:
o Parameters
 Algorithm: Point remove (simple algorithm that reduces a line by removing
redundant points) or Bend simplify (detect bends along a line, analyze their
characteristics, and eliminate insignificant ones).
 Tolerance.
 Flag or resolve topological errors, possibly introduced in the process.
 Keep or not collapsed points.
o Considerations
 Both algorithms may introduce topological errors, such as line crossings, in
the results.
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x

x

x
x

x

x

Collapse Dual Lines To Centerline:
o Parameters
 Maximum width of the dual-line features to derive centerline.
 Minimum width of the dual-line features to derive centerline.
o Considerations:
 Designed for fairly regular, near parallel pairs of lines, such as large-scale
road casings. For natural features, such as irregularly shaped double-line
rivers, unexpected results can occur.
 Centerlines will be derived based on the specified width parameters. A
dual-line feature wider than the Maximum Width or narrower than the
Minimum Width will not be centerlined.
 The output feature class will not carry the attributes from the input lines.
Dissolve:
o Parameters:
 Field or fields on which to aggregate features.
 Choose how to calculate attributes in the output feature class.
 Multipart features are allowed or not in the output feature class.
Eliminate:
o Parameters:
 Method used for eliminating neighboring polygons, length or area.
Simplify building:
o Parameters:
 Tolerance.
 Minimum area for a simplified building to be retained.
 Check or not check conflicts as overlapping or touching, among buildings.
Aggregate polygons:
o Parameters:
 Aggregation distance.
 Minimum area for an aggregated polygon to be retained.
 Minimum size of a polygon hole to be retained.
 Characteristic of the input features that will be preserved when
constructing the aggregated boundaries: non orthogonal or orthogonal.
o Considerations:
 There will be no self-aggregation, meaning that no aggregation within a
polygon itself where one area of its boundary is less than the distance to
another or between two parts of a multipart polygon.
 The output feature class will not contain any attributes from the source
features. A one-to-many relationship table will be created that links the
aggregated polygons to their source polygons.
 The output may contain overlapping polygons, self-crossing boundaries
and some connecting zones may be too narrow.
Simplify polygon:
o Parameters:
 Algorithm: Point remove (simple algorithm that reduces a line by removing
redundant points) or Bend simplify (detect bends along a line, analyze their
characteristics, and eliminate insignificant ones).
 Tolerance.
 Minimum area for a simplified polygon to be retained.
 No check, flag or resolve topological errors, possibly introduced in the
process.
 Keep or not collapsed points.
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o

x

Considerations:
 Two output feature classes, a polygon feature class (simplified polygons)
and a point feature class (representing polygons that are collapsed to zeroarea).
 The polygon output will carry all the input fields. The point output will not.
 A small polygon near a larger polygon can end up inside the larger polygon
due to a relatively large tolerance.
Smooth line:
o Parameters:
 Algorithm: PAEK (Polynomial Approximation with Exponential Kernel,
the smoothed line will not pass through the input line vertices) and Bezier
interpolation (fits Bezier curves between vertices).
 Tolerance, for PAEK algoritm.
 Preservation of the endpoints for closed lines, for PAEK algorithm.
 Flag or not check topological errors.
o Considerations
 Both algorithms may introduce topological errors, such as line crossings, in
the results.

Summary of the system templates provided by the testers for ArcGIS
1. Interactive generalisation tools
1.1. What tools does the system have for detection and visualisation of cartographic conflicts
before and after generalisation?
Some operators allow check and flag topological errors generated by them. The flags can be
queued using ArcMap GIS tools. Moreover there is a tool that detects graphic conflicts
between features taking into account their symbology.
1.2. Does the system support the generalisation of manually selected features? Please describe
shortly.
Yes. Using GIS tools to select manually the features.
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2.

Generalisation operators
2.1. Describe if the topology is preserved during generalisation and explain the mechanism, e.g.
by topological data model or as part of the operator.
Not always. Some operators give the possibility to mark the topologic conflicts.
2.2. Describe if the relationship with terrain is considered during generalisation, e.g. roads –
elevation lines.
No
2.3. Describe if spatial patterns and relations such as alignments or direct connections (e.g.
between building and streets) are manually selected, explicitly modelled and/or preserved
during generalisation.
No
2.4. Do you support modelling and generalisation for features with 2.5 or 3d geometries?
2.5D
2.5. Can the system call services? Does the system provide generalisation functionality as
services?
Yes

3.

Generalisation process
3.1. Describe the processing strategy applied for automated generalisation, for example batch
processing, rule-based or expert-systems, workflow, constraint-based, agent based, ….
Parametrized processes. Interactive and off-line processes; there is the possibility to create
a workflow (ModelBuilder) to be automatically executed.

4.

5.

6.

3.2. How do set up the parameter, e.g. manually or automatically (scale based)? Is it possible to
specify the parameter manually? Is it possible to get default values for a given scale?
The parameters are indicated manually.
3.3. Does the system support generalisation zones (e.g. settlement area, mountainous area),
where specific parameter can be considered during the automated generalisation?
a) manually drawn
b) automatically detected
The system supports generalisation zones manually drawn but not automatically detected.
3.4. Is it possible to select features for generalisation based on spatial or semantic criteria?
Please describe.
Yes
3.5. Does the system support incremental generalisation for updating? Please describe.
No
Multi-representation data modelling
4.1. Does the system support the transformation from one data model into another model also
called schema transformation.
Yes using the Interoperability Extension.
4.2. Is it possible to visualise two models at the same time?
Yes
4.3. Does the system store explicit links between feature representations of the same real world
object in different scales? Are there m:n-relations supported, for instance if 10 buildings are
represented in a smaller scale through 6 buildings? Are there links between different
geometry types possible such as area and line features, in case of geometry type change
during generalisation, e.g. a river is modelled as area object in one scale and as line object in
a smaller scale?
Yes
4.4. Does the system support the versioning (of different temporal states) of a feature? Please
explain.
Yes
4.5. Does the system supports matching of features between different scales?
Yes
System properties
5.1. Which formats are supported for direct import and export? Does the system allow data
import with data transformation software such as FME or CITRA?
SHAPE and others. The system allows data import through data transformation softwares
as FME.
5.2. Please characterise the graphical user interface for generalisation.
Each generalisation tool includes a graphical user interface, which allows the input of
parameters and files. ModelBuilder allows the creation of workflow based in a sequence of
generalisation operations.
5.3. Which languages are supported from the graphical user interface and the help manuals?
Many.
5.4. Does an API exists allowing the customer to develop own generalisation functionalities? Is
it possible to write new generalisation algorithms?
Yes
Map production
6.1. Does the system offer cartographic symbolisation?
Yes
6.2. Does the system offer tools for map production?
Yes
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++
/

/
/
/

5. Displacement
5.1 Lines
5.2 with deformation of polygon
5.3 move the complete polygon
5.4 Snapping

/

4. Selection /
typification
4.1 Selection
4.2 Typification

elimination

/
/

/
/

/
/
/
/

++
/

/
++

/
/
/


++
++


o
++

/

Roads

Building

3. Enhancement
3.1 Scaling
3.2 Exaggeration
3.3 Smoothing
3.4 Rectification
3.5 Enlarge to rectangle

2. Geometry type change
2.1 Area to line
2.2 Area to point
2.3 Line to point

Software/Company
ArcGIS/ESRI
1. Simplification
1.1 Point reduction (weeding)
1.2 Unrestricted simplification
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Border
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Hydrographic
network
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/
contours
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Evaluation of the quality of the generalisation operators (+++ very good, ++ good, o applicable, - weak, / not available)
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++
++
/
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Others – please specify …

Roads

++

Building

6. Aggregation
6.1 Amalgamation - Fusion
(polygon)
6.2. Amalgamation – Merge
(polygon)
6.3 Combine (points to polygon)

Software/Company
ArcGIS/ESRI
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Advantages and limitations
The advantages and limitations regarding generalisation functionalities are as follows:
Advantages
x Acceptable results for building generalisation, line simplification, area aggregation, collapse
dual lines and mosaic generalisation.
x Generalisation tools inside a complete GIS platform.
x Workflow creation tool (Model Builder).
x Possibility to customise existing algorithms or to add new algorithms.
x 2.5D data management.
x Good documentation available.
x Easy installation.
Limitations
x Missing operators: enlargement of buildings, simplifying buildings based on width and depth
of protrusions, displacement, point generalisation, etc.
x Topology is partially managed. Simplify line, Smooth line, Aggregate polygons, Simplify
building and Simplify polygons can introduce topological errors.
x Collapse Dual Lines To Centerline and Aggregate polygons does not carry the attributes
from the input lines.
x Objects are processed class by class and in sequential mode, without taking into account the
context and the relationships between them.
x More detailed information about the generalisation process should be provided.
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The software provided by the University of Hannover is composed by three complementary modules,
Change, Push and Typify, which are designed to solve specific generalisation problems.
Change
Main generalisation functionalities
Change is the module devoted to building generalisation and it has been designed to process data from
1:1.000 to 1:25.000 scales. Change can only manage objects stored as polygons (closed polyline)
which are topologically correct (no duplicated vertices, no self intersections, no intersection between
objects, etc). Original attributes are maintained if aggregation is not performed.
Change allows the following generalisation operations:
x Elimination of small buildings.
x Simplification of building outlines.
x Aggregation of buildings, followed by the simplification of the aggregated buildings outlines.
The objects are processes in sequential mode, without taking into account the context and the
relationships between them.
The generalisation degree is controlled by the user through a parameter file:
x Input and output scale.
x Search radius for identical points.
x Distance to the straight through the two neighbouring points.
x Threshold value for side length of buildings.
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x
x
x

Minimal area dimension, including protrusions.
Threshold values for aggregation (distance and combination/shifting).
Threshold value for angles.

Change uses its own format but provides a tool to translate from and to Shape format.
Advantages and limitations
The advantages and limitations of Change are as follows:
Advantages
x Testers were very satisfied with the results for building aggregation, especially at large scale.
Limitations
x No distinction for length of edge in a building, width of protrusion, depth of protrusion, or
width of a part.
x Polygons under minimum area are deleted because the same parameter is used for minimum
area and protrusions. No information about removed polygons.
x Topological relationships are not maintained:
o Inconsistent polygons and overlaying polygons are generated
o Polygons with holes are not treated properly
x Only one attribute with less than 9 numeric characters is allowed.
x A lot of file conversions are needed in the whole process.
Push
Main generalisation functionalities
Push is designed to solve the spatial conflicts generated by symbolisation and preceding generalisation
operations by displacements and small deformations. The applied process is based on an optimization
process, which is able to solve conflicts in a holistic way. The program does not include other
generalisation operations like reduction. It can manage linear elements and polygons. However for
polygons with holes only the outer ring of the polygon is processed.
Object properties and object behaviour can be parameterised individually, leading to a high flexibility:
x Minimal distance that one object class should have to its neighbours.
x Control of the possibility to displace or not an object.
x Control of the possibility to deform or not an object.
x Number of iterations.
x General minimum distance between objects, in addition to the individual minimal distance.
x Threshold value that objects are attracted and moved towards each other instead of shifting
apart (critical distance).
x Distance of Steiner points, artificial intermediate points inserted in the Constrainted
Delaunay Triangulation.
x Individual distance matrix, individual distance between object classes, in addition to minimal
distance and general minimum distance.
Advantages and limitations
The advantages and limitations of Push are as follows:
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Advantages
x Acceptable results for displacement and deformation.
x Topology is taken into account: connexions and relative position between elements are
maintained.
Limitations
x Sometimes self-intersections are generated.
x If the critical distance to several neighbouring objects falls under the threshold value, a
strange behaviour can appear and the object can be strangely deformed.
x If not enough space is available, the situation deteriorates because it does not maintain the
original state.
x Deletion of polygons which intersect with lines because of space.
x Only one attribute, which must be named OTN, is maintained and it should have less than 9
numeric characters.
Typify
Main generalisation functionalities
Typify can perform building generalisation for large and medium scales (1:50k and smaller, i.e. less
detailed) by evaluating individual buildings and simplifying their shapes based on small facade
structures. For smaller scales this would lead to an elimination of many buildings, as all building parts
would fall under the required minimal sizes. To address this problem, Typify reduces the number of
buildings, arranges them based on a density preserving principle, and collapses them appropriately:
small buildings are replaced by square symbols, larger building are presented with original shape. The
density preserving reduction of objects is done using Self Organizing Networks, a neural network
approach. Typify partitions the whole area in individual meshes, which are typically provided by the
road network, although other elements as administrative boundaries can be used. Furthermore, in the
course of the arrangement and collapsing, the objects are also displaced against each other based on
parameterised distances.
After the selection of the elements that will configure the meshes and the creation of the partition, the
typification is performed based on the following parameters:
x Reduction rate, defined by a percentage.
x Target scale, which determine the size of the symbol placed in collapse operation.
x Displacement and degree of deformation for buildings.
x Displacement and degree of deformation for roads.
x Displacement and degree of deformation for other elements.
x General minimum distance between objects, in addition to the previous distances.
Advantages and limitations
The advantages and limitations of Typify are as follows:
Advantages
x Good results for building typification.
x Topology is taken into account, although in some cases self-intersections in buildings are
created.
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Limitations
x A problem is that buildings are reduced based on the number of buildings whereas most
constraints mention ‘maximum area coverage’ of buildings.
x Mesh must have a 100% coverage of test area
x The parameter target scale only determines the symbol size and it is based in the size of the
building symbol in the German maps at 1:50.000 (25x25 meters).
x Only attributes with less than 9 numeric characters are allowed.
Summary of the system templates provided by the testers for Change, Push, Typify
1.

Interactive generalisation tools
1.1. What tools does the system have for detection and visualisation of cartographic conflicts
before and after generalisation?
PUSH generates additional information to be used in a GIS to inspect the objects after
generalization. There is any tool in CHANGE and TYPYFY.
1.2. Does the system support the generalisation of manually selected features? Please describe
shortly.
No

2.

Generalisation operators
2.1. Describe if the topology is preserved during generalisation and explain the mechanism, e.g.
by topological data model or as part of the operator.
The topology is not completely preserved in building generalisation (CHANGE): sometimes
some self-intersections are created or intersection between neighbours.
The topology is preserved in displacement (PUSH): connexions between elements and
relative position between elements are maintained.
The topology is not always preserved in typification (TYPIFY): sometimes some selfintersection are created in buildings.
2.2. Describe if the relationship with terrain is considered during generalisation, e.g. roads –
elevation lines.
The relationship with terrain is not considered, although contour lines can be processed by
PUSH as linear elements.
2.3. Describe if spatial patterns and relations such as alignments or direct connections (e.g.
between building and streets) are manually selected, explicitly modelled and/or preserved
during generalisation.
Usually the spatial relations are preserved, but not always.
2.4. Do you support modelling and generalisation for features with 2.5 or 3d geometries?
No. CHANGE manages only 2D data. PUSH and TYPYFY can manage 2.5D, but the result
is 2D.
2.5. Can the system call services? Does the system provide generalisation functionality as
services?
No

3.

Generalisation process
3.1. Describe the processing strategy applied for automated generalisation, for example batch
processing, rule-based or expert-systems, workflow, constraint-based, agent based, ….
CHANGE: batch process, based on rules of how to handle too small facade elements.
TYPIFY: batch process; neuron network approach.
PUSH: batch process: global, holistic optimization based on given constraints.
3.2. How do set up the parameter, e.g. manually or automatically (scale based)? Is it possible to
specify the parameter manually? Is it possible to get default values for a given scale?
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The parameters are indicated manually.
3.3. Does the system support generalisation zones (e.g. settlement area, mountainous area),
where specific parameter can be considered during the automated generalisation?
a) manually drawn
b) automatically detected
CHANGE and PUSH don’t support any generalisation zones. TYPIFY is based in partitions
based on existing elements.
3.4. Is it possible to select features for generalisation based on spatial or semantic criteria?
Please describe.
CHANGE allows semantic aggregation. In PUSH the selection of features is possible by
semantic criteria in the displacement, to move the elements a distance depending of one
attribute.
3.5. Does the system support incremental generalisation for updating? Please describe.
No
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4.

Multi-representation data modelling
4.1. Does the system support the transformation from one data model into another model also
called schema transformation.
No
4.2. Is it possible to visualise two models at the same time?
No
4.3. Does the system store explicit links between feature representations of the same real world
object in different scales? Are there m:n-relations supported, for instance if 10 buildings are
represented in a smaller scale through 6 buildings? Are there links between different
geometry types possible such as area and line features, in case of geometry type change
during generalisation, e.g. a river is modelled as area object in one scale and as line object in
a smaller scale?
The system doesn’t store explicit links between feature representations. The system
maintains attributes under certain conditions, but it doesn’t calculate them for new elements.
4.4. Does the system support the versioning (of different temporal states) of a feature? Please
explain.
No
4.5. Does the system supports matching of features between different scales?
No

5.

System properties
5.1. Which formats are supported for direct import and export? Does the system allow data
import with data transformation software such as FME or CITRA?
SHAPE. The system doesn’t allow data import through external software.
5.2. Please characterise the graphical user interface for generalisation.
The system includes a very simple graphical user interface. It only allows the input of
parameters and files.
5.3. Which languages are supported from the graphical user interface and the help manuals?
Manuals are in German and English. The graphical user interface is in English.
5.4. Does an API exists allowing the customer to develop own generalisation functionalities? Is
it possible to write new generalisation algorithms?
No

6.

Map production
6.1. Does the system offer cartographic symbolisation?
No
6.2. Does the system offer tools for map production?
No
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Others – please specify …
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Advantages and limitations for CPT software
The advantages and limitations for the whole CPT software configuration can be summarised as
follows:
Advantages
x Good results for building simplification, aggregation and typification.
x Acceptable results for displacement tools.
x PUSH and TYPIFY take partially into account the context.
x Able to be integrated in a workflow based in most of the commercial systems, because it uses
SHAPE format and works in off-line mode.
x Good documentation available.
x Easy installation.
Limitations
x Missing operations: selection, linear simplification, exaggeration, typification on linear
elements, etc.
x Topology is partially managed.
x Not all operations take into account the context and the relationships between objects.
x Limitations in the attributes management.
x It is not possible to customise existing algorithms or to add new algorithms.
x The results are 2D.
x More detailed information about the generalisation process should be provided, although the
processes generate a report with statistics of the generalised data.
x GUI is too simple. Workflow should be more user friendly, for example optimizing format
translations and minimizing the number of processes to be executed.
x Parameterisation is difficult for novice user
5DGLXV&ODULW\
Main generalisation functionalities
Radius Clarity is a rule-based environment for automated generalisation. It provides the facilities to
build automated generalisation workflows and an environment to develop and research new
generalisation algorithms. The tool set in Radius Clarity enables small-scale digital data to be
automatically derived from large-scale source data. Its approach to generalisation is based on
intelligent software Agents, an advanced artificial intelligence technique that enables the automated
map production process to capture and handle contextual information.
Radius Clarity is goal driven, because of the following characteristics:
x Context Sensitive: Different generalisation algorithms are automatically applied on a feature
depending on its spatial context (surrounding features).
x Self-Optimising: Radius Clarity has the ability to cycle through possible outcomes,
modifying the initial geometries repeatedly until the optimal result is obtained.
x Object-Oriented: The object-oriented data modelling means that map features (e.g. houses,
roads, rivers) become active objects, providing measures, actions and constraints for
automated generalisation.
x Adaptive: The constraints and algorithms are easily adapted between different feature types
and different scale changes.
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x
x

Automatic: Includes a framework for running automated generalisation processes and a
mechanism to instigate generalisation as a batch process.
Configurable: Complete user control of the data model, the target map specification and the
generalisation approach.

The generalisation environment requires configuration at several levels:
x Map Specifications: Contains the parameters required for generalisation.
o Building constraint parameters:
 Squaring tolerance
 Building minimum size
 Elongation factor
 Minimum edge
 Scale factor
o Road constraint parameters:
 Legibility factor: Multiplies the symbol width.
 Line absorption: Used when one line segment displaces the rest during
generalise by parts.
 Environment proximity classes: Within a buffer of the road, which is not
topologically connected to the road.
 Minimum vector length: Length of vector to use when generating curves
for a buffer around convex corners.
 Road geometric tolerance: Vertices within this distance of each other are
merged.
o Road network constraint parameters:
 Barrault propagation cushioning coefficient: The dampening factor to be
used when propagating changes through a road network.
 Diffusion minimum distance: If the displacement of the end node of a road
is calculated to be less than this distance as a result of the diffusion
following moving the start node, then the end node is not diffused and the
road absorbs the whole diffusion.
o Urban block constraint parameters:
 Aggregation distance.
x Agents: Objects are made into agents by making them inherit from the base classes,
agent_meso or agent_micro. These base classes define a number of methods which carry out
the Agent Lifecycle.
x Constraints: Constraints govern the behaviour of agents during their lifecycle. The
constraints define the methods which evaluate the state of an agent, and provide default
implementations.
o

o
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Road and Road Network constraints:
 Road network micros constraint: To calculate a weighted average of the
coalescence strength.
 Road coalescence: Measures the level of coalescence along a road, and
proposes plans to reduce this level.
 Road symbol holes: Ensures that new holes are not created.
 Road self-intersection: Ensure it does not become self-intersecting.
Building constraints
 Building concavity.
 Building elongation.
 Building granularity.
 Building local width.
 Building orientation.

x

x
x

 Building size.
 Building squareness.
o Urban block constraints
 Aggregate buildings constraint.
o Miscellaneous constraints
 Meso control subagents constraint. Unconditionally proposes a plan to
activate all of its subagents, and accept the result.
Actions: These are functions which modify an agent or cause it to initiate changes in other
related agents.
o Line Actions
 Accordion: Expand a bend series in the direction of its axis - rather like
extending an accordion.
 Bend removal: Executes the “Bend removal” algorithm to remove two
consecutive bends.
 Plaster. Reduces coalescence conflict in a series of bends by smoothing.
 Minimal break. Expand a single bend with coalescence violation by
constructing a Delaunay triangulation “skeleton”.
 Maximal break. Expand a single bend with coalescence violation by
buffering around the line.
 Generalise by parts. Split up a line into smaller, which each have a
particular property that is the type of coalescence.
o Area Actions
 Polygon Squaring.
 Polygon Eliminate.
 Polygon Enlarge to Rectangle. Replace a building geometry with the
Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) for that building scaled to a given
size.
 Polygon Scale.
 Polygon Elongation. Enlarges or reduces a polygon along its axis.
 Polygon Simplify to Rectangle. Converts the polygon into a rectangle
while maintaining the area and orientation of the original polygon.
 Polygon Simplify. Reduces detail keeping the overall shape of the building.
 Polygon Relative Simplify. Simplifies a polygon by removing short edges.
 Polygon Orientation. Rotates the polygon.
 Polygon Local Width. Moves the closest parts of a polygon apart.
o Line Meso Actions
 Generalise Parts Push Micro. This action constructs a new micro agent. It
should only be applied to meso agents and should normally only be called
as part of the generalise by parts plan proposed by the coalescence
detection constraint.
 Generalise Parts Diffuse. This action is normally used as a follow up to the
“Generalise Parts Push Micro” action above. It will diffuse the changes to
the micro agent through the geometries stored on this meso agent.
o Line Network Actions
 Push Micro. Pushes the indexed micro agent controlled by this line
network meso onto the scheduler stack, with an active lifecycle.
 Diffuse. Diffuses the changes made by a previous invocation of “Push
Micro” throughout the road network.
o Urban Block Actions
 Aggregate. Merges overlapping micro-agents in a meso-agent.
Algorithms: Used in the agent constraints and actions.
Agent Scheduler: Acts as a coordinator of agents and their lifecycles.
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x

Process Methods: Several process methods have been implemented in Radius Clarity.

Summary of the system templates provided by the testers for Radius Clarity
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1.

Interactive generalisation tools
1.1. What tools does the system have for detection and visualisation of cartographic conflicts
before and after generalisation?
Radius Clarity can detect and mark up some conflicts. There are also mark-up navigation
tools which can drive the user to marked up objects.
1.2. Does the system support the generalisation of manually selected features? Please describe
shortly.
Yes. The selection can be manually, through windows display, using a rectangular region or
a query.

2.

Generalisation operators
2.1. Describe if the topology is preserved during generalisation and explain the mechanism, e.g.
by topological data model or as part of the operator.
It preserves the network topology and the shared geometries, but other topological
relationships (for example relative position) are not completely preserved.
2.2. Describe if the relationship with terrain is considered during generalisation, e.g. roads –
elevation lines.
No
2.3. Describe if spatial patterns and relations such as alignments or direct connections (e.g.
between building and streets) are manually selected, explicitly modelled and/or preserved
during generalisation.
No
2.4. Do you support modelling and generalisation for features with 2.5 or 3d geometries?
No
2.5. Can the system call services? Does the system provide generalisation functionality as
services?
No

3.

Generalisation process
3.1. Describe the processing strategy applied for automated generalisation, for example batch
processing, rule-based or expert-systems, workflow, constraint-based, agent based, ….
Constraint based and agent based. On-line and batch are allowed.
3.2. How do set up the parameter, e.g. manually or automatically (scale based)? Is it possible to
specify the parameter manually? Is it possible to get default values for a given scale?
Most of the parameters are introduced manually. Some scale-dependent parameters are set
up automatically from the map specifications.
3.3. Does the system support generalisation zones (e.g. settlement area, mountainous area),
where specific parameter can be considered during the automated generalisation?
a) manually drawn
b) automatically detected
Yes. It is possible to do partitions automatically and manually.
3.4. Is it possible to select features for generalisation based on spatial or semantic criteria?
Please describe.
Yes. Selection modes available using semantic criteria are class, attribute value or range of
attribute values. Selection modes using spatial criteria are dataset extent, window extend,
manually specified extents or using an existing geometry.
3.5. Does the system support incremental generalisation for updating? Please describe.
No

4.

Multi-representation data modelling
4.1. Does the system support the transformation from one data model into another model also
called schema transformation.
Yes
4.2. Is it possible to visualise two models at the same time?
Yes
4.3. Does the system store explicit links between feature representations of the same real world
object in different scales? Are there m:n-relations supported, for instance if 10 buildings are
represented in a smaller scale through 6 buildings? Are there links between different
geometry types possible such as area and line features, in case of geometry type change
during generalisation, e.g. a river is modelled as area object in one scale and as line object in
a smaller scale?
No. But in Radius Radius Clarity, there is a reference between the features in the source
data model and the corresponding feature in the target dataset, after the setup procedure.
4.4. Does the system support the versioning (of different temporal states) of a feature? Please
explain.
No. But in the Radius Radius Clarity Server module there is technology available to support
temporal states.
4.5. Does the system supports matching of features between different scales?
No

5.

System properties
5.1. Which formats are supported for direct import and export? Does the system allow data
import with data transformation software such as FME or CITRA?
SHAPE and others. FME can be used.
5.2. Please characterise the graphical user interface for generalisation.
The interface is a Java based interface in a desktop environment. It contains a Display
Window in which the data is displayed and a title bar with several drop down menus for
opening forms and dialogs used in generalisation. It is also extensible and therefore has a
fully documented API.
5.3. Which languages are supported from the graphical user interface and the help manuals?
The default language is English however there is mechanism for translating the strings and
messages in the GUI into other languages.
5.4. Does an API exists allowing the customer to develop own generalisation functionalities? Is
it possible to write new generalisation algorithms?
There is a Radius Clarity API, in Java, C and LULL, which allows the user to develop their
own generalisation functionality and to customise the Gothic database.

6.

Map production
6.1. Does the system offer cartographic symbolisation?
Yes
6.2. Does the system offer tools for map production?
No
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Advantages and limitations
The advantages and limitations of Radius Clarity can be summarised as follows:
Advantages
x Good results in linear simplification and building generalisation.
x Rule and agent based system.
x Use of optimization techniques.
x Several algorithms for road and building generalisation.
x Environment to develop and research new generalisation algorithms.
x Creation of automated generalisation workflows.
Limitations
x The following operations are missing: displacement, typification, collapse, etc.
x Topology is mainly maintained, but it can not be ensured that all the topological relationships
are completely maintained.
x Only 2D data.
x Requires a basic understanding of object orientation, a good understanding of geospatial data
modelling, XML and Java knowledge for customisation.
x Not easy installation.
x More detailed information about the generalisation process should be provided.
D[SDQG
Main generalisation functionalities
axpand technology is based on a true multi-representation data base (MRDB). Generalisation is
treated as a holistic process. It includes algorithms which are applied in succession as an entire
process and are steered by constraints. Algorithms are combined in a workflow, which makes it
possible to set up a generalisation process. Constraints, stored in files, can be entered, adjusted and
maintained easily. The generalisation zones functionality allows the generalisation of different areas
of a map using different constraints within the same process.
Integrated model transformation functionality makes it possible to generalise from one source model
to one or more different target models. Incremental updating of generalised data is supported by this
MRDB based generalisation system.
axpand provides different levels of automation: using a job list or using sophisticated workflow
technology that allows for the generalisation of complex data.
Each generalisation tool includes a graphical user interface, which allows the setup of parameters and
input and output files.
The following list contains the tools available in the Generalisation toolset. For each tool, the
generalisation degree is controlled by the user through parameters:
x Line displacement:
o Functionality parameters:
 Suppress orthogonality for intersections.
 Stiffness.
 Self displacement.
o Object dependent parameters:
 Priority: Indicates how flexible the line can be.
 Displacement effect: Indicates whether the object should have a
displacement effects on other objects.
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Minimum distance. Describes the desired distance from the object to be
displaced.
 Network topology: Defines whether the line object should be linked to a
topology network.
Line simplification (point reduction):
o Functionality parameters:
 Horizontal deviation
 Maximum segment length
o Object dependent parameters:
 Line simplification of areas: Indicates if area boundaries should be
simplified or not.
Smoothing:
o Functionality parameters:
 Typification: Indicates if highly curved areas will be typified along.
 Smoothing rate.
Area displacement
o Functionality parameters:
 Minimum distance.
 Maximum movement.
o Object dependent parameters:
 Priority area: Defines the flexibility of the area object.
 Displacement effect area: Defines if the objects should have a displacement
effect on other objects.
Area simplification:
o Functionality parameters:
 Distance: Determines the minimum length of the area side. During building
simplification edges that are too short will be discarded or stretched to the
minimum length.
Area aggregation:
o Functionality parameters:
 Distance
Area selection:
o Functionality parameters:
 Minimum area to select objects
 Maximum distance used to group selected objects if they are under
minimum area.
Scaling:
o Functionality parameters:
 Scaling factor.

Summary of the system templates provided by the testers for axpand
1.

Interactive generalisation tools
1.1. What tools does the system have for detection and visualisation of cartographic conflicts
before and after generalisation?
The system provides a tool, which highlights features with conflicts after an automated
generalisation operation. Interactive editing is supported in a way that the user is guided
sequentially through all the conflicts generated during the generalisation process.
1.2. Does the system support the generalisation of manually selected features? Please describe
shortly.
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The generalisation operations are applied on all features visible on the screen. A
generalisation of manually selected features is not supported. For this system, because
generalisation is an integrated process and the relationships between objects is critical,
generalisation is carried out by using a workflow which integrates all of the necessary
model and cartographic generalisation steps.
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2.

Generalisation operators
2.1. Describe if the topology is preserved during generalisation and explain the mechanism, e.g.
by topological data model or as part of the operator.
The system preserves partially the topology.
2.2. Describe if the relationship with terrain is considered during generalisation, e.g. roads –
elevation lines.
No
2.3. Describe if spatial patterns and relations such as alignments or direct connections (e.g.
between building and streets) are manually selected, explicitly modelled and/or preserved
during generalisation.
The answer of the vendor is that these relations are preserved automatically during
generalisation. The answers of the testers are that some generalisation operator considers
relations implicit, for example during displacement of buildings against streets.
2.4. Do you support modelling and generalisation for features with 2.5 or 3d geometries?
No
2.5. Can the system call services? Does the system provide generalisation functionality as
services?
Axes Systems has worked on generalisation services, but during the test the service solutions
was not ready for productive usage.

3.

Generalisation process
3.1. Describe the processing strategy applied for automated generalisation, for example batch
processing, rule-based or expert-systems, workflow, constraint-based, agent based, ….
Rule based. Batch processing.
3.2. How do set up the parameter, e.g. manually or automatically (scale based)? Is it possible to
specify the parameter manually? Is it possible to get default values for a given scale?
There are default parameter values given for the generalisation operators, but also a
manual specification of parameter is possible. There might be also recommendations for
suitable parameter settings for different scale transitions.
3.3. Does the system support generalisation zones (e.g. settlement area, mountainous area),
where specific parameter can be considered during the automated generalisation?
a) manually drawn
b) automatically detected
The system does not support generalisation zones and the only way of selection some
specific regions is use the zoom functionality; consequently all features visible on the screen
will be generalised with the selected generalisation operators and parameter settings.
3.4. Is it possible to select features for generalisation based on spatial or semantic criteria?
Please describe.
The answer of the vendor is yes.
The answers of the testers are that the selection can be carried out only by feature class
level.
3.5. Does the system support incremental generalisation for updating? Please describe.
No

4.

MRDB, data modelling
4.1. Does the system support the transformation from one data model into another model also
called schema transformation.

Yes
4.2. Is it possible to visualise two models at the same time?
It is possible to visualise to models besides each other. But it is not possible to visualise
features of different models within the same window, thus no overlay is possibly.
4.3. Does the system store explicit links between feature representations of the same real world
object in different scales? Are there m:n-relations supported, for instance if 10 buildings are
represented in a smaller scale through 6 buildings? Are there links between different
geometry types possible such as area and line features, in case of geometry type change
during generalisation, e.g. a river is modelled as area object in one scale and as line object in
a smaller scale?
No
4.4. Does the system support the versioning (of different temporal states) of a feature? Please
explain.
The answer of the vendor is that the system includes timestamps and relationships between
objects over time.
4.5. Does the system supports matching of features between different scales?
No
5.

System properties
5.1. Which formats are supported for direct import and export? Does the system allow data
import with data transformation software such as FME or CITRA?
SHAPE and others. FME can be used.
5.2. Please characterise the graphical user interface for generalisation.
The GUI for creating workflows is a graphic representation of the workflow itself.
It is suitable and intuitive.
5.3. Which languages are supported from the graphical user interface and the help manuals?
English and German.
5.4. Does an API exists allowing the customer to develop own generalisation functionalities? Is
it possible to write new generalisation algorithms?
No

6.

Map production
6.1. Does the system offer cartographic symbolisation?
Yes
6.2. Does the system offer tools for map production?
Yes

The table of evaluation of the quality of the generalisation operators is not included in the report
because only the vendor has provided it, and no information has been provided by the testers.
Advantages and limitations
The advantages and limitations of axpand are as follows:
Advantages
x MRDB system based that allows incremental updating and generalisation.
x Rule based system.
x Possibility of workflow creation.
x Generalisation tools inside a complete map production system.
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Limitations
x Topology is preserved partially.
x Missing operators: collapse, typification, etc.
x Only 2D data.
x Poor documentation.
x Complex installation.
x It is not possible to customise existing algorithms or to add new algorithms.
3.2.3

Summary of the capabilities of the systems

The next two sections analyse the general capabilities and the quality of available operators based on
the information recorded in the system templates.

*HQHUDOFDSDELOLWLHV
Table 9 shows the summary of the first part of the templates provided by the testers, related with the
general capabilities of the software systems. The answers of all system templates together are
presented in Appendix IX,
axpand capabilities are in light grey because only a novice tester provided the software system
template and partially filled.

1


Interactive
generalisation
tools:
1.1
1.1

1.2

2

Conflict
detection
Conflict
visualization
Generalisation
of
manually
selected
features

$UF*,6

&37

5DGLXV&ODULW\

D[SDQG

partially

partially

partially

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

partially

partially

partially

partially

no

no

no

no

no

partially

no

no

yes
(2.5D)
yes

no
no

no
no

no
no

Generalisation
operators:
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4
2.5
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Topology
is
preserved
Relationship
with terrain is
considered
Spatial
patterns
and
relations
are
preserved
2.5D or 3D
geometries
supported
Call services




2.5

3

Generalisation
process:
3.1
3.1

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.3

3.4

3.4

3.5
4


Generalisation
services

Batch mode
On-line mode
Rule,
constraint,
expert system,
agent,
…
based
Parameters
manually
or
automatically
specified
Generalisation
zones
are
supported
Generalisation
zones
manually
drawn
or
automatically
detected
Selection
of
features
for
generalisation
based
on
spatial criteria
Selection
of
features
for
generalisation
based
on
semantic
criteria
Incremental
updating
is
supported
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&37

5DGLXV&ODULW\

D[SDQG

yes

no

no

no

yes
yes

yes
no

yes
yes

yes
no

no

partially

yes

yes

manually

manually

manually

manually/
automatically

yes

partially

yes

no

manually

automatically

manually/
automatically

-

yes

no

yes

no

yes

partially

yes

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

MRDB:

4.1

4.2
4.3

Schema
transformation
is supported
Visualize two
models at one
time
Links between
two
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representations
in
different
scales
are
supported
m:n relations
are supported
Links between
different
geometries
supported
Versioning is
supported
Matching
of
features
between
different scales
is supported

4.3

4.3
4.4

4.5

5

SHAPE format
is supported
FME, CITRA
or
other
transformation
are supported
GUI
is
available
GUI
and
manuals are in
English
GUI
and
manuals are in
other
languages
Possibility to
customise own
generalisations
Possibility to
add
new
algorithms

5.1
5.2

5.3

5.3

5.4

5.4

5DGLXV&ODULW\

D[SDQG

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Map
production:
6.1
6.2
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&37

System
properties:
5.1

6

$UF*,6

Cartographic
symbolisation
yes
no
yes
Map
production
yes
no
no
Table 9 Summary of the first part of the completed system templates

yes
yes

From this summary we can make the following observations.
Concerning the LQWHUDFWLYLW\we can say the following. All the systems have tools to partially detect
and visualize the conflicts generated by the generalisation processes; in CPT, which is a software
system that only works as batch process, only PUSH provides additional information to be used for
inspecting the results. ArcGIS and Radius Clarity allow the generalisation of manually selected
features. CPT does not allow this, because it works only on batch mode, neither axpand, because in
this software the generalisation is an integrated process that takes into account the objects together
with their relationships. As conclusion, most of the vendors provide tools for detecting and visualizing
the conflicts generated by the generalisation operations.
All the systems provide JHQHUDOLVDWLRQRSHUDWRUV that preserve the topology, mostly partially, but the
relationships with the terrain or the spatial pattern and relations are not taken into account. Contextual
generalisation is not fully supported in all systems. Aspects as 2.5D/3D data or geoservices are not
available in most of the generalisation tested systems. Only ArcGIS can manage 2.5D data and
provides geoservices.
Relating to JHQHUDOLVDWLRQSURFHVV , except CPT, which only allows batch mode, all the systems can
work on batch and on-line mode. All the systems, except ArcGIS, use techniques to optimize the
results of automatic generalisation, although they are implemented at different levels. Radius Clarity
and axpand are the only constraint-based systems. The selection of parameters is mainly done
manually in all the systems. The generalisation zones are available in all the systems, except in axpand.
ArcGIS and Radius Clarity allow spatial and semantic criteria in the selection of features to be
generalised, CPT allows semantic criteria partially and axpand does not allow any selection. An
important aspect of the production workflows is the dataset updating, and any system provides a
solution for incremental updating of generalised data.
ESRI and Radius Clarity have some tools to manage 05'%, as m:n relationships or links between
representations or different geometries of one object. ArcGIS and axpand support versioning. ArcGIS
provides tools for matching of features.
About V\VWHPSURSHU WLHV, all the systems support SHAPE format, and all of them, except CPT,
support transformation softwares as FME. Only ArcGIS and Radius Clarity have the possibility to
customise existing algorithms and to add new ones.
Except CPT all the systems allow cartographic symbolisation. In addition ArcGIS and axpand provide
a full PDSSURGXFWLRQ system.
4XDOLW\RIWKHDYDLODEOHRSHUDWRUV
Appendix X contains the second part of the templates, related to the quality of the generalisation
operators. For each object type, the values of the 3 systems which the testers provide information
(ArcGIS, CPT and Radius Clarity) are showed together. The lack of information for axpand is because
only the vendor has provided the evaluation of the quality of the generalisation operators, while no
information was provided by the testers.
The following observations can be done from the analysis of the mentioned table.
ArcGIS, CPT and Radius Clarity provide tools for EXLOGLQJ generalisation. CPT and Radius Clarity
achieve the best results and in the case of ArcGIS the results are acceptable.
ArcGIS and Radius Clarity have tools for URDG simplification and smoothing. The bend conflicts are
managed in Radius Clarity and, applying displacement, in CPT. Only CPT has displacement tools.
Any system has tools for road typification. Any system achieves good results.
ArcGIS and Radius Clarity have tools for UDLOZD\ simplification. Only CPT has displacement tools.
Any system provide tools for achieve good results.
ArcGIS and Radius Clarity have tools for ERUGHU simplification. Only CPT has displacement tools.
Any system provide tools for achieve good results.
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ArcGIS and Radius Clarity have tools for the K\GURJUDSKLFQHWZRU N andFRD VWOLQH simplification
and smoothing. Only ArcGIS provides tools for area aggregation. Only CPT has displacement tools.
Any system has tools for typification. Any system achieves good results.
ArcGIS and Radius Clarity have tools for the ODQGXVH PRVDLF simplification. Only ArcGIS provides
tools for area aggregation. The best results are achieved using ArcGIS.
ArcGIS and Radius Clarity have tools for the UHOLHIFRQWRXUOLQHV simplification. Any system
achieves good results.
Any system has tools to generalise LVRODWHGSRLQWV.
ArcGIS and Radius Clarity have tools for LVRODWHGOLQHV simplification and smoothing. The bend
conflicts are managed in Radius Clarity and, applying displacement, in CPT. Only CPT has
displacement tools. Any system has tools for typification. Any system provide tools for achieve good
results.
ArcGIS and Radius Clarity have tools for LVRODWHGDUHD V simplification. ArcGIS provides tools for
area aggregation and Radius Clarity for area enhancement. Any system achieves good results.

3.2.4

Conclusions for the capabilities of tested software systems based on testers’ information

The results of this section, that studied the capabilities of the tested system, are summarised in Table
10. From the analysis we can draw the following conclusions.
All the software systems provide a set of tools but none of them achieve globally good results. Despite
the current limitations, all four systems can be implemented to automate partially the generalisation
processes and optimize the production workflows.
Topology is only partially managed and 2.5D is only supported in one of the systems. Some
functionalities are still missing in all the systems, for example incremental updating and full
contextual generalisation.
Although some systems allow the input of generalisation requirements through constraints or rules,
improvements in the definition of the user requirements and their implementation in the systems
would be necessary.
Only two of the systems allow the customisation of provided generalisation tools, for adding new
algorithms or modifying existing functionalities. (Customising the systems allows improving the
results and facilitates the integration of the systems in a production workflow.)
There are also additional minor limitations, such as poor or lack of information about the results of the
generalisation process, including reporting of errors, statistics, measurements, etc.

As was mentioned before, the analysis that describes the capabilities of the systems should be treated
with caution. One reason is that the evaluation of one software system, axpand, is not complete
because lack of information: only the vendor provided the software system template and only a novice
tester provided it, only partially completed. Other reasons are that the analysis is based on testers’
information that was provided in a heterogeneous manner and the unavoidable part of subjectivity in
the analysis and the summarisation of the templates, as well as in the elaboration of the conclusions. A
future project should define more accurately the templates and the criteria to complete them to reduce
the subjectivity of these types of results.
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Generalisation
process
Optimization
techniques
Incremental
generalisation
2D/3D
GIS platform /
Map production
system
MRDB

Contextual
generalisation

Topology

Algorithms

Terrain
generalisation

Missing
operators

Results



not

Complete GIS platform and map
production system.
Yes

Incremental generalisation
supported.
2.5D data management.

-

Few algorithms for each operator.
Topology is partially managed.
Objects are processed class by
class and in sequential mode,
without taking into account the
context and the relationships
between them.

Acceptable results for building
simplification, line simplification,
area aggregation, collapse dual
lines and mosaic generalisation.
Enlargement
of
buildings,
displacement, point generalisation,
…
No specific tools for terrain
generalisation.
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No
No

PUSH
use
optimization
techniques.
Incremental generalisation not
supported.
Only 2D data.

The context is partially taken into
account.

One algorithm for operator.
Topology is partially managed.

&37
Good results for simplification,
aggregation and typification of
buildings.
Acceptable
results
for
displacement and deformation.
Selection, linear simplification,
exaggeration, typification on linear
elements, …
No specific tools for terrain
generalisation.

Use of optimization techniques.
Incremental generalisation not
supported.
Only 2D data.
Not a complete GIS platform.
Cartographic symbolisation is
possible.
Yes

Rule and agent based system.

The context is partially taken
into account.

Displacement,
typification,
collapse, …
No specific tools for terrain
generalisation.
Several algorithms for building
and road generalisation.
Topology is partially managed.

Good
results
in
linear
simplification and building
generalisation.

5DGLXV&ODULW\

Complete
system.
No

map

production

Use of optimization techniques.
Incremental generalisation not
supported.
Only 2D data.

Rule based system.

The context is partially taken
into account.

One algorithm for operator.
Topology is partially managed.

Collapse, typification, …
No specific tools for terrain
generalisation.

D[SDQG
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Installation

GUI

Report
about
generalisation
process

Documentation

User developed
tools

Workflow
builder



No sense because CPT is not a
complet GIS platform.
Good documentation available.
More detailed information about
the generalisation process should
be
provided,
although
the
processes generate a report with
statistics of the generalised data.
GUI too simple. Workflow should
be more user friendly, for example
optimizing format translations and
minimizing
the
number
of
processes to be executed.
Easy installation.

&37
Able to be integrated in a
workflow based in most of the
commercial systems, because it
uses SHAPE format and works in
off-line mode.

Standard GIS GUI.
Not easy installation.

More detailed information about
the
generalisation
process
should be provided.

Creation
of
automated
generalisation workflows.
Environment to develop and
research
new
generalisation
.algorithms,
although it requires a basic
understanding
of
object
orientation,
a
good
understanding of geospatial data
modelling, XML and Java
knowledge for customisation.
Documentation available.

5DGLXV&ODULW\

of

D[SDQG

workflows

Standard GIS GUI.
Complex installation.

More detailed information about
the
generalisation
process
should be provided.

It is not possible to customise
existing algorithms or to add
new algorithms.
Poor documentation.

Possibility
creation.

Table 10 Summary of the functionalities of the systems (regular Æ advantages, italic Æ limitations)

Standard GIS GUI.
Easy installation.

More detailed information about
the generalisation process should
be provided.

Possibility
to
include
new
generalisation tools.
Good documentation available.

Workflow creation tool (Model
Builder).

$UF*,6

3.3

Evaluation of test processes

The processing templates aimed at measuring the time spent by each tester on performing and
processing the generalisation tests for each software and each test case. Only the vendor University of
Hannover provided the filled processing templates (for all four test cases), while 27 filled templates
were provided by the project team testers.
If we look at the content of the provided templates, we notice a great heterogeneity in the way the
templates were handled. As the generalisation processes within the different software solutions could
differ, the templates could not be filled according to a particular pattern or form, although a default
filling was provided. For example some testers provided a single template per system, while others
provided a separate one for each test case. As a consequence the number of tests carried out and the
number of templates provided for the software is different and makes the interpretation difficult.
Also heterogeneity can be observed in the way the templates were filled. The instructions appear to be
fuzzy and as a consequence people did not measure time the same way and did not detail their work
the same way. For instance, some testers measured time in days and others in hours and minutes but
did not mention what a day of work correspond to in hours: an approximation of the number of hours
of a work day was used in the analysis below.
In conclusion, the time interpretation in the following analysis should be handled with care.
Table 11 and Table 12 show the kind of differences encountered in the way the tests were detailed in
the templates. On the one hand the template shown in Table 11 is very synthetic as the test is only
composed of three main steps: analysis, process and symbolisation. On the other hand, Table 12
shows only an extract of the complete template for the same test case but with another software. The
steps are much more detailed with even the counting of processed objects given (as asked in the
instructions).
Date
11.2007
11.2007
02.2008

02.2008

Action (predefined)
Reading the manual
Installing the software
ICC data set:
Data analysis and
constraints to system
operations
ICC data set:
Generalisation

Specify

Time spent
6 hours
1 hour
15 hours

Calculation time
-

Parameter setting for 10 hours
2 hours
generalisation
and
processes, it includes
proofs and evaluation
03.2008
Symbolisation
Symbolisation setting 10 hours
and
output
file
generation
03.2008
Documentation
Fill the templates
4 hours
Table 11 A complete processing template for ESRI software and ICC test case.
Date

Action (predefined)
Installing
the
system
Importing the data
Expressing
the
constraints

Specify
Reading the manual

Time spent
1h

Installing the software
Importing the data
Creating the signatures
Expressing selection in
queries and processes

3h
5 min
5 min
9 hours

Calculation time
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Date

Action (predefined)
-

Triggering
automated
processing

-

-

Specify
Parameter setting for
building simplification
Parameter setting for road
generalisation
Coding
a
custom
constraint for greenhouse
aggregation
Coding custom micro
constraints
Coding custom meso
constraints
Triggering
partition
creation
Number
features/feature type:
all roads
test area boundary
Triggering selection

Time spent
20 min

Calculation time

30 min
3 hours

2 days
6 days
1 min

2 min

5 min

10 min

5 min

2 hours

of

Number
of
features/feature type:
all
streets,
contours, walls
Operator:
block generalisation
(building simplification
and
aggregation
of
buildings, flowerbeds and
sport grounds
Number
of
features/feature type:
604 block polygons
buildings
inside
the
polygons

To be continued
Table 12 First part of the processing template for Radius Clarity and ICC test case.

From the analysis of completed processing templates we can observe some general trends and we can
draw some interesting conclusions.
*HQHUDOWUHQGV
Despite the differences highlighted above, it is possible to identify some general trends on how the
generalisation tests were carried out. The most important one is that the tests were carried out with
caution and very seriously.
Indeed, the mean time spent on a test by a tester is 53 hours that correspond approximately to 1.5
week of full time work. Globally, the amount of work spent on the tests is approximately 6 person–
months.
In addition the vendor that filled the templates spent much less time on the tests with a mean of 4
hours, which is most likely because of the technical mastery on the software.
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Another trend revealed by the templates is that computing time appears to be moderate in general.
Although not all generalisation constraints were solved and in spite of the small size of the test cases,
it is possible to conclude that the tested generalisation applications do not cost extreme computing
time.
Furthermore, the analysis of the processing templates shows similarities on the difficulty and easiness
to generalise between test cases: the time spent on each of the test cases is quite the same. The
analysis did also not reveal any influence of the user-friendliness of the tested generalisation systems.
Indeed, the time spent on a test case by novice (or expert) testers with different software is equivalent.
Although the details of the templates showed that the difficulties (in term of time spent on specific
actions) differ from one software to another, the final time is quite the same. The mean time spent on a
test for a system varies from 45 hours to 58 hours. According to the approximations highlighted in the
introduction of this section, the duration can be considered as equivalent.
However, one should be careful with interpretation of time spent on the tests, because it highly
depends on the time that testers were allowed to spend on each test. For example some organisations
allowed their employees to work at most 5-10 days on each test. Therefore most optimally, time spent
should be compared with the quality of the result. Only then can the differences between novice and
experts be completely analysed, and from there conclusion on the user friendliness of the system be
made.
&RQFOXVLRQV
In addition to the general trends revealed, the analysis of the completed processing templates allows
drawing some interesting conclusions. First, we notice a heavy amount of time spent by most testers
on the installation of the software. It appears to be a point that should get attention by the vendors.
The templates also confirm that technical mastery on such software is essential to reduce the amount
of time spent on the tests. Indeed, the CPT vendor tests are distinctly the quicker ones. Likewise,
testers considered as novices spent much more time on the tests than expert ones, particularly on
getting used to the software and its generalisation operations. For instance, a template revealed that a
novice tester spent 30 hours on testing the different proposed algorithms.
The templates also highlight two specific limitations of generalisation solutions in commercial
software (which are known in research), namely the difficulty to parameterise the complex algorithms
and the lack of default tools (for instance default algorithm sequences or default constraints) requiring
a lot of users’ work. Thus, a CPT tester spent a third of the testing time in setting the correct
parameters for building displacement and typification. And regarding the lack of default tools, the
Table 12 template shows the huge amount of time spent on customising constraints in Radius Clarity
for ICC test case (8 days).
Finally, the computation time is very difficult to interpret. Indeed, no default computer configuration
was requested to carry out the tests and up-to-date computers can be much quicker than others. For
instance, for the same software, CPT, the vendor indicates a cumulated computation time of 48
minutes whereas a tester (with apparently a less effective machine) indicates 5 hours of computation
time.

3.4

Evaluation of constraint expressions

In the constraint expression templates, testers entered for a specific test case whether they were able to
express the constraints. At the start of the research, it was expected that these tables would provide
insight into what constraints can be expressed in the systems, i.e. into the generalisation functionalities
of commercial systems.
For this purpose, we calculated the percentage of the constraints that could be expressed in the
systems either ‘fully’ ‘partially’ and ‘not’ according to the testers, grouped by several criteria:
o number of objects involved in the constraints (one, two or a group);
o type of constraints (see classification introduced in Section 2.1.4)
o test case
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o system
o feature class
An example of such calculated percentages per test case and per number of objects, per system, and
per feature class are shown in Table 13 to Table 16 (the system names are made anonymous for this
purpose).
On all objects
% Fully % Partially % Not
25%
13%
62%
ICC
28%
16%
56%
IGNF
11%
57%
KADASTER 32%
16%
20%
65%
OSGB
26%
14%
60%
Total
Table 13 Constraint expressed, averaged per test case
Test case

Software system

On all objects

% Fully % Partially % Not
38%
14%
48%
System 1
16%
18%
66%
System 2
35%
8%
57%
System 3
29%
11%
60%
System 4
Table 14 Constraint expressed, averaged per system

Test
case
ICC
IGN
F
KA
D
OSG
B
Tota
l
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Land use
Road
Water
Elevation
Building
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
Full Par No Full Par No Full Par No Full Par No Full Pa
y
t
t
y
t
t
y
t
t
y
t
t
y
rt
29
23 48
26
14
61 29
65 20
10
70
23
4
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
5% %
%
%
%
%
%
30
23 46
29
71 37
56 10
84
14
0
%
%
%
%
0% %
%
7% %
%
6% %
%
%
38
27 36
33
63 29
64 37
26
37
%
%
%
%
3% %
%
7% %
%
%
%
18
28 54
20
80 13
10
78
20
80
8
%
%
%
0% %
%
%
%
%
0% %
%
5% %
29
25 47
29
63 29
64 19
11
70
15
5
9%
7%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
Table 15 Constraints expressed for a number of feature classes, per test case

%
No
t
73
%
86
%

88
%
80
%

System

System
1
System
2
System
3
System
4

Building

Landuse

Road

Water

Elevation

%
Fully

%
Part

%
Not

%
Fully

%
Part

%
Not

%
Fully

%
Part

%
Not

%
Fully

%
Part

%
Not

%
Fully

%
Part

%
Not

28%

22%

50%

43%

17%

39%

58%

8%

34%

32%

14%

55%

31%

0%

69%

26%

32%

41%

5%

6%

90%

12%

9%

79%

5%

6%

89%

6%

2%

93%

35%

15%

51%

49%

7%

44%

34%

2%

64%

30%

13%

57%

23%

15%

62%

26%

18%

55%

24%

0%

76%

21%

9%

70%

14%

19%

67%

0%

0%

100%

Table 16 Constraints expressed for a number of feature classes, per system
Although conclusions from this analysis meet the objectives of the research of quantifying the stateof-the-art of automated generalisation, we found that the analysis contains too many biases, which
may cause readers drawing wrong conclusions from the numbers. Therefore such conclusions are not
drawn here and the results of the analysis are left out from this report.
Several reasons can be listed for the ambiguity of these conclusions leading to misinterpretation:
Different absolute numbers are underlying the percentages and therefore percentages do not give a
complete view. For example, considerable more constraints were expressed for single objects (86, 27,
32 and 24) than for groups of objects (28, 4, 14, and 12).
The numbers do not indicate available functionality, but the constraints that testers considered to be
expressible (i.e. the available functionality according to the testers).
The importance of constraints was not taken into account. Consequently, the results for a very
unimportant functionality could have major influence on the calculated percentages.
We also learned that it is impossible to distinguish between ‘fully’ and ‘partially’ expressed
constraints, as the extent to which a constraint could be expressed in the systems was more dependent
on the view of testers than on a objective measures.
o The percentages are dependent on the specific constraints that were defined (and
ignored) for the test cases. For example some important constraints on groups of
objects are missing because they were difficult to formalise and therefore they are
not taken into account in this analysis.
o The score of a specific system corresponds directly to the number of constraints that
were defined in the specific expertise area of the software. For example the more
constraints defined for buildings, the better CPT (which is specifically suitable for
buildings) will score and vice versa.
It should be noted that a grouping of certain representative constraints could improve reliability of the
results of such analysis. To meet the limitations within the scope of this research, the testers’
information was studied in interaction with other aspects such as output, test case, system, and tester
to make more in-depth observations (see Section 3.6). A future test could consider selecting a
representative set of constraints to analyse availability of functionalities in commercial systems.
Although the testers’ information should be interpreted with care, we did make the following
observations from this analysis that are relevant for our research:
o About 50% of all the constraints could be expressed fully or partially in the systems.
This shows that systems contain a considerable amount of automated generalisation
capabilities in relation to the constraints defined for the test.
o The most supported constraints were those applying to a single object, i.e.
functionality addressing constraints for two objects and for groups of objects is less
available in commercial software. This was already highlighted during the OEEPE
project: one of the main conclusions was the general lack of contextual
generalisation capabilities in the commercial software. Contextual operations have
since then started to appear in commercial systems.
o The analysis shows overall low values for OSGB data set compared to the other test
cases. In some systems even less than 25% of the OSGB constraints could be
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expressed in the systems. This might be because of the complexity of the (NMA
specific) constraints influenced by the large scale transition from 1:1250 to 1:25K
when compared to the other test cases. Examples are the constraints on slope
hachures (to be introduced in the target scale) and the nine constraints addressing
how buildings should be aggregated depending on the initial pattern. The complex
and OSGB specific constraints on buildings also explain a high number of partially
expressed constraints in CPT (instead of fully).
From the explanation that testers gave for not being able to express certain constraints, we can also
conclude that functionalities for parameterisation are missing and that the software systems lack
functionalities for defining sensible groups for generalisation, such as ‘building blocks’. The systems
group objects by the partitions built from linear features. This does not always yield the best solution
since objects are often unevenly distributed across these partitions.

3.5

Automated evaluation of generalised outputs: results and conclusions

This section summarises the results of the automated constraint-based evaluation in which three
constraints were evaluated: minimum area of buildings, minimum distance between two buildings and
minimum distance between buildings and roads. The automated constraint-based evaluation has been
limited to these constraints because most time was put in the development of the method of automated
evaluation, as well as in the design of the prototype1. The constraints that are automatically evaluated
were selected because of their high formalisation degree.
Another limitation of the presented evaluation is that constraints are evaluated independently from
other constraints and therefore the interaction between several constraints is not addressed. However
the interpretation of the results does look in more detail to further understand low or high constraintviolation values. Consequently this section provides insights into the method of automated constraintbased evaluation.
The results of the automated evaluation of automatically generalised data are presented in Section
3.5.2. To show to what extent automated constraint-based evaluation is appropriate to identify the
quality of generalised data, we first applied the developed evaluation prototype to interactively
generalised data of Kadaster. The results are presented in Section 3.5.1.

3.5.1

Automated constraint based evaluation of interactively generalised data

We applied the prototype to interactively generalised data of Kadaster, scale 1:50k (the target dataset
of the test case of Kadaster). In this test we assumed that the interactively generalised data, which are
currently in production provide good generalisation results.
We evaluated two constraints: minimum area of buildings and minimum distance between buildings.
The results for the first constraint show that 27% of the buildings are smaller than the threshold (0.16
map mm2) and are therefore evaluated as bad (see Figure 4). However, when examining the data in
more detail, we found that many “too small buildings” are just a little below the threshold size. The
difference in minimum size, as mentioned in the written specifications (main source for the constraints)
and as used in interactive generalisation, can be explained in two ways. First, it is not possible for
humans to distinguish between the threshold and the threshold plus/minus a flexibility range, and,
therefore, cartographers use the thresholds with a notion of flexibility (Ruas, 1999; Bard, 2004).
Second, in specific situations the cartographer may have chosen to relax the size constraint to meet a
more important constraint, e.g., “keep important buildings.”

1

it cost much more time than expected to prepare the outputs for the automated evaluation – around
700 output data sets had to be prepared manually and further homogenised for the automated
evaluation
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F
Figure
4 Resu
ults of analysiing minimal building
b
area
as in interactiively generaliised data, sca
ale
1:50k.

Thee automated evaluation
e
of the constrainnt on minimal distance (2 map mm) inn the interactiively
geneeralised dataset also shows many violatioons of the con
nstraint. 46% of
o the buildinngs are too clo
ose to
eachh other (Figuure 5). The viiolations can partly be explained by thhe notion of flexibility and by
delibberately violaating constrainnts to meet moore important constraints, ass just discusseed.

Figgure 5 Analysis of minimum distance between build
dings constraiint violation oon interactiveely
T non-violaated building
gs are not shoown in this grraph.
generralised data. The

How
wever becausee of the high number
n
of vioolations, we ex
xamined the conflict
c
situatiions in more detail
d
and encountered many situattions assessedd as ‘bad’ as shown in Figure 6b annd Figure 6c. To
distiinguish the case shown inn Figure 6a (iin which the minimum distance constrraint does ideentify
cartographic connflicts) from those
t
shown in Figure 6b
b and Figure 6c (which m
may be acceptable
mal distance beetween buildinngs should be further refineed in constrainnt definitions.
soluutions), minim
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A

b
C
Figure 6 Minimal distance constraint identifies unacceptable situations (a). Acceptable
generalisation solutions that violate the distance constraint (b and c).

The conclusion of this automated evaluation of interactively generalised data is that constraint-based
evaluation requires further research to be able to describe the quality of generalised data. Future
research should aim at better definition of constraints with respect to automated evaluation and better
understanding of the impacts and dependencies of several constraints.
Chapter 5 (discussion and conclusion) contains several recommendations on how constraint-based
evaluation can be improved to become more appropriate for assessing generalised data.

3.5.2

Automated constraint based evaluation of automatically generalised data

This section presents results of the automated evaluation of three constraints: minimum area of
buildings, minimum distance between buildings and minimum distance between buildings and roads.
It is very important to note that this evaluation only considers individual constraints. Therefore the
evaluation may not be used to evaluate the overall quality of the outputs, since some constraints may
have been violated intentionally to meet other more important constraint. In addition the individual
constraint may show good results because another constraint (i.e. keep density of buildings) was
highly violated.
To understand the concepts ‘constraint violation’, ‘average constraint violation’ and ‘qualification’ as
used in this evaluation, we first explain them.
Constraint Violation (CV) is the degree of non-fulfilment of a constraint. CV is the quantitative
defiance of the generalised state from the ideal state defined by the cartographic constraint. The
smaller the defiance, the better fulfilled the cartographic constraint. CVs are expressed by values
between 0 und 1, where 1 denotes a maximum violation. In our evaluation where we only evaluated
legibility constraints the CVs either identify a cartographic conflict (CV=1) or a good solution
(CV=0).
Average Constraint Violation (CVAverage) is an aggregation of constraint violations on individual
objects into one number. CVAverage are expressed by values between 0 and 1, where 1 denotes a
maximal violation of the constraint and vice versa (similar to CV).
Qualification is the transformation of quantitative evaluation results (CV, CVAverage) into qualitative
statements about the quality of the generalisation solution. The transformation that we applied is as
follows:
IF 0 ¡ CVaverage ¡ 0.25
THEN Qaverage = good
ELSE IF 0.25 ¡ CVaverage ¡ 0.5


THEN Qaverage = nearly good
ELSE IF 0.5 ¡ CVaverage ¡ 0.75


THEN Qaverage = nearly bad
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ELSE IF 0.75 ¡ CVaverage ¡ 1


THEN Qaverage = bad
$XWRPDWHGHYDOXDWLRQRIPLQLPXPDUHDRIEXLOGLQJV
The results of evaluating the minimum area constraints using CV, CVAverage and qualification are listed
in Table 17.
In the remainder of this section, these results are interpreted and conclusions are drawn per test case.
Note that in the remainder of this section Kadaster is sometimes referred to as TDK. The reason is that
in the course of our project the Dutch National Mapping Agency (TDK) merged with the Netherlands’
Kadaster.
Nb. of
map
objects
with
CV =1
58

CVaverage

Quality

886

Nb. of
map
objects
with
CV =0
828

0.07

good

2709
2709

887
1381

697
640

190
741

0.21
0.54

OSGB

2709

2669

684

1985

0.74

Kadaster

2709

1881

938

943

0.50

ArcGIS
CPT

ICC
ICC

2709
2019

454
98

454
98

0
0

0
0

good
nearly
bad
nearly
bad
nearly
good
good
good

CPT
CPT
ArcGIS
Radius
Clarity
axpand

ITC
Kadaster
Kadaster
IGNf

2019
2019
*
2019

556
856
*
1019

547
145
*
863

9
711
*
156

0.02
0.83
*
0.15

good
bad
*
good

OSGB

2019

1529

1063

466

0.30

CPT

ICC

13241

1692

1454

238

0.14

nearly
good
good

CPT
CPT
Radius
Clarity
ArcGIS
ArcGIS

ITC
Kadaster
OSGB

13241
13241
13241

1265
1957
7061

1155
1957
7061

110
0
0

0.09
0
0

good
good
good

Kadaster
ICC

13241
4285

2033
356

2032
353

1
3

0
0

good
good

ArcGIS
axpand
CPT

Kadaster
OSGB
ICC

4285
4285
4285

105
367
358

105
362
337

0
5
21

0
0
0.06

good
good
good

Test case

System

Tester

Nb of
inital
map
objects

Nb. of
map
objects

ICC
(threshold:
0.16mm2)
ICC
ICC

CPT

ICC

2709

CPT
Radius
Clarity
Radius
Clarity
ArcGIS

Kadaster
IGNf

ICC
ICC
ICC
IGN
(threshold:
0.2 mm2)**,*
IGN
IGN
IGN
IGN
IGN
OSGB
(threshold:
0.16mm2)
OSGB
OSGB
OSGB
OSGB
Kadaster
(threshold:0.16
mm2)
Kadaster
Kadaster
Kadaster
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Teest case

System

T
Tester

Nbb of
inittal
maap
objjects

Nb. off
map
objectss

Kaadaster
Kaadaster
Kaadaster

Nb. of
map
objects
with
CV =0
259
239
62

Nb. of
map
objects
with
CV =1
33
1583
112

Vaverage
CV

Quaality

CPT
IT
TC
42885
292
0.11
good
d
CPT
K
Kadaster
42885
1822
0.86
bad
Radius IG
GNf
42885
174
0.64
nearrly
bad
Clarity
Kaadaster
Radius IG
GNs
42885
372
363
9
0.02
good
d
Clarity
Kaadaster
Radius OSGB
O
42885
360
358
2
0
good
d
Clarity
Taable 17: Numb
ber of map ob
bjects for botth CV = 0 and CV =1, and
d average quaality assessmeent.
*

Thee buildings inn the outputs produced by Kadaster testter for IGN teest case with ArcGIS havee not
beenn generalised and thereforee the minimum
m areas of thee output builddings were noot compared to
o the
optiimal value
**
Foor IGN test caase the results for Zurich tesster with axpaand are missinng
n
are shhown in Figurre 7
Thee graph represeenting these numbers,

CPTICC
CPTKadaster
Clarity IGNf
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0
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0
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ICC

IGN

OSG
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Kadasteer

Figu
ure 7: Averagge quality asssessments of outputs,
o
grou
uped per test case.

Min
nimum area of buildings: ICC
I
test case
me conclusioons are valid for all test cases. To av
void repetition, these conclusions are only
(Som
menntioned once, in the evaluattion of the IC
CC test case. Consequently
C
C test
the section evvaluating ICC
casee is longer thaan the sectionss evaluating thhe other three test cases).
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Wheen studying the
t results for ICC test caase the follow
wing observattions can be made (resultss are
grapphically presennted in Figuree 8):

Fiigure 8 Averaage constrain
nt violation off „minimum area“ constraaint on buildings of the IC
CC
datta set per gen
neralisation sy
ystem and tesster.

o
o

o

o

The CPT teests show goood or near good
g
solutionns. The generralisation solu
ution
generated byy the ICC has the
t lower CVaverage
which means
m
that it iss the best soluttion.
a
Generalisatioon solutions generated with
w
CPT seeems to be oof higher qu
uality
compared to the other sysstems when on
nly considerinng this constraaint. Howeverr this
c
is a good example thaat assessing one constraaint at the ttime, may cause
C decreasess the violation
ns by
misinterpretaation of the ovverall quality. In this case CPT
eliminating the
t buildings with area un
nder the minim
mum size. Hoowever insteaad of
elimination, other actionss as exaggeraation, aggregaation, etc couuld be applieed to
produce soluutions that alsoo meet the “keeeping buildinng density” connstraint.
In both Radiius Clarity tessts a considerable amount of
o generalisedd buildings do
o not
meet the minnimum area constraint.
c
Th
he average coonstraint violaation counts up
u to
more than 500 percent of all
a buildings th
hat are judgedd as “nearly bbad”. That is, both
testers did noot manage to realise
r
the req
quirements to the buildings area size with
h the
software Raddius Clarity. Further,
F
it can be seen that the numbers oof buildings in
n the
generalised states
s
are signnificantly diffeerent. The initial ICC data set contains 2709
2
buildings. Thhe generalisattion accompliished by the IGNf
I
tester reesulted in a heavy
h
decrease of buildings,
b
in contrast to OSG
GB tester.
In case of the solutions geenerated by ArcGIS,
A
it can be concludedd that it is posssible
n violate thhe minimum area
to achieve a generalisatiion solution which do not
constraint wiith the softwaare. The ArcG
GIS generalisaation solutionn generated by
y the
ICC tester is
i of very goood quality since every building
b
exceeeds the requ
uired
legibility threeshold of 0.166 mm2. Howeever the numbber of buildinggs differs stro
ongly
in the ArcGIIS outputs. Inn contrary to the Kadasterr tester, the IC
CC tester red
duced
strongly thee number off individual buildings
b
(e.g. by meanss of eliminaation,
aggregation). Closer exam
mination of thee generalisatioon solution proovided by the ICC
plied,
tester, showss that a lot off n:1 or n:m generalisationn operations hhad been app
mostly alongg the coastlinee where there was
w initially a high density of buildings. This
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o

might be a reason for the perfect satisfaction of the minimum area constraint since
conflicts of constraints in dense regions could be inhibited.
A conclusion that applies to all outputs is that constraint violations occur in clusters
(see Figure 9). Mostly, along the coastline, buildings are satisfactorily generalised
although the building density is relatively high. In contrary, upcountry the constraint
violations increase because of many small and isolated buildings. It is most likely
that the problem is caused by the characteristics of the data set itself, that is, these
clusters may occur where several cartographic constraints on the individual
buildings cause conflicts.

Figure 9: Visualised evaluation results of minimum area constraint in the ICC data set per
generalisation system and tester (above from left: CPT/ITC; Radius Clarity/IGNf,
ArcGIS/Kataster; below from left: CPT/Kadaster, Radius Clarity/OSGB, ArcGIS/ICC)

To better understand how the constraints were respected, we analysed the reduction of buildings, see
Figure 10.
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Fiigure 10 Redu
uction of builldings in ICC
C test case in CPT,
C
ArcGIS
Sand Radius Clarity outputs
From
m this figure we can obserrve the follow
wing. (This an
nalysis is onlyy reported forr this test casse, to
show
w that extra obbservations caan be made frrom this analy
ysis. As mentiooned before, tthe other test cases
c
show
wed similar coonclusions and therefore this analysis waas skipped for the other test cases).
Firstly we observve partly differrent distributioon of area sizes generated by
b ICC and K
Kadaster with CPT.
C
t
It iss obvious thatt the ICC testter enlarged innitially small buildings moore whereas thhe Kadaster tester
enlaarged initiallyy large builddings more although botth testers used the samee parameters and
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geneeralisation sofftware. Additiionally, becauuse both generralisation soluutions containn the same num
mber
of buildings,
b
it caan be assumedd that another aspect influen
nced the modification of areea sizes.
Secoondly, in the Radius
R
Clarityy solution gennerated by IGN
Nf the initiallyy large buildinngs became laarger
duriing generalisaation while thhe area size of
o the largestt buildings in the solution generated by
y the
OSG
GB remained nearly unchannged. A third conclusion th
hat can be draawn for ArcG
GIS is that the ICC
testeer enlarged more
m
buildingss with ArcGIS
S independenttly of the inittial area size, which meanss that
that initially largee buildings became larger tooo.

nimum area of buildings: IGN
I
test case
Min
For IGN test casse we can draaw the follow
wing conclusio
ons from the results (resullts are graphically
pressented in Figgure 11). Notte that ArcGIIS with Kadaaster tester was
w not evaluuated becausee the
builldings were noot generalised, as was mentioned before. In addition axxpand results w
were not available
for evaluation:
e

Figgure 11 Averrage constrain
nt violation of
o „minimum area“ constrraint on build
dings of the IG
GN
datta set per gen
neralisation syystem and tesster. In this fiigure the resu
ults of axpand testers (Zurich
and OSG
GB) are missiing, see expla
aination in Seection 3.1.

o
o
o
o
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Three out off four generaalisation soluttions are (neaarly) well donne concerning
g the
minimum areea constraint.
The ICC is thhe only tester who achieved
d to fully satissfy the constraaint with CPT, that
is, in their soolution, all rem
maining buildiings are largerr than the requuested thresho
old.
The Kadasteer tester did not
n manage to
t translate saatisfactorily thhe minimum area
constraint wiith the same software.
s
How
wever, on the basis
b
of the tw
wo other solutions
generated wiith CPT it can be said that th
he system is able
a to translatte the constraiint.
In contrary too the automattically derived
d generalisatioon solutions off the ICC dataa set,
in the IGN data
d set we cannot identify specific areass that cause prroblems acrosss all
four generaliisation solutioons. The only
y potential prooblem area is marked in Fiigure
12. It is obvious that in thoose areas the initial
i
density of buildings iis very high.

Figgure 12 Poten
ntial problem
m area in the IGN
I
data set concerning the minimum
m area constra
aint.

Min
nimum area of buildings: Kadaster
K
test case
c
Thee following obbservations weere made for the
t results of the Kadaster test case (grapphically preseented
in Figure
F
13):

Figure 13 Avverage constrraint violation
n of „minimu
um area“ con
nstraint on bu
uildings of thee
Kadasteer data set peer generalisattion system an
nd tester

o
o

o

o

Both solutioons generalissed with ArccGIS are of high qualityy concerning
g the
minimum areea constraint on buildings. Additionallyy they have inn common thaat the
large numberr of individuall buildings haas been reduceed during geneeralisation.
The satisfacttion of constraaints with CPT
T differs largeely between thhe testers ICC
C/ITC
and Kadasterr. The generallisation solutiion generated by the Kadasster tester con
ntains
more buildinngs which do not meet the minimum area constraint. Additionally
y, the
data set geneeralised by thee Kadaster tester has about 1500 map objjects more thaan all
the others.
t
generalissation solution
ns (one prodduced with CPT and one with
Except for two
Radius Clariity), most of the
t solutions generated byy the testers aare of high qu
uality
concerning the
t legibility of buildings.. That is, witth every geneeralisation sy
ystem
good results were obtainedd.
o not
The two geneeralisation sollutions that haave a high aveerage constrainnt violation do
show a comm
mon spatial distribution of violated
v
buildiings (as identiified in case of
o the
ICC data set)).
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Minimum area of buildings: OSGB test case
For the OSGB test case we can conclude that the amount of buildings in the outputs differ
considerably within the outputs, even for the same system. Especially the numbers of buildings with
CPT were highly reduced. Most likely this is because a bug in CPT that eliminates all buildings that
intersect (or touch) a road (see also Figure 91, Section 4). Moreover CHANGE eliminates all the
buildings under the minimum, which is not a bug of the software, but done by design.

Figure 14 Average constraint violation of „minimum area“ constraint on buildings of the OSGB
data set per generalisation system and tester.

Figure 15 Visualised evaluation results of buildings of the OSGB data set per generalisation
system (above: CPT; below, left: Radius Clarity, below, right: ArcGIS) and tester.
Findings and conclusions of automated evaluation of minimum area constraint
The conclusions on the evaluation of minimum area constraint can be summarised as follows. Firstly,
good solutions concerning the minimum area constraint were achieved by all systems and all test
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cases (but not by all testers), although for same systems and test cases very different results were
achieved (see visual comparison in Section 3.6 for further explanation of these differences).
Secondly, for ICC test case we observed clusters of constraint violations in all generalisation
solutions, which may be a challenge of the specific test case, that is, these clusters may be derived
from both conflicts due to the application of several cartographic constraints on the individual
buildings and the interaction with map objects in the proximity, i.e. interaction with other constraints.
A third conclusion is that most solutions generated for Kadaster test case are of high quality
concerning the legibility of buildings. This has two reasons. Firstly fewer conflicts can be expected in
rural area, which is the main characteristic of the test case. Secondly, areas that are covered for more
than 10% by buildings are replaced by built-up areas in this test case.

$XWRPDWHGHYDOXDWLRQRIPLQLPXPGLVWDQFHEHWZHHQWZREXLOGLQJV
The results of evaluating the minimum distance between buildings constraint using CV, CVAverage and
qualification are listed in Table 18. It has to be noted that not all results per test cases, systems, and
testers are presented in this Table. The reasons are several.
An important reason is that the list of constraints provided by Ordnance Survey does not contain a
“minimum distance” for building objects. Consequently, the results for OSGB test case are not
presented here. In addition, some of the output shape files containing building features had not been
generalised by the testers and some of the output shape files were somehow corrupted, and thus not all
testers output was considered in this evaluation.
CVaver

Quality

157

No.
objects CV
=1
17

0.10

good

372

316

56

0.15

good

360

306

54

0.15

good

358
292
1822

356
280
1002

2
12
820

0.01
0.04
0.45

ICC
IGNf

353
1381

307
483

46
898

0.13
0.65

good
good
nearly
good
good
nearly
bad

ICC
Kad

886
887

700
506

186
381

0.21
0.43

Test case

Syste
m

Teste
r

No. of map
objects

No. objects
CV= 0

Kadaster
(threshold:0.2m
m)
Kadaster

Radius
Clarity

IGNf

174

Radius
Clarity
Radius
Clarity
CPT
CPT
CPT

IGNs
OSG
B
ICC
ITC
Kad

ESRI
Radius
Clarity
CPT
CPT

Kadaster
Kadaster
Kadaster
Kadaster
Kadaster
ICC
threshold:0.2m
m
ICC
ICC

good
nearly
good
bad
nearly
bad

ICC
ESRI
Kad
1900
152
1748
0.92
IGN
Radius IGNf 1019
509
510
0.50
(threshold:0.1m Clarity
m)
IGN
CPT
ICC
98
96
2
0.02
good
IGN
CPT
ITC
556
517
39
0.07
good
IGN
CPT
Kad
856
753
103
0.12
good
Table 18 Number of map objects for both CV = 0 and CV = 1, and average quality assessment of
minimum distance constraint on building map objects
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This section discusses and interprets the results in detail per test case. In order to get more insight of
why the results are so, we will also show information on selection ratio (the number of buildings after
generalisation divided by the number of buildings before generalisation) along with the constraint
violation per generalisation solution. It is worth noting that the use of ‘selection ratio’ does not imply
anything regarding how the generalised objects were selected.
Minimum distance between two buildings: ICC test case
Results for ICC test case are presented in Figure 16.
Average Constraint Violation of Minimum Distance Constraint between Two Buildings of
the ICC Data Set

Average Constraint Violation

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

0
IGNf (tester)

ICC

Clarity (system)

Kadaster
CPT (system)

Kadaster
ESRI (system)

Generalisation Systems & Testers
Selection Ratio of Generalisation Outputs of the ICC Data Set
(the initial data set contains 2709 building objects)
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50%
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0%
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Clarity (system)

ICC

Kadaster
CPT (system)

Kadaster
ESRI (system)

Generalisation Systems & Testers

Figure 16 Average constraint violation of minimum distance between two buildings (upper) and
selection ratio (lower) of the ICC data set per generalisation system and tester
The following conclusions can be drawn for the outputs for ICC test case concerning the minimum
distance between buildings constraint:
Acceptable generalisation solutions were obtained with CPT by both testers (i.e. ICC and Kadaster).
The evaluation results show the solution by the ICC tester is “good” and the one by Kadaster is
“nearly good”.
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Tests with Radius Clarity and ArcGIS failed to generate acceptable solutions. But the average
constraint violation (0.65) of the solution derived by IGNf tester using Radius Clarity is not as bad as
the violation (0.92) of the solution by Kadaster tester using ArcGIS.
Within this test case, a positive correlation can be observed by comparing the distribution of selection
ratios (Figure 16, upper) with that of average constraint violations of minimum distance constraint
(Figure 16, lower) of all outputs. It appears that the lower the selection ratio, the higher degree of
constraint violation was for these generalisation solutions, as more objects get deleted the chance
becomes higher to satisfy the minimum distance constraint.
While the ICC and Kadaster testers selected nearly the same amount of buildings (886 and 887,
respectively) and both solutions are quite acceptable, the ICC result is better than the Kadaster result
(see also Figure 17c Figure 17d). A closer look at the solution generated by ICC shows that CPT
software addressed the constraint violation by shrinking the buildings under violation situations. This
means that CPT is able to respect this constraint in certain ways.
This results show that this test case is more difficult to tackle for the generalisation systems than the
other test cases in terms of minimum distance between buildings. This is most likely because in the
initial ICC data set, density of the buildings along the coastline is relatively high, buildings are much
bigger than in other locations, and buildings are close to each other than in all the other test cases. If
testers and systems fail to handle the minimum distance constraint, buildings in such regions are likely
to violate the constraint. This is probably why the constraint violation of outputs of this test case is on
average higher than in the other test cases (see Table 18).

(a) IGNf (Radius Clarity)

(b) Kadaster (ArcGIS)

(c) Kadaster (CPT)

(d) ICC (CPT)
Figure 17 Evaluation results of minimum distance between two buildings of the ICC data set per
tester (system); the red indicates situations of violation; black circles highlight clusters of the
violation
Indeed in most of the generalisation solutions (Figure 17a to Figure 17c), violation of the minimum
distance between two buildings tends to occur in clusters along the coastal regions (see highlighted
regions in black circles). It seems that all solutions in this case except the one generated by ICC failed
to respect the minimum distance constraint. However, these violations may also be a consequence of
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relaxing this constraint to meet more important constraints (e.g. keep the sizes of buildings).
Consequently this is a good example of how considering single constraints does not enable to draw
meaningful conclusions as to how can the generalisation systems respect this specific constraint.
Many buildings with topological errors were introduced in the solution derived by IGNf (Radius
Clarity), where building blocks intersect roads in the end result. This happens mainly in the clusters in
Figure 17a. See also Figure 31, Section 3.6.1.
Minimum distance between two buildings: IGN test case
Results for IGN test case are presented in Figure 18.
Average Constraint Violation of Minimum Distance Constraint between Two Buildings of
the IGN Data Set

Average Constraint Violation

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

0
IGNf (tester)

ICC

Clarity (system)

ITC

Kadaster

CPT (system)
Generalisation Systems & Testers

Selection Ratio of Generalisation Outputs of the IGN Data Set
(the initial data set contains 2019 building objects)
100%
90%
Selection Ratio

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
IGNf (tester)
Clarity (system)

ICC

ITC

Kadaster

CPT (system)
Generalisation Systems & Testers

Figure 18 Average constraint violation of minimum distance between two buildings (upper) and
selection ratio (lower) of the IGN data set per generalisation system and tester
The following conclusions can be drawn for the outputs for IGN test case concerning the minimum
distance between buildings constraint (axpand results are missing):
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In general, high quality solutions concerning the minimum distance constraint between two buildings
were derived by three testers (ICC, ITC, and Kadaster) with CPT. The solution generated by IGNf
with Radius Clarity is on the other hand “nearly bad”.
Although the solution by ICC with CPT software is the best of all four solutions, this only means that
this solution respects this particular minimum distance constraint in a good way. The rather low
selection ratio of this solution (98 buildings out of 2019, see also Figure 19b) may also indicate that
other constraints like preservation of structures or black-white ratio were violated.
The differences between selection ratios among IGNf, ITC, and Kadaster testers are not very
significant, especially the results of IGNf and Kadaster tester applied similar selection ratio (Figure 18,
lower). However, the solution by Kadaster with CPT shows a greater advantage over the one by IGNf
with Radius Clarity concerning the minimum distance constraint. Hence we can assume that the
Kadaster tester was able to express this constraint with CPT system while IGNf failed to do so with
Radius Clarity. As a visual support of this, a closer look at the solution by IGNf tester shows that a
topological error (proximate building polygons intersect) was introduced to the output data set. In fact,
it seems to be the case that parts of the initial buildings were enlarged to meet the minimum area
constraint, but none of these enlarged buildings were displaced or typified to reduce the violation of
minimum distance between two buildings.
A common observation that can be applied to all four solutions is that the violation tends to occur in a
cluster (highlighted in Figure 19). This is mainly because the density of the initial buildings in this
cluster is relatively higher.

(a)
IGNf
(Radius (b) ICC (CPT)
(c) ITC (CPT)
(d) Kadaster (CPT)
Clarity)
Figure 19 Evaluation results of minimum distance between two buildings of the IGN data set
per tester (system); the red indicates situations of violation; the black circle highlights a cluster
of the violation
Minimum distance between two buildings: Kadaster test case
Results for Kadaster test case are shown in Figure 20.
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Average Constraint Violation of Minimum Distance Constraint between Two Buildings of
the Kadaster Data Set

Average Constraint Violation

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

0
IGNf (tester)

IGNs
Clarity (system)

OSGB

ICC

ITC
CPT (system)

Kadaster

ICC
ESRI (system)

Generalisation Systems & Testers

Figure 20 Average constraint violation of minimum distance constraint between two buildings
of the Kadaster data set per generalisation system and tester
The following conclusions can be drawn for the outputs for Kadaster test case concerning the
minimum distance between buildings constraint:
In general, all generalisation solutions for Kadaster test case respect the minimum distance between
two buildings rather well. Six out of seven solutions were well done (marked as “good”), while only
one generated by the Kadaster tester using CPT is marked as “nearly good”.
All tests performed in all three generalisation systems (Radius Clarity, CPT, and ArcGIS) provided
good results. However, we cannot conclude here whether it is because all these systems can respect
this constraint properly (e.g. displace buildings to avoid their getting too close), or it is because these
systems were just ignoring this constraint. If we have a closer look at the initial data set in the
Kadaster test case, we see that two other reasons for this high quality may also be possible. First, the
density of buildings in the initial data set is in general not very high (i.e. the buildings are not very
close to each other). Secondly, due to a specific constraint in Dutch case – building blocks should
become “built-up area” if their densities > 0.1, many of the relatively denser areas were transformed
into parcels of “built-up area” type in the solutions (see also Section 0). As a result of these two
reasons, high quality concerning the minimum distance constraint can be expected even without
explicit consideration of this constraint. Compared to solutions by the other testers, the solution
generated by the Kadaster tester with CPT software appears to have a much higher degree of CVaverage
than the others, although the quality of the solution is still acceptable (marked as “nearly good”). This
may be because in the output generated by the Kadaster tester, much more buildings are selected than
in the other outputs (see visual results in Figure 21; the selection ratio per generalisation solution is
also quantified in Figure 22), and that many dense areas were kept where violation of the constraint is
high. However, this violation may also be the result of interaction among constraints, that is, relaxing
the minimum distance constraint in order to compromise with other constraints (e.g. spatial
distribution).
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IGNf (Radius Clarity)

IGNs (Radius Clarity)

OSGB (Radius Clarity)

ICC (CPT)

ITC (CPT)

Kadaster (CPT)

ICC (ArcGIS)
Figure 21 Visualised evaluation results of minimum distance constraint between two buildings
of the Kadaster data set per tester (system); the red indicates situations of violation

To get more insight into the relationship between selection ratio and the violation of the minimum
distance constraint between two buildings, selection ratios of all outputs of the Kadaster data set are
visualised in Figure 22.
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Selection Ratio of Generalisation Outputs of the Kadaster Data Set
(the initial data set contains 4274 building objects)
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Figure 22 Selection ratio of all outputs of the Kadaster data set

The initial data set contains 4274 building objects. Except for the solution derived by Kadaster where
over 40% buildings were selected, all the other solutions have selection ratios all below 10%.
According to results in Figure 20, those solutions with selection ratio below 10% are evaluated as
“good” concerning the constraint, while the one by Kadaster (selection ratio > 40%) is regarded as
“nearly good”.
If we compare the distribution of selection ratio (Figure 22) and that of average constraint violation
(Figure 20) per generalisation solution, an observation is that there appeared to be a positive
correlation between selection ratio and the average constraint violation in the Kadaster test case, while
few variations can be observed. For example, although selection ratio of the solution derived by IGNf
using Radius Clarity is the lowest and the quality of this solution is very high concerning the
constraint, the solution is not of highest quality of all the outputs (again we can conclude the triviality
that the more buildings are kept, the more difficult it is to meet the minimum distance between
buildings constraint).

Findings and conclusions of automated evaluation of minimum distance between two buildings
Firstly, only CPT software achieved good solutions concerning the minimum distance constraint for
all test cases and all testers, while the other systems (i.e. Radius Clarity, ArcGIS; axpand was not
considered) failed to achieve acceptable solutions for all test cases except for the Kadaster test case.
Secondly, the observed violation of minimum distance constraint between two buildings appeared to
have a positive correlation with selection ratio for all the test cases. As mentioned earlier, the more
deleted buildings the higher the chance of satisfying this particular minimum distance constraint. It is
however worth mentioning that a deletion of objects is a simple way to satisfy this constraint. In an
extreme case all objects could be deleted, which would satisfy this constraint in a perfect way. This is
definitely not what one would expect for a good generalisation solution. Of course, the characteristics
of the initial data set also influence constraint violation. For example, in the Kadaster test case (a rural
area) where the buildings blocks with relatively higher density should be transformed into “built-up
area” and the density of the remaining buildings is relatively lower, all the generalisation systems and
testers obtained good results concerning this constraint; whereas in the ICC test case, the violation of
the constraint is on average higher due to buildings that are too close to each other in the coastal
regions. An additional observation is that although isolated consideration of a single constraint does
not enable to draw meaningful conclusion as to how can the generalisation systems respect this
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specific constraint, a closer look at all the solutions shows that the CPT software is able to respect the
minimum distance constraint between two buildings.
$XWRPDWHGHYDOXDWLRQRIPLQLPXPGLVWDQFHEHWZHHQEXLOGLQJVDQGURDGV
This section interprets and discusses automated evaluation of the minimum distance between
buildings and roads. For evaluating this cartographic constraint, map objects to be evaluated should be
in their symbolic forms. That is, road features represented by lines in almost all the data sets have to
be assigned with a signature to represent the width of their symbols defined by the NMAs. Only with
the signature the evaluation system can “see” the symbols and take the widths of road symbols into
account.
Specifically for this evaluation a lack of results balanced over all test cases, limits the reliability of the
results. However, as will be shown below, the results do provide important insights with respect to the
automated evaluation method itself. Therefore we added this section in the report without disclosing
the system names.
In the evaluation of the minimum distance constraint between buildings and roads, the calculation of
CVaverage is explained as follows. Since two different feature classes were involved in the evaluation,
the number of all violated objects (including violated buildings and violated roads) was firstly counted,
notated as |VO|. Then the number of all map objects being evaluated (including all buildings and
roads) was counted, notated as |O|. The average constraint violation is computed as: CVaverage
=|VO|/|O|.
The results of this evaluation are presented in Table 19.
Due to the complexities of this evaluation, that is, a number of subclasses constitute the road class and
they are in separate shape-files (often even in more files than the initial data set), the evaluation has to
be carried out on a subclass-by-subclass basis. However, the evaluation in this way does not show a
holistic view of minimum distance between building class and road class. In order to address this
problem, different types of road (shape-files) were combined together into one shape-file while
keeping each of their signature widths unchanged, before another evaluation test could be carried out.
The results for Kadaster and IGN test case are presented in Table 19.
The first two parts of this table are the results before the combination of different types of roads, while
the third part is after the roads were combined. The following paragraphs will discuss these three parts
respectively.
Test case

Kadaster
(threshold:
0.02)
Kadaster
Kadaster
Kadaster
Kadaster
Kadaster
Kadaster

System

Tester

Thematic
class 1

Thematic
class 2

Signature
width
(map mm)

No.
of
map
objects
(building
+road)

CVaver

Quality

age

S1

IGNf

Building

Local Road

0.6 mm

174 + 276

0.16

good

S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1

IGNf
IGNf
IGNf
IGNf
IGNf
IGNs

Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building

Motorway
Other Road
Platform
Runway
Street
Part
of
Road

1.3 mm
0.6 mm
0.6 mm
0.6 mm
0.6 mm
0.6 mm

174 + 48
174+1596
174 + 15
174 + 6
174 + 562
372 + 44

0.00
0.09
0.04
0.00
0.10
0.08

good
good
good
good
good
good
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Test case

System

Tester

Thematic
class 1

Thematic
class 2

Signature
width
(map mm)

No.
of
map
objects
(building
+road)

CVaver

Quality

age

In case of the IGN dataset, there are some contradictions in its symbolisation template, especially for Total
width and Symbol schema. Finally, the following values are used for this evaluation (see Signature width
column).
IGN
S1
IGNf
Building
Major Road 0.9 mm
1019 + 34 0.11
good
(threshold:
0.1 mm)
IGN
S1
IGNf
Building
Secondary
0.7 mm
1019 + 96 0.14
good
Road
IGN
S1
IGNf
Building
Minor Road 0.6 mm
1019 +346 0.45
nearly
good
IGN
S1
IGNf
Building
Street
0.6 mm
1019 +208 0.50
nearly
good
The following results are obtained through combining different types of road together into one shape file
(pre-processing), to obtain a holistic view of the violation of minimum distance between Building and Road
classes. The values of Signature width (in the bracket) used for different types of road are corresponding to
the type information respectively (also in bracket).
IGN
S1
IGNf
Building
Road
(0.9, 0.7, 1019+684 0.73
nearly
(threshold:
(major,
0.6, 0.6)
bad
0.1 mm)
secondary,
mm
minor and
street)
IGN
S2
ICC
Building
Road
(0.9, 0.6) 98 + 380
0.15
good
(major,
mm
minor)
IGN
S2
ITC
Building
Road
(0.9, 0.7, 555 + 684 0.39
nearly
(major,
0.6, 0.6)
good
secondary,
mm
minor and
street)
IGN
S2
Kadaster Building
Road
(0.9, 0.7, 865 + 684 0.55
nearly
(major,
0.6, 0.6)
bad
secondary,
mm
minor and
street)
Kadaster
S1
OSGB
Building
Road (all Different
360+2224 0.26
nearly
(threshold:
types)
signatures
good
0.2 mm)
Table 19 Average constraint violation, quality assessment of minimum distance between
buildings and different subclasses of road class
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Minimum distance between buildings and roads respecting different road types: IGN test case

(a) Major road
(b) Secondary road
(c) Minor road
(D) Street
Figure 23 visualised evaluation results of minimum distance between building and different
types of roads in the solution of IGN data set generated by IGNf with System1; the red colour
denotes violation situations
Only one solution generated by IGNf tester with System1 was evaluated concerning the minimum
distance between buildings and different types of roads. Note that only buildings and roads at risk of
constraint violation are visualised in Figure 23.
The subfigures in Figure 23 show that spatial proximity and densities of road networks influence
greatly the violation of minimum distance between buildings and roads. Table 19 also shows an
interesting trend of an increase of the average constraint violation with the decline of roads in their
thematic levels. For instance, constraint violation between buildings and streets is larger (0.50) than
that between buildings and major roads (0.11). This is probably caused by the fact that in this specific
generalisation solution, minor roads and streets are much closer to those inner-city areas where
building densities are higher. In addition, these minor roads and streets form dense network clusters
which cause more conflicts with buildings. Nevertheless, these explanations cannot be generalised to
cover many other cases since the samples are too small.
Minimum distance between buildings and roads respecting different road types: Kadaster test case
The solution of the Kadaster data set generated by IGNf (or IGNs) with System1 was evaluated where
the various types of road were considered separately.
The results show good values for meeting the minimum distance between buildings and different
types of roads. The reasons for this are several. A first observation is that buildings on the one side
and both motorways and runways on the other side are never too close to each other. This is because
these two types of roads are situated far away from both the non-generalised and the generalised
buildings. Consequently few or no violations of this constraint can be expected between these two
types of roads and buildings in this specific data set. In addition, higher constraint violations are
observed between buildings and local roads, other roads, and streets respectively, although all of the
three are still regarded as “good”. In these three cases more spatial interaction between buildings and
roads can be expected. The good results are achieved for several reasons: 1) transformation of dense
areas in “built-up” areas (see highlighted regions in Figure 24); 2) deletion of buildings (whereby it is
not known which constraint caused the deletion - minimum area, minimum distance, both together, or
other constraints); 3) displacement of objects (the minimum distance constraint do not say how many
buildings/streets were displaced).
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Figure 24 The interaction between buildings and roads in the solution of the Kadaster data set
by IGNf with System1; highlighted regions denote areas where buildings are transformed into
“built-up” areas.

Minimum distance between buildings and roads aggregated for all road types
(Because of the limit number of available results we did not divide this section in different test cases.)
In the above two cases, the minimum distance between different types of roads and buildings were
evaluated separately against buildings. Although such a separation leads to the insights of which types
can cause the violation of the minimum distance constraint, we also need an aggregated measure, for
example to compare the evaluation that does respect different road types in the solution generated by
IGNf with System1 (the second part of Table 19) with the aggregated evaluation of the same solution
(the first row from the third part of Table 19).
For the aggregated evaluation, all types of roads were merged into one shape-file while their different
signature widths remained. An unexpected result of this evaluation is that the aggregated evaluation
reported a constraint violation (0.73) between buildings and all types of roads. This violation is much
larger than any of the constraint violations observed in the separate evaluations: major roads (0.11),
secondary roads (0.14), minor roads (0.45), and streets (0.50)), respectively.
We assured that this discrepancy is not caused by some error introduced in the evaluation process and
looked into more detail in a possible explanation using a simple example as shown in Figure 25. In
this example, a spatial separation of Type I and Type II Road is made to simplify this example. Such a
separation is not necessary in real datasets, but different road types indeed influence different subsets
of the whole building set, i.e. subsets of buildings violating the minimum distance constraint caused
by different types of roads are sometimes different. A closer look at Figure 23c and Figure 23d
supports this idea. The idea is idealized in this example (see Figure 25).
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Figgure 25 An exxample to exp
plain the disccrepancy betw
ween separate and aggreggated evaluatiion;
th
his example solution
s
consists of 1000 buildings
b
loca
ated at three clusters
c
(in ciircles) and tw
wo
types off roads (both Type I and Type
T
II Road
d contains 1000 roads respeectively).

Let us first consiider the evaluuation of the minimum disstance betweeen buildings aand Type I ro
oads.
b
in thhe upper clusteer where too close
c
to all 1000 roads of Typpe I:
Suppose all 400 buildings
CVaaverage = (400+100) / (10000+100) = 0.45
Theen we considerr the evaluatioon of the miniimum distance between buiildings en Typpe II roads. In
n this
fictiive evaluationn all 400 builddings in the loower cluster are
a too close to
t all 100 Typpe II roads, which
w
alsoo will results inn CVaverage = 0.45.
If we
w consider noow the evaluaation of minim
mum distancee between buuildings and thhe two road types
t
togeether, we will see that undeer the same conditions
c
800
0 buildings (4400 in the uppper and 400 in
n the
lower cluster) and 200 roads (100
(
are of Tyype I and 100
0 are of Typee II) are violatting the minim
mum
distaance constrainnt. Consequenntly CVaveragge would resullt in (800+2000) / (1000+2000) = 0.83.
Thiss discrepancy means that thhe evaluation based
b
on a sep
paration betw
ween different types of roadss can
leadd to a differeent conclusionn than the agggregated evaluation conccerning the m
minimum disttance
consstraint. In otheer words, onee should pay attention
a
to succh differencess whether she//he wants to make
m
a coonstraint-basedd evaluation based
b
on a sepparate or aggrregated evaluaation, especiallly when a feaature
has different them
matic values.
ns generated by
b different teesters and thee two
Starrting from thiss knowledge five generalissation solution
systtems were evaaluated and compared conccerning the minimum
m
distaance betweenn buildings an
nd all
typees of roads (seee the result inn the third parrt of Table 19). The results visualised in Figure 26 giv
ve an
aggrregated view of
o the constraint violation of
o these solutio
ons.
From
m this Figuree we can draw
w the followiing conclusio
ons. Because of the limitedd results, we will
anallyse both test cases (IGNF and
a Kadaster)) together.
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Figgure 26 Averaage constrain
nt violation off minimum distance
d
betweeen buildingss and all typees of
roads of outp
puts per geneeralisation sysstems, testerss and data sett.

On the whole, thee two systemss were able too generate goo
od solutions but
b not by all the testers no
or for
(
sets) conncerning the minimum
m
distaance constrainnt between buiildings and roads.
all the test cases (data
SGB tester with System1 for
f the Kadastter data set. In
n the
Accceptable solutiion was obtainned by the OS
IGN
N data set, acceptable solutions were obtaained by both the ICC and ITC
I
testers wiith System2, while
w
the other
o
two testters failed to generate
g
accepptable solution
ns concerning this constrainnt.
Thee solution deriived by ICC with
w System22 seems to be the best soluution concerniing the constrraint.
Nevvertheless, isoolated consideeration of a single constrraint does noot enable to draw meanin
ngful
concclusions as to how can the system and/orr tester really respect the sppecific constraaint. A closer look
at
ws that this goood solution may
m be explaiined because many buildinngs were removed
Figuure 27b show
duriing the generaalisation (onlyy 98 buildings were selected
d out of 2019 initial
i
buildinggs).
Sim
milar clusters of violation situations are
a observed for most solutions of thhe IGN test case
(higghlighted regioons in
Figuure 27). This can
c be explainned by the prooximity of den
nse building cllusters and deense road netw
works.
A diifference betw
ween these cluusters is that inn the solution derived by IG
GNf with Systtem1, the violaation
in ceentral part (also highlightedd) is higher than other soluttions of the IG
GN test case (ssee
Figuure 27).
Finddings and coonclusions off automated evaluation
e
off minimum diistance betweeen buildings and
roadds
From
m the automaated evaluation of the miniimum distancee between roaads and builddings we can draw
d
seveeral conclusions.
First, an obviouss finding is that high dennsity of geneeralised roadss network, orr high densitty of
b
brings more
m
difficultiies to respectting the minim
mum
geneeralised builddings, or highh density of both,
distaance betweenn buildings annd roads consstraint. This means
m
that results of the ggeneralisation will
depeend largely onn the conditionn of the initiall data set and those objects having been sselected. A second
findding is that altthough evaluaating the violaation between
n buildings annd roads by seeparating diffe
ferent
roadd types may give insight intto which typess of roads may
y cause spatiaal conflict, thee evaluation reesults
deriived from separating differeent types of rooads may difffer considerabbly from the rresults obtaineed by
aggrregating all road
r
types. Inn the case off identifying which solutions are betteer than otherss, an
aggrregated approach may be preferred. Still, based on iso
olated consideeration of the m
minimum disttance
consstraint betweeen buildings and
a roads (i.e. not taking in
nto account hoow this constrraint interacts with
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other constraints) one cannot make meaningful conclusions as to how the generalisation systems can
respect this constraint. More importantly, for this evaluation most time was spent to design the
methodology and build the prototype. Therefore the results of the automated constraint-based
generalisation must not be used to analyse possibilities and limitations of individual software. Instead
they provide insights into differences between solutions of one test case (second research question)
and into automated evaluation and possible biases of the method. These last findings can be used for
future research to fine-tune the method.

(a) IGNf (System1)

(d) Kadaster (System2)

(b) ICC (System2)

(c) ITC (System2)

(e) OSGB (System1)

Figure 27 Visualised evaluation results of the minimum distance between buildings and all types
of roads per generalisation system, tester, and test case: (a) - (d) are solutions of the IGN test
case; (e) is a solution of the Kadaster test case; the red indicates violation situations; black
circles highlight clusters of violation situations.
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3.6

Evaluation by comparing generalised outputs: results and conclusions

The focus zones that were chosen to compare outputs for one test case are presented in Figure 28.
Each focus zone covers one or more locations in the dataset and is associated with a particular known
generalisation problem on which the visual comparative assessment concentrates. This section
describes the results for the comparative analysis of each zone by presenting the problem of the focus
zone, the initial data, what was expected according to the specifications (the NMA specific constraints
referenced here can be found in Appendix VI), test outputs, comments/questions with respect to the
outputs, and findings and main conclusions of the visual comparison. Apart from the output maps,
also the output layers and the constraint expression templates have been studied to understand the
reasons for the differences between outputs of the same test case. The section ends by presenting main
findings and conclusions of this evaluation.
This section presents many visualisations of the output data. Please note that the coloured figures
available in de PDF version of the report may be required to be able to understand the details of this
evaluation.
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C test case
ICC

IGN
N-F test case

OSG
GB test case

daster test case
Kad

Figure 288 Focus zoness selected for comparison evaluation
e
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3.6.1

ICC – Town centre blocks and streets representation (selection, aggregation).

Initial data:
A

B

C

D

E

Figure 29 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
building (area),
block (area),
flower bed (area),
sport ground (area),
building site (line): border of a block, ensures the continuity of the block border at the places where
there is no building inside the block adjacent to its border. The ICC constraint definition template
contains constraints on the buildings sites, but the expected output data were the blocks, not the
buildings sites. Thus the testers had to translate the constraints on the buildings sites into constraints
on the blocks. This has also been done in the summary of the defined constraints below.
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
ICC-1-32-49, ICC-1-57-61, ICC-2-15-18, ICC-3-16-19, additional constraint on blocks interdistance
sent by email.
Individual buildings
: presence/absence, minimum size, granularity (minimum dimension
of small details), squareness; preservation of size, shape and
orientation.
Individual flowerbeds
: presence/absence, minimum size, granularity
Individual sport grounds
: presence/absence, minimum size
Two buildings
: minimum distance
Two blocks
: minimum distance
Groups of buildings
: preservation of density and spatial distribution inside a block,
preservation of alignments, preservation of the main orientation of
an alignment
Group of blocks
: preservation of distribution and connectivity of the streets (interblock space) during blocks aggregation
Building and flowerbeds inside
a block
: under certain size conditions, flowerbeds should be eliminated and
building enlarged (or the contrary)
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)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH,&&SDSHUPDS


Figure 30Extract of ICC paper map

Outputs on this zone:
See next pages.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
Results of comparative evaluation:
First, it is interesting to notice that the two results obtained by the ICC tester(s) (who are expert of
ICC specifications) with CPT (as expert tester) and ArcGIS (as novice tester) are quite different from
each others, and that they are also quite different from what has been obtained by the other testers of
CPT respectively ArcGIS. Most likely this is because the ICC tester tried above all to satisfy the
constraint on the minimum distance between blocks, and thus used lots of displacement and
aggregation (see the first two paragraphs below).
,QWHUEORFND JJUHJDWLRQ All the outputs have kept the initial aggregation level, except the output
produced by the ICC tester on ArcGIS. According to the specifications, more aggregation should have
been performed (to respect the constraint on blocks inter-distance), but the tested systems do not
enable it. The attempt performed on ArcGIS by the ICC tester (novice) results in a complete loss of
the streets patterns, which is contrary to the specifications (see zones C, D and E). The Kadaster tester
on ArcGIS did not use the aggregation algorithm probably for this reason.
%XLOGLQJVVL]H In almost all the outputs, in town centre the buildings have been aggregated and
enlarged to completely cover the blocks (zone C and D), except in the output obtained by the ICC
tester on CPT, where on the contrary the size of the buildings has been decreased (but not the size of
the blocks). This is because the ICC tester is the only one who tried to increase the distance between
the buildings and the median axes of the streets (i.e. to enlarge the streets). The displacement could
theoretically be applied either on blocks and buildings, while the other ones should just follow to
preserve the topological consistency. The ICC tester chose to apply it on buildings, and failed in
preserving the topological consistency with the blocks. And finally the buildings seem to have been
too much decreased: the resulting width of streets is 0.6 mm in average, against 0.3 expected and
around 0.15 initially.
)LQDOV KDSH DQGLQ WHUGLVWDQFH RIWKHEO RFNV In the case where the blocks are finally completely
covered by a building (see zone C), the blocks have not been moved compared to the original dataset,
which means that the inter-distance between blocks is the same as the original one (most of the time
not respecting the specifications). The only exception is the output obtained by the ICC tester with
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CPT, since it can be considered that the buildings were displayed instead of the blocks (cf. just above,
“buildings size”).
In all the results, the building that completely covers the block is not topologically consistent with the
block. In particular, the borders of the building sometimes pass through the borders of the blocks, thus
locally reducing the width of the street. This case arises at a few places in the outputs obtained by the
Kadaster tester on ArcGIS and the CPT tester on CPT, and much more often in the outputs obtained
by the Kadaster and ICC testers on CPT, and by the IGNF tester on Radius Clarity. In order to avoid
this problem, the buildings should at least have been clipped to the blocks (which is a simple GIS
functionality). Let us notice that this has been attempted by the IGNF tester on Radius Clarity, rather
successfully in zone C but not in zone E because of a bug. This has not been attempted in CPT
because no clipping tool is provided. This is also true for ArcGIS but here the reason is not clear. In
the output obtained by the OSGB tester on Radius Clarity, almost no generalisation has been
performed.
%XLOGLQJVVHOHFWLR Q In the outputs obtained with CPT, too many buildings have been eliminated,
namely in zone D in small blocks containing only one building. The ICC tester notifies this problem
and reports on problems of parameters setting in CHANGE and TYPIFY. In zone B (suburban space,
scattered residential buildings), the results obtained by the different testers of CPT are very different:
the number of kept buildings triple from the outputs obtained by Kadaster (novice) and ICC (expert)
testers, to the outputs obtained by the ITC (novice) and CPT (vendor) testers. There might be a
problem of misunderstanding the ICC specifications, but the ICC tester also reports on “too many
eliminated buildings” and reports that “isolated buildings” are not unambiguously determined. On the
output obtained by the OSGB tester with Radius Clarity (expert), a few buildings have been
eliminated (not enough), sometimes not the best ones in terms of spatial distribution (see zone A).
This is due to the lack of a real selection algorithm in Radius Clarity (only selection on size or
semantic criteria can be done). No selection has been performed with ArcGIS either.
%XLOGLQJVDJJUHJDWLRQLQVLGHDEORFN Buildings aggregation inside a block has only been performed
on Radius Clarity by the IGNF tester (expert), in order to solve buildings size and proximity conflicts.
The results are poor (see zones A and E) because the aggregation algorithm is too poor to be used
intensively, contrary to what is recommended by 1Spatial (the only criterion to aggregate two
buildings is their inter-distance and the return aggregate is the MBR of the aggregated buildings).
With no (or failing) clipping of the resulting aggregate on the initial block, it leads to aggregated
building overlapping several blocks. The OSGB tester of Radius Clarity (also expert) has chosen not
to use the aggregation algorithm, probably for this reason. The second reason might be that it is not
clear if using the clipping algorithm provided in Radius Clarity should still be considered as an offthe-shelf use of Radius Clarity (an algorithm for clipping two geometries is part of the Radius Clarity
API, but it needs to be encapsulated in order to be usable as a generalisation algorithm).
%XLOGLQJKR OHV Small holes have successfully been removed by CPT. On ArcGIS, the testers could
not directly translate this constraint in the system. The Kadaster tester reports that no tool exists to
check the presence of holes. The ICC tester reports that the parameters of ArcGIS do not correspond
to the parameters of the constraint. In Radius Clarity, the same case occurs as for clipping a building
to the border of its block: an algorithm to keep only the outer line of a polygon is part of the API, but
it has to be encapsulated to be used as a generalisation algorithm. The OSGB tester (expert) has
considered that it was not part of the off-the-shelf version of Radius Clarity, while the IGNF tester
(also expert) has done the encapsulation and used it.
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Main conclusions:
o specifications regarding the size of unique buildings in town centre blocks are not
clear
o the aggregation algorithms of Radius Clarity and ArcGIS provide bad results
o in ArcGIS and Radius Clarity, buildings selection algorithms are missing
o the CPT selection (typification with TYPIFY) is not straightforward to parameterize
o all the software miss a good algorithm for streets selection and typification (block
aggregation)
o for a same software and (apparently) a same understanding of the specifications, the
testers are more or less cautious, i.e. they prefer to perform almost no generalisation
(with no generation of errors) to solutions where generalisation has been performed,
but has also generated lots of errors.
o Radius Clarity can provide very different results depending if one accepts to
encapsulate some algorithms belonging to the API of the out-of-the box version or
not (the OSGB tester has almost not modified the initial data).
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(a) Initial

(h) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)

(b) Clarity, IGNF tester (expert)

(c) Clarity, OSGB tester (expert)

(d) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)

(e) ArcGIS, ICC tester (novice)

(f) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)

(g) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

Figure 31 Test outputs of focus zone
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3.6.2

ICC – Coastline generalisation

Initial data:

Figure 32 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
coast line (line),
quay adjacent to sea (area),
breakwater adjacent to sea (area),
beach (line or area),
rocky area (area)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
,&&,&&,&&,&&,&&
Coast line

: Granularity (minimum dimension of small details), noncoalescence (minimum dimension of small significant details),
local shape preservation
Quay
: Presence/absence, minimum size, granularity, coalescence;
collapse to line is required for thin parts
Rocky area
: Presence/absence, minimum size, granularity (minimum
dimension of small details)
Beach
: Presence/absence, minimum size, granularity (minimum
dimension of small details)
Coast line and (rocky area,
beach, breakwater, quay)
: Adjacency preservation
Coast line and (rocky area or
beach)
: Minimum distance
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)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH,&&SDSHUPDS

Figure 33 Extract of ICC paper map

Outputs in this zone:
See next pages.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
Results of comparative evaluation:
The generalisation of the coastline is very minor on all the outputs, except in the output obtained by
the IGNF tester (expert) with Radius Clarity, where a strong geometric simplification has been applied,
with loss of shape and adjacency with other themes.
*UDQXODULW\RIWKHFRDVWOLQH The granularity constraint has been expressed by the testers of Radius
Clarity and ArcGIS (either on the coastline or on the sea polygon) and could not be expressed on CPT.
On Radius Clarity, both testers (IGNF and OSGB, experts) tried to solve this constraint by applying a
Douglas-Peucker algorithm, not exactly in the same way. The Douglas-Peucker parameter represents a
distance between the initial and filtered line, while in the specifications a minimum distance between
vertices was given. The IGNF tester reports that he has chosen the parametric value of DouglasPeucker equal to the threshold indicated in the specifications (despite the fact it did not correspond to
the same physical reality), but it is likely that there has been an error of a factor 10 on top of it (0.2
map mm instead of the required 0.02 map mm). This results in an over-generalisation and loss of
shapes in the IGNF output (although no shape preservation constraint was explicitly set in the
specifications for the coast line), and also in loss of consistency with other themes. The OSGB tester
designed Radius Clarity to iteratively apply Douglas-Peucker with increasing parametric values, while
controlling the progression of the vertices inter-distance. Although the OSGB tester was probably the
closest to have really, fully expressed the constraint, the OSGB output is actually identical to the
initial dataset. There might have been a problem during the execution of the generalisation process, or
the constraint might have actually already been satisfied in the initial dataset (the required
interdistance between two consecutive vertices, 0.02 map mm, is very low). On ArcGIS, the ICC
tester (novice) also mentions that the parameter expected by the system is not coinciding with the
parameters expressed in the constraint. A simplification has however been performed by both ArcGIS
testers with a fixed parametric value. The result is correct compared to what was expected (the
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coastline visually appears very granulose, but the minimum interdistance of 0.02 map mm i.e. 1
terrain meter is respected).
6HOHFWLRQRITXD\V The elimination of quays and breakwaters on length criteria has been managed in
ArcGIS and Radius Clarity, not in CPT.
&DULFDWXUHRI TXD\V The specifications give granularity and non-coalescence constraints for quays,
i.e. they indicate under which conditions a small detail of a quay should be considered non significant
and deleted, or on the contrary significant. For significant thin protrusions, a collapse to line is
required. On CPT, no tester has been able to express these constraints because CPT does not provide
tools to perform simplification or collapse on linear elements. On ArcGIS, the testers mention that
there is no tool for the caricature of such man-made line features (detection of significant protrusion
and collapse to line, elimination of others). On Radius Clarity, the two testers noticed that the
constraints were theoretically designed for polygonal objects, while the objects were actually linear.
Thus the OSGB tester ignored the constraints and the IGNF tester translated them to the sea polygon,
but it is solved by means of a simplification that results in losses of consistency between the quay and
the sea polygon. No collapse of the thin protrusions to lines has been done either.
$GMDFHQF\SUHVHUYDWLRQDQGPLQLPXP GLVWDQFHV On CPT, contrary to Radius Clarity and ArcGIS
the granularity and non-coalescence constraints could not be expressed, but constraints on adjacency
preservation and minimum distances could be expressed. The minimal distance between the coast and
islands could be expressed by all testers, although the outputs do not seem to be different on this
aspect from the original data – was the constraint already satisfied? The proximity constraint between
initially adjacent coast line and beach or rocky area has not been expressed by two testers and partially
expressed by the ICC tester (expert) but it is not clear why. The adjacency constraint between
coastline and all adjacent features could be expressed by all testers, however it is not really useful as
no simplification of the coast line could be done, which is the operation that requires adjacency
preservation.
Main conclusions:
Radius Clarity and ArgGIS allow to handle granularity constraints by simplifying the coastline with a
line simplification algorithm, and to eliminate linear features on a length criterion, but they do not
manage topological consistency between features, neither the proximity constraints between linear
features.
CPT, on the contrary, does manage adjacency preservation and proximity constraints, but it does not
manage the simplification and caricature of line features.
Both in Radius Clarity and ArcGIS, setting the parameters for line simplification according to
granularity criteria expressed as minimal distance between two successive vertices is not
straightforward.
No software provides the adequate tools to caricature the quays (man-made features with thin
protrusions) and to collapse some parts of them to lines
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(a) Initial

(b) Clarity, IGNF tester (expert)

(c) Clarity, OSGB tester (expert)
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(d) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)

(e) ArcGIS, ICC tester (novice)

(f) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)
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(g) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

(h) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)
Figure 34 Test outputs of focus zone
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3.6.3

ICC – Generalisation of complex junctions

Initial data:

Figure 35 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Roads (line)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
,&&,&&
Between two roads
Interchange
(composed
roads)

: Minimum distance
of
: Minimum distance; displacement required, or simplification of
shape if not enough space

)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH,&&SDSHUPDS

Figure 36 Extract of ICC paper map

Outputs on this zone:
See next page.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
Results of comparative evaluation:
,QWHUFKDQJHJHQHUDOLVDWLRQ CPT enables to displace roads away from each others thanks to the least
square adjustment of PUSH. It results, in all the outputs obtained with CPT, in generalised
interchanges where the proximity conflicts have been solved by displacement. This results in big
displacements and parallel ramps far from each others (sometimes even further than the required
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0.2mm). In some cases, in would probably have been better to remove some ramps (e.g. lower right
ramp on the third extract, as done in the ICC paper map indeed), but CPT doesn’t enable to typify
interchanges. Some self-intersections have also been generated by CPT: it is a known bug of PUSH.
The vendor recommends decreasing the density of vertices to avoid it, but here it appears in round
parts of ramps where the vertices density ensures the shape to keep its round aspect.
Radius Clarity and ArcGIS do neither provide tools for roads displacement nor tools for interchange
typification, thus nothing has been done. Besides interchange generalisation, in the result obtained by
the Kadaster tester on ArcGIS some road segments are missing, resulting in important losses of
connectivity in the network. It might be due to the elimination of short road segments performed
thanks to an SQL query to satisfy a constraint on minimum length of a cul-de-sac road segments
(constraint ICC-1-65). This constraint was expected to only concern cul-de-sacs, but the SQL query
may have selected those segments as well for any reason (e.g. segment connected to road segments
from another class, thus wrongly assessed as cul-de-sac).
/HVVFRPSOH[MXQFWLRQV The generalisation of roundabouts and branching crossroads is bad in all the
outputs (first extract) or more precisely, they have not been generalised at all. This might be because
of the fuzziness of the notion of “interchange”: although in the specifications the term “interchange”
was intended for all kinds of junctions as soon as they are not simple crossroads, some testers might
have interpreted as concerning “complex interchanges” only. As the interchanges are not made
explicit under the form of “interchange objects” in the ICC data, the doubt was possible. Or they have
not generalised them because no tool was adapted to their generalisation. In some cases (both testers
on Radius Clarity, Kadaster tester on ArcGIS) the roundabout suffers from a loss of shape, probably
due to the simplification done on road segments in order to decrease their granularity.
$UHPDUNRQ KRZWKHWHVWHUVLQWHUSUHWWKHFRQVWUDLQWVDQGWKHLUWUDQVODWLRQLQWRWKHV\VWHP The
four CPT testers obtain similar results, but do not assess the translation of the constraint on
interchanges (ICC-3-9) in the system in the same way. The Kadaster and ICC testers consider they
have partially expressed the constraint (and not fully, because no use of the typification can be
planned), whereas the CPT tester considers he has not expressed the constraint in the system at all,
which would lead to expect no result on interchanges in the corresponding outputs. In the same time,
the Kadaster and ICC testers consider they have not expressed the generic constraint on minimum
distance between objects at all (ICC-2-3), while the CPT tester considers he has fully expressed it. So,
in the Kadaster and ICC output, the result on interchanges seems to be due to efforts of the tester to
generalise interchanges, whereas in the CPT output, the interchanges have been handled as a particular
case of a generic proximity constraint.
Main conclusions:
CPT proposes a displacement tool for roads (PUSH), while Radius Clarity and ArcGIS do not. PUSH
sometimes generates self-intersections locally.
No software proposes tools for interchange detection and typification
No software proposes tools for the simplification of less complex junctions
Similar results do not mean that the constraints have been handled in the same way by the testers
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(a) Initial

(h) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)

(b) Clarity, IGNF tester (expert)

(c) Clarity, OSGB tester (expert)

(d) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)

(e) ArcGIS, ICC tester (novice)

(f) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)

(g) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

Figure 37 Test outputs of focus zone
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3.6.4

ICC – Generalisation of suburban buildings

Preservation of buildings spatial distribution and buildings alignment.
Initial data:

Figure 38 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Buildings (area),
Roads (line)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
,&&,&&,&&
Building

: Presence/absence, minimum size, type of geometry;
isolated buildings should be kept, buildings with size
<0.16mm² can be collapsed to building symbols
Road and building
: Minimum distance; displacement required, unless building
almost parallel to road
Between two buildings
: Minimum distance; aggregation or displacement required
Group with high density of
building symbols
: Preservation of the shape of the group
Building block
: Preservation of density and spatial distribution
Group of aligned buildings
: Preservation of the alignment, preservation of its main
orientation
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)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH,&&SDSHUPDS

Figure 39 Extract of ICC paper map
Outputs on this zone:
See next page.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
Results of comparative evaluation:
'HQVLW\SU HVHUYDWLRQ The outputs preserve the original density, except the output obtained in CPT
by the Kadaster tester and on ArcGIS by the ICC tester (too many buildings eliminated), and the
output obtained on Radius Clarity by the IGNF tester (overdensity due to too many aggregations,
which results in big buildings as in a town centre and thus a high black/white ratio). Among the three
testers that could not generate satisfying outputs regarding density preservation, difficulties to express
the constraint are only reported by the ICC tester on ArcGIS. The Kadaster tester of CPT seems to
have tried to decrease the density (misinterpretation of the ICC specifications?) and considers that the
constraint has been fully expressed. The IGNF Radius Clarity tester also considers he has fully
expressed the density preservation constraint: either he is too optimistic, or there in a bug in the
algorithms triggered by Radius Clarity to satisfy this constraint.
6L]HRIEXLOGL QJV The size of the buildings seems to be conform to what was expected (at least they
are legible), except in the outputs obtained on Radius Clarity. On Radius Clarity, the IGNF tester has
kept the result obtained with the standard tuning of Radius Clarity for building blocks generalisation
(because the results were good in urban parts of the data set), but on scattered small buildings it gives
bad results, aggregating them into big rectangle buildings. On the contrary, the OSGB tester has not
kept this result and ends up with buildings that have not been generalised at all (thus too small). This
shows the interest to detect areas of different buildings densities and to generalise them differently
(something already done in research, with methods proposed by e.g. Boffet (2001), Gaffuri &
Trevisan (2004), Chaudhry (2007), Steiniger (2008), and about to be used in production e.g. at IGN
France).
3DWWHUQVSUHVHUYDWLRQ Based on a visual assessment of the outputs, it appears that the constraints for
preserving the initial distribution of buildings have only been taken into account by CPT, thanks to the
use of the typification process contained in “TYPIFY” (based on Kohonen features net). It is however
interesting to notice that the Kadaster tester of CPT considers the constraint could not be translated
into the system (contrary to the others CPT testers, who consider the choice of using TYPIFY as
sufficient to claim the constraint has been expressed).
With both ArcGIS and Radius Clarity, two situations arise depending on the strategy of the tester
(more than their skills with the software). Either the tester considers it is impossible to express it (lack
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of tool to measure spatial distribution), but it is compensated by the fact that the tester has not
performed any decreasing of the number of buildings (considering no satisfying tool was available),
which results in a pattern preservation de facto (Kadaster tester on ArcGIS, OSGB tester on Radius
Clarity). Or the tester has still tried to decrease the number of buildings in order to solve the size,
proximity and density constraints: ICC tester on ArcGIS and IGNF tester on Radius Clarity. Both
testers consider the pattern preservation constraint has been partially expressed, but according to the
outputs (bad preservation), it seems that only the idea to aggregate buildings could be expressed.
Besides this, it can also be noticed that on the output obtained on ArcGIS by the ICC tester, where big
aggregates of blocks have been created, the symbolisation makes it difficult to immediately
differentiate between buildings inside a block (light grey) and holes in the block i.e. remaining interblock space (white).
Main conclusions:
Only CPT provides a typification tool (that ensures de facto a selection with pattern preservation)
No system provide a way to measure the pattern preservation
For a same software, the strategy varies from one tester to another between trying to satisfy
“generalisation constraints” (that trigger generalisation) even if it means relaxing preservation
constraints, or the contrary. In other words the testers are more or less cautious.
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(a) Initial

(h) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)

(b) Clarity, IGNF tester (expert)

(c) Clarity, OSGB tester (expert)

(d) ESRI, TDK tester (novice)

(e) ESRI, ICC tester (novice)

(f) CPT, TDK tester (novice)
(g) CPT, ICC tester (expert)
Figure 40 Test outputs of focus zone
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3.6.5

ICC – Parallelism between roads and buildings.

Initial data:

Figure 41 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Buildings (area),
Roads (line)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
,&&,&&
Road and building

: Minimum distance, relative orientation; if the
difference of orientation is initially <15°, the
parallelism must be enforced. In this case, if
the initial distance is <0.15 map mm the
building must be set adjacent to the road.

)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH,&&SDSHUPDS

Figure 42Extract of ICC paper map

Outputs on this zone:
See next page.

Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
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Results of comparative evaluation:
No tester reports he has been able to fully express the constraints on relative orientation between roads
and buildings. On CPT, according to the reports done by the testers, the parallelism between a
building and its nearest road is enforced by the PUSH least squares process, only for buildings that are
represented by a polygon (not for buildings collapsed to points). However, it seems that no threshold
can be entered under which the parallelism should be enforced. On ArcGIS and Radius Clarity, no
means is provided to enforce such parallelism, either for polygonal or punctual buildings
(computation of symbol orientation, as the orientation of the closest road).
Main conclusions:
Only CPT provides a means to enforce parallelism between roads and buildings, but only for
buildings represented by a polygon and without the possibility to parameterise it.
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(a) Initial

(h) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)

(b) Clarity, IGNF tester (expert)

(c) Clarity, OSGB tester (expert)

(d) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)

(e) ArcGIS, ICC tester (novice)

(f) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)

(g) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

Figure 43 Test outputs in focus zone
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3.6.6

IGNF – Buildings (selection, interdistance, size).

Initial data:

Figure 44 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Buildings (area),
Roads (line)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
,*1,*1,*1,*1
Individual buildings

Between two buildings
Road and building

Buildings inside a block

: presence/absence, minimum size, granularity (minimum
dimension of small details), squareness; preservation of
size, shape, orientation, positional accuracy, geographic
meaning (aggregation should not result in many small
individual houses looking like a big building).
: Minimum distance, preservation of adjacency
: Minimum distance, relative orientation; if the difference
of orientation is initially <15°, the parallelism must be
enforced. In this case, if the initial distance is <0.05 map
mm the building must be set adjacent to the road.
: Type of representation (density > 0.9 => block
becomes a built up area); preservation of spatial
distribution, distribution of characteristics, density.
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)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH,*1SDSHUPDS

Figure 45 Extract of IGN paper map

Outputs on this zone:
See next page.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
Results of comparative evaluation:
%XLOGLQJVVL]H The selective enlargement of buildings to ensure they reach a minimum size is
possible in Radius Clarity and CPT, not in axpand and ArcGIS. Thus on axpand and ArcGIS,
regarding the size constraints the only possible thing to do was to remove the buildings below 0.12
map mm² as required by the specifications.
Regarding the preservation of the relative sizes between buildings, in the right part of the left picture
the relative sizes are lost in all the outputs, except the ones where the size of the buildings has not
been modified at all (Kadaster tester on ArcGIS, both testers on axpand).
%XLOGLQJVVHOHFWLRQOn Radius Clarity and CPT, because of the enlargement performed on buildings
it was needed to perform a building selection (contextual selection, preserving the initial distribution).
As shown by the output obtained by the IGNF tester on Radius Clarity, this is not possible on the outof-the-box version of Radius Clarity: no algorithm for contextual building selection is available. The
output obtained by the Radius Clarity tester (vendor) seems to indicate that the version customised by
1Spatial for the test includes such an algorithm. The results are more or less correct in dense zones
(centre of village), where the initial distribution of buildings is homogeneous across the space. But the
initial spatial distribution is lost in areas with scattered buildings. On CPT, the TYPIFY process
enables to manage buildings selection while preserving the spatial distribution. But the parameter to
indicate how many buildings to keep is difficult to tune, as reported by the ICC tester (expert) and as
shown by the differences of buildings density in the outputs obtained with CPT. This is because CPT
expects a “reduction rate”, while the specifications mention a target density defined on a block by
block basis.
%XLOGLQJVLQWHUGLVWDQFH ArcGIS, as well as Radius Clarity in its out-of-the-box version, do not
provide any buildings displacement algorithm, which explains the poor quality of the outputs obtained
respectively by the Kadaster and IGNF testers regarding road-building proximity. The version of
Radius Clarity customised by 1Spatial (vendor) does include such an algorithm, which results in a
correct taking into account of the road-building interdistance. The results are also correct with CPT
and axpand (out-of-the-box versions), as they include displacement algorithms. Nevertheless, on
axpand, because the buildings could not be enlarged (see above) this interdistance constraint is far
easier to satisfy. Thus we cannot conclude on the quality of the buildings displacement algorithm
provided by axpand.
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Main conclusions:
None of the tested software provides all the tools necessary to handle the size, density and
interdistance constraints on buildings. CPT provides the largest panel but imposes to turn the small
buildings into points.
None of the tested software proposes a default transition function for the buildings sizes that preserves
the relative values. Radius Clarity would enable it, but the Radius Clarity tester (vendor) has
apparently not expressed this constraint, and the output obtained by the IGNF tester suffers too much
from density and proximity problems to assess it.
There is a problem in the way the parameters of the algorithms are expressed: the parameters express
the transition expected between the initial and final state, considering that all the data should undergo
the same transition (e.g. percentage of size increasing in ArcGIS, reduction rate for typification in
CPT). Such parameters are difficult to match with specifications that indicate what is expected as a
result, possibly depending on the initial state (e.g. absolute minimum size, density equal to the initial
density).
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(a) Initial

(b) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)

(c) Radius Clarity, IGNF tester (expert)

(d) Clarity, Clarity tester (vendor)

(e) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)

(f) CPT, ITC tester (novice)

(g) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

(h) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)

(i) AXPAND, OSGB tester
(j) AXPAND, ZURICH tester
Figure 46 Test outputs in focus zone
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3.6.7

IGNF – Mountainous roads (coalescence in bends series)

Initial data:

Figure 47 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Roads (line)

'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
IGN-1-23-26. One road

: Non coalescence, avoid holes in the symbol; preservation of
shape and positional accuracy.

)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH,*1SDSHUPDS

Figure 48 Extract of IGN paper map
Outputs on this zone:
See next page.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
Results of comparative evaluation:
ArcGIS does not enable to deal with road coalescence. The other three tested software do, in different
ways. CPT does it through a global minimisation process based on least squares (PUSH): coalescence
is thus handled as a proximity occurring inside an object. In the same way, axpand handles
coalescence through a global process based on snakes. Radius Clarity handles it by splitting the road
into homogenously coalesced parts and handling them separately with dedicated enlargement
algorithms.
On Radius Clarity, the IGN tester (who was novice with road generalisation) ended up with holes in
the symbols, partly due to a parameterisation problem (bends on top of the figures), partly due to a
bug in the algorithm that propagates the enlargement of one bend to its neighbours (bend in the lower
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right corner in left picture). The Radius Clarity vendor output shows that these problems can be solved
but the heads of the hairpin bends are rather too much enlarged.
It seems that on axpand, the right parameterisation is difficult to find and the generalisation is not
completely driven by the actual conflicts present in the data: either the shape is rather well preserved,
but not all the coalescence conflicts are solved (OSGB tester output, one bend coalesced on left
picture); or the coalescence conflicts are completely solved, but the heads of the hairpin bends are far
too much enlarged (Zürich tester output).
On CPT, all testers managed to solve the coalescence problems but as a side effect the bends tend to
be rather too much enlarged (not optimal shape preservation). It is obvious in the output obtained by
the ITC tester, picture in the middle, but it is true on all outputs either for thinnest or for largest roads.
Surprisingly, on the outputs where the shape is best preserved for largest roads (Kadaster and ITC
testers), the shape is far less well preserved for the thinnest roads, and vice versa (CPT and ICC
testers). It seems to be difficult to find a parameterisation that fits for all categories of roads at the
same time. The choice to enlarge the bends more or less is not only linked to the shape preservation
constraint. It is also linked to the positional accuracy constraint, and all the CPT testers report that it is
impossible to express it in CPT, which might explain why the obtained solutions are not completely
optimal. Another possible explanation would be that the testers might have tried to preserve relative
positions between roads and contours (at least true for the ICC tester). Finally there might be fuzziness
in the specifications which caused that all results of the project team testers contain bends that open
too much. However the vendor did manage to limit the opening by identifying a “0” distance (maybe
it was not obvious that a “0” distance between the road symbol and itself was expected within a bend).
It is also interesting to notice that, contrary to the other CPT testers, the Kadaster tester considers that
the coalescence constraint could not be expressed in CPT, although the obtained results are very
comparable to the results obtained by the other testers (and very acceptable).
Main conclusions:
ArcGIS does not handle coalescence
In Radius Clarity there is a (known) bug in the out-of-the box version, apparently corrected in the
vendor version
In CPT and axpand, the heads of the hairpin bends are generally too much enlarged (right
parameterisation difficult to find)
For comparable outputs obtained with the same software, the testers do not assess identically if and
how much they have expressed the constraints.
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(a) Initial

(b) ESRI, TDK tester

(c) CLARITY, IGNF tester

(d) CLARITY, CLARITY tester (vendor)

(e) CPT, TDK tester (novice)

(f) CPT, ITC tester (novice)

(g) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

(h) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)

(i) AXPAND, OSGB tester

(j) AXPAND, ZURICH tester
Figure 49 Test outputs in focus zone
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3.6.8

IGNF – Vegetation (selection and geometric simplification)

Initial data:

Figure 50 Initial data, the zone is rotated by 90° in anticlockwise direction, in order to be able to
display all results on a same page

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Forest (area)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
,*1
Forest area

: Shape preservation, minimum size of holes; reduce number of
vertices by 50%.

)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH,*1SDSHUPDS

Figure 51 Extract of IGN paper map

Outputs on this zone:
See next page.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
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Results of comparative evaluation:
First, there is a problem in the specifications: no granularity (or minimum dimension) constraint is
defined, but the constraint presented as a shape preservation constraint also includes a guideline that
requires decreasing the number of vertices by 50%. Moreover, the required decrease of granularity is
identical throughout the objects, probably because the initial over-granularity is known for being
uniform.
Only two testers report that they have expressed the constraints in the system: the Kadaster tester on
ArcGIS and the IGNF tester on Radius Clarity. On CPT, the constraint was not expressed (only the
ICC tester explains why, and the reason is that no simplification operator is available). On axpand,
both testers report that they could not express the constraints. An explanation is given by the Zürich
tester: the notion of preservation constraint does not exist in axpand. It seems to denote that the tester
did not see the required decreasing of number of vertices, which is not surprising as it was “hidden”
behind a preservation constraint. But in the same time, it can be noticed that in the output obtained by
the Zürich tester lots of vegetation areas have been deleted (some small and some very large). The
OSGB tester of axpand reports that he also observed (and did not keep) such a result while trying to
apply a simplification algorithm on the vegetation areas.
Main conclusions:
A problem in the definition in the constraint has lead to misinterpretations.
No simplification algorithm applicable to forest areas is available in CPT.
The simplification algorithm available in axpand seems to have a bug and inappropriately eliminates
many objects.
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(a) Initial

(b) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)

(c) Clarity, IGNF tester (expert)

(d)Clarity, Clarity tester (vendor)

(e) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)

(f) CPT, ITC tester (novice)

(g) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

(h) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)

(i) AXPAND, OSGB tester
(j) AXPAND, ZURICH tester
Figure 52 Test outputs in focus zone
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3.6.9

IGNF – Ski lifts representation

Initial data:
A

Figure 53 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Ski lift (line)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
,*1
Between two ski lifts

: Minimum distance

)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH,*1SDSHUPDS

Figure 54 Extract of IGN paper map

Outputs on this zone:
See next page.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
Results of comparative evaluation:
Nothing could be done in Radius Clarity neither in ArcGIS, because there is no tool for displacement.
In CPT, the ITC and ICC testers consider they have expressed the constraint while the CPT and
Kadaster testers do not seem to consider they have expressed it at all, although the ski lifts have
actually been displaced in the four outputs. We can notice that the final distance between ski lifts are
far bigger in the ICC output than in the other three outputs, most probably because of a different
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interpretation of the symbol width (the ICC tester has considered the whole symbol including the
small transversal lines, while the others three have only considered the main line). Actually the
specifications were not precise on this point. This results in very distorted ski lifts, because there is
definitely not enough space for all with such a big interdistance. In the ITC output, they are less
displaced than in the ICC one, but still twice more displaced than in the CPT and Kadaster ones. All
the CPT outputs (except the ICC one) introduced a distortion in the straight part of the ski lift in zone
A (see above figure), probably because it was tried (and succeeded) to preserve the relative positions
of the ski lift and the road (i.e. to avoid to create an intersection). Although this was not asked by the
specifications, it was surely a good idea to avoid this. But a better solution should exist, that avoids
creating this intersection while also preserving the straight shape of the ski lifts.
The two testers of axpand obtain similar results. The ski lift in zone A has not been distorted, but the
relative position with the road is lost. The Zürich tester denotes an ambiguity in the constraint (the
final expected distance is 0.2 map mm, but a displacement is preconised only if the initial distance is
>0.1mm – thus it is not obvious what should be done in the case of an initial distance <0.1mm).
Main conclusions:
Radius Clarity and ArcGIS do not provide any displacement tool
Differences are noticed in symbol width interpretation
Some testers tried to maintain relative positions between road and ski lift although it was not required
by the specifications: idea of “universally admitted constraints”.
No output does perfectly handle shape preservation and preservation of relative positions with roads
For comparable outputs obtained with the same software, the testers do not assess identically if and
how much they have expressed the constraints.
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(a) Initial

(b) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)

(c) Clarity, IGNF tester (expert)

(d) Clarity, Clarity tester (vendor)

(e) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)

(f) CPT, ITC tester (novice)

(g) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

(h) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)
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(i) AXPAND, OSGB tester
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(j) AXPAND, ZURICH tester
Figure 55 Test outputs in focus zone

3.6.10

Kadaster – Channel network: selection

Initial data:

Figure 56 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
River (line)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
.DGDVWHU.DGDVWHU
5LYHU 3UHVHQFHUHTXLUHGXQGHUFHUWDLQDWWULEXWHFRQGLWLRQV
)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH.DGDVWHUSDSHUPDS WKHQRUWKHUQWKLUGRIWKH]RQHLVPLVVLQJ 

Figure 57 Extract of Kadaster paper map

Outputs on this zone:
See next pages.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
Results of comparative evaluation:
None of the constraints defined by Kadaster requires a pruning of the channel network. Three testers
have carried out such a pruning however: the two Radius Clarity testers after studying the paper map
provided by Kadaster, and one Kadaster tester (on CPT) because he knows the Kadaster map
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specifications. This shows that in some cases not only the constraints definition template has been
taken as reference by the testers as the expected specifications.
In the output obtained by the Kadaster tester on CPT the pruning has been done on attribute criteria,
but in an external software (this is an error as the test protocol did not allow it), because CPT does not
enable to perform selection based on attributes.
In the output obtained by the IGNF tester on Radius Clarity, the selection has also been done on
attribute criteria, but in Radius Clarity. Finally, the pruning done by the OSGB tester on Radius
Clarity is lighter (more channels kept) and the used criteria are not obvious (possibly pruning of dead
ends on length criteria).
Theoretically this does not enable to conclude on the capacities of the tested systems regarding
artificial networks typification. But it is likely that no system provides such tools, as this was reported
by the testers for the generalisation of the street network in town centre in the ICC dataset.
Main conclusions:
A problem is encountered in the specifications (incomplete), which makes the outputs hard to evaluate.
Although it cannot be categorically deduced from the outputs, it is likely that none of the tested
software provides a typification tool for man-made networks.
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(a) Initial

(b) ArcGIS, Kadaster
tester (novice)

(c) ArcGIS, ICC
tester (novice)

(d) ArcGIS, ArcGIS tester
(vendor)

(e) Clarity, OSGB
tester (expert)

(f) Clarity, IGNF tester
(expert)

(g) Clarity, IGNS
tester (novice)

(h) Clarity, Clarity
(vendor)

Figure 58 Test outputs in focus zone (1/2)
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(a) Initial

(i) CPT,
Kadaster
tester (novice)
(pruning done
in external
software)

(j) CPT, ITC
tester (novice)

(k) CPT, ICC
tester (expert)

(l) CPT, CPT
tester (vendor)

(m)
AXPAND,
OSGB tester
(novice)
Figure 59 Test outputs in focus zone (2/2)
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3.6.11

Kadaster – Settled area: building selection.

Initial data:

Figure 60 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Building (area),
Glasshouse (area),
Road (line/area),
Land use (area)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
.DGDVWHU.DGDVWHU.DGDVWHU.DGDVWHU
One building or glasshouse

Two buildings
Building and road
Group of buildings inside
land use parcel

: Presence/absence, minimum size, granularity (minimum
dimension of small details), prevent aggregation; important
buildings (specific class) should be kept and enlarged if
needed, other small buildings should be deleted.
: Minimum distance
: Adjacency (if initially close)
: Representation depending on density: the land use parcel
should become “built up area” if density > 0.1
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)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH.DGDVWHUSDSHUPDS

Figure 61 Extract of Kadaster paper map

Outputs on this zone:
See next pages.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
Results of comparative evaluation:
Creation of built up areas from dense enough land use parcels:
This has not been performed on axpand (only one output available), because the tester did not find
how to do it. As the tester is a novice of axpand, either axpand does not enable to do it or there is a
problem of documentation.
All other tested systems were able to do it (since at least one tester of the project team managed to do
it), but on all the systems it seems to be hard: every time, not all of the testers have managed to do it,
and often the testers who managed to do it report it was hard. It is also interesting to notice that not all
the testers who have managed to create the built up areas are experts of the tested system, and not all
the testers who have not managed to create the built up areas are novices. On CPT, it is to be noticed
that CPT provides an attribute on meshes that marks them as “to be turned into built up areas”, but
does not enable to create the built up areas, strictly speaking (i.e. to create objects in a class “built up
area”). In other terms, it performs the “clever” part of the work, but in a production line a postprocessing using another system is required to do the remaining mechanical part of the work.
When built up areas have been derived, they are not always the same. We can distinguish between
three groups of outputs:
(1) Outputs derived by the Kadaster tester of ArcGIS, the IGNF and Radius Clarity (vendor) tester of
Radius Clarity (pictures b, f and h): contains the most built up areas (and the same across the three
outputs). After investigation in the data, it seems that all the land use parcels for which the initial
density of buildings is £ 0.1 have been turned into built up areas.
(2) Outputs derived by the OSGB tester of Radius Clarity and by the ICC tester of ArcGIS (pictures c
and e): very few parcels (and the same in both outputs) have been turned into built up areas. This is
probably due to a sequencing problem: it seems these two testers have turn into built up areas the
parcels with a density greater than 0.1 after removing the buildings below the size threshold, whereas
all the other testers have computed the density on the initial data, i.e. before removing the buildings
below the size threshold. In one case the tester did not pay attention to the order in which the
operations had to be done. In the other case, it is due to a misinterpretation of the specifications:
confusion between how important it is that a constraint is satisfied (which was indicated in the
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constraints definition template), and what constraint should be handled first (which was not indicated
in the constraints definition templates).
(3) Outputs derived by the ArcGIS (vendor) tester of ArcGIS and the Kadaster and CPT (vendor)
tester of CPT: contain far more built up areas than in group (2) but a bit less than in group (1), and not
exactly the same across the three outputs. Actually, the three concerned testers did not only consider
the constraint definition templates provided by Kadaster to tune the systems. They also tried to obtain
something similar to the paper map provided by Kadaster, and two of the three testers who provided
this solution have also an extra expertise of the Kadaster specifications (namely the Kadaster tester
and the ArcGIS tester, since ArcGIS had a collaboration with Kadaster). Now, in the case of the two
CPT testers, the liberties taken with the reference thresholds have been in a way provoked by a
necessity: the density considered in the Kadaster specifications was computed in the land use parcels
(that do not include the part of blocks covered by the roads), while the only entity on which the
density can be automatically computed in CPT is the mesh (i.e. block). Thus, the threshold had to be
adapted anyway. The same happened in ArcGIS (the vendor reports having computed the density on
blocks), although in this case it was not by necessity (the density could have been computed on the
land use parcels).
Buildings selection:
The building selection is quite different from one output to another. This is mainly explained by two
reasons. First, the buildings that end up inside a built up area, and that are above the size threshold,
have not been handled in the same way by all testers: most of the testers have removed them, but some
have kept them. This is due to an ambiguity in the specifications. Second reason, the built up areas are
not the same in all the outputs (some outputs don’t even have any, in those ones all the buildings
above the size threshold have been kept).
Now, in the outputs classified in group (3) with respect to the creation of built up areas, not all the
instructions present in the Kadaster specifications have been followed. If it had been the case, the
spatial distribution of buildings would have been completely lost as complete rows of buildings were
below the size threshold. Although there was no constraint of spatial distribution preservation, the
three testers seem to have tried to preserve it (which was surely a good idea, cartographically
speaking). On CPT, the selection and generalisation of the buildings was achieved by the two testers
thanks to a combined used of the “Typify” and “Change” components of CPT. On ArcGIS, a
prototype currently under development, called “Optimizer”, was used. In both cases the results are
quite similar to the paper map provided by Kadaster (although they do not respect the specifications
provided by Kadaster under the form of constraints).
Main conclusions:
Turning dense parcels into built up areas is possible in all the systems except maybe axpand, In fact
for axpand we cannot conclude if it is possible to turn dense parcels into built up areas, but at least it
is not straightforward: the only axpand tester, who was a novice, did not succeed to do it. In the other
three systems, turning dense parcels into built up areas is possible but is still far from being
straightforward.
Differences in sequencing have led to very different results
Ambiguity in the specifications regarding whether to keep buildings in the parcels turned into built up
areas.
The paper map provided by Kadaster was used as a reference by several testers.
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(a) Initial

(b) ArcGIS,
Kadaster tester
(novice)

(c) ArcGIS, ICC
tester (novice)

(d) ArcGIS,
ArcGIS tester
(vendor)

(e) Clarity,
OSGB tester
(expert)

(f) Clarity,
IGNF tester
(expert)

(g) Clarity, IGNS
tester (novice)
Figure 62 Test outputs in focus zone (1/2)
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(h) Clarity,
Clarity tester
(vendor)

(a) Initial

(i) CPT, Kadaster
tester (novice)

(j) CPT, ITC
tester (novice)

(k) CPT, ICC tester
(expert)

(l) CPT, CPT
tester (vendor)

(m) AXPAND,
OSGB tester
(novice)
Figure 63 Test outputs in focus zone (2/2)
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3.6.12

Kadaster – Generalisation of parallel roads and cycle tracks.

Initial data:

Figure 64 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Road (line)
Cycle track (line)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
.DGDVWHU.DGDVWHU
One road
One cycle track
Parallel road and cycle track

: Presence/absence (attribute and length criteria), representation
by keeping separate tracks or by a collapsed line.
: Presence/absence

: Specifications incomplete – the document written by the CPT
tester of CPT (vendor) seems to indicate that the cycle track
can be eliminated if its width is low (2-4m) and the road
belongs to a certain category.
No minimum distance between roads (or road/cycle track), no constraint preventing overlaps.
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For information, extract of the Kadaster paper map (the upper quarter is missing):

Figure 65 Extract of Kadaster paper map

Outputs on this zone:
See next pages.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
The symbol widths are different from one output to another, due to erroneous widths given first. Of
course thinner widths facilitate the generalisation…
Results of comparative evaluation:
The specifications regarding what to do with parallel roads or roads/cycle tracks are fuzzy (constraint
Kadaster-2-6 was incomplete). In this comparative analysis, we consider the constraint was to
eliminate cycle tracks parallel to roads, which is what most testers seem to have understood (but
which is still fuzzy: does not tell what to do with two parallel roads for instance).
The selection has been attempted by the testers of ArcGIS using an SQL selection: the ICC tester
considers having expressed the constraint fully, Kadaster tester partially because some other roads
have been accidentally deleted, the vendor (ArcGIS tester) does not report on expressing this
constraint.
On axpand, the only tester reports being unable to express this constraint, and trying to do
displacement instead.
On Radius Clarity, the OSGB tester managed to do the selection by using the API to perform spatial
selection, while the IGNF tester considered it impossible with the out-of-the-box version of Radius
Clarity.
On CPT, the CPT tester (vendor) performed the selection manually using ArcGIS, in order to avoid
overdensity before road displacement. The ITC and ICC testers did not perform the selection at all and
performed displacements. The Kadaster tester does not report doing anything regarding this constraint.
The outputs in which some attempts of displacement have been done (ITC and ICC testers on CPT,
OSGB tester on axpand) show distortion on the external parallel roads (difficulties to preserve
parallelism) – it is to be noticed that the density of roads was locally very high (as explicitly
mentioned by the CPT tester of CPT).
Main conclusions:
Fuzziness in the specifications regarding parallel roads, roads/cycle tracks
Only axpand and CPT provide road displacement tools
Displacement without any appropriate elimination before is definitely hopeless
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(a) Initial

(d) ArcGIS,
(vendor)

(c) ArcGIS, ICC tester (novice)

ArcGIS

tester

(b) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester
(novice)

(m) AXPAND, OSGB tester
(novice)

Figure 66 Test outputs in focus zone (1/3)
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(a) Initial

(f) Clarity,
(expert)

IGNF

tester

(e) Clarity,
(expert)

OSGB

tester

(h) Clarity,
(vendor)

Clarity

tester

(g) Clarity, IGNS tester (novice)

Figure 67 Test outputs in focus zone (2/3)
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(a) Initial

(i) CPT,
(novice)

Kadaster

tester

(k) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

(l) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)

(j) CPT, ITC tester (novice)

Figure 68 Test outputs in focus zone (3/3)
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3.6.13

Kadaster – Railways typification

Initial data:

Figure 69 Initial data, the zone is rotated by 90° in anticlockwise direction, in order to be able to
display all results on a same page

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Railway (line)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
.DGDVWHU.DGDVWHU.DGDVWHU
One railway
Two railways
Group of parallel railways

: Positional accuracy (preservation)
: Aggregation forbidden

: Select main tracks
(in other words, a pruning is required, but each kept feature is expected to actually correspond to one
initial feature and be kept in place – no typification allowing an n-m matching as long as the contour
of the group is kept)
)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH.DGDVWHUSDSHUPDS WKHOHIWKDOILVPLVVLQJ 

Figure 70 Extract of Kadaster paper map

Outputs on this zone:
See next pages.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
None.
Results of comparative evaluation:
No tester has modified the railways, except the OSGB tester on axpand (small distortions on short
edges) and the ICC tester on CPT (some displacement with loss of shape, not necessarily done on
purpose, they might also have been a side effect of a displacement of other types of features, and the
railways have not been set as fixed although CPT enables it). No system provides any tool for network
selection.
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Main conclusions:
No typification tool appropriate to railways available in any of the tested systems
The only (small) modifications noticed on railways are undesirable side effects of displacement
applied to other feature types (CPT and axpand).

(a) Initial

(b) Clarity, OSGB tester (expert)

(c) Clarity, IGNF tester (expert)

(d) Clarity, IGNS tester (novice)

(e) Clarity, Clarity tester (vendor)

(f) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)

(g) CPT, ITC tester (novice)

(h) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

(i) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)

(j) ArcGIS, ICC tester (expert)

(k) ArcGIS, ArcGIS tester (vendor)

(l) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)
(m) AXPAND, OSGB tester (novice)
Figure 71 Test outputs in focus zone
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3.6.14

OSGB – Adjacent buildings representation

Initial data:

Figure 72 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications (aggregation, simplification, shape preservation):
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Building (area)
Fence (line)
'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
26*%E26*%26*%
Individual buildings

: Granularity (minimum dimensions of small details), minimum size and position of
holes

Group of adjacent buildings
Group of fences

: Should be aggregated into one big building.
: One fence out of two should be omitted.

)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH26*%SDSHUPDS

Figure 73 Extract of OSGB paper map
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Outputs on this zone:
See next page.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
Only the outputs obtained by the OSGB tester on Radius Clarity and by the ITC tester on CPT show
the fences – and they have not been generalised.
Results of comparative evaluation:
No tester has managed to express the constraint on fences. It is probably on the one hand because it is
very specific, on the other hand because there was an ambiguity on the class containing the fences in
the initial data.
The output obtained on ArcGIS is the only one that includes a simple aggregation of the adjacent
buildings as required (operation sometimes better known as “dissolve”, which normally is a very
standard operation for a GIS). Unfortunately, one row of buildings has been lost (block in the middle),
the reason is not clear. Surprisingly, the tester does not report that he has translated this constraint.
On CPT, an aggregation has been performed but the holes have been lost although they were far above
the minimum size threshold. Although no constraint asking for a preservation of the holes has been
defined, this was surely not expected. According to the testers, this is due to the Typify component of
CPT, which systematically fills in the holes (Change preserves them).
On Radius Clarity, the aggregation algorithm is not adapted to this kind of data.
Main conclusions:
No tester has been able to express the constraints on fences
ArcGIS is the only system providing a tool for aggregation of adjacent buildings (‘dissolve’)
The building aggregation algorithm of Radius Clarity is not adapted
In CPT, the holes in buildings/groups of buildings are lost
One case where a constraint seems to have been expressed (and satisfied) and the tester does not
assess having expressed the constraint.
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(a) Initial

(b) Clarity, OSGB tester (novice)
Not expert of OSGB specifications

(c) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)

(d) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)

(e) CPT, ITC tester (novice)

(f) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

(g) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)
Figure 74 Test outputs in focus zone
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3.6.15

OSGB – Detached buildings and fences

Initial data:

Figure 75 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Building (area),
Fence (line)

'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
26*%E26*%26*%26*%
Individual buildings
Rows of houses

Group of fences

: Granularity (minimum dimensions of small details), minimum
size and position of holes
: The houses should be aggregated by two or three, or
represented individually, depending on their initial
interdistance
: Rules to omit a part of the fences, depending on the kind of
houses (semi-detached, detached) and their interdistance

)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH26*%SDSHUPDS

Figure 76 Extract of OSGB paper map
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Outputs on this zone:
See next page.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
As in the previous focus zone, the fences are only present in two outputs out of six, and they have not
been generalised. Not all the testers have reported if and how they have translated the constraints into
the tested system (missing information namely for the Kadaster tester on ArcGIS and the CPT tester
on CPT).
Results of comparative evaluation:
As in the previous zone, no tester has managed to express the constraint on fences. It is probably on
the one hand because it is very specific, on the other hand because there was an ambiguity on the class
containing the fences in the initial data.
No aggregation has been performed on Radius Clarity because the only available aggregation
algorithm gives bad results on such data.
On ArcGIS, a dissolve seems to have been done (aggregation of adjacent buildings), as well as a
systematic aggregation of very close buildings. It does not seem that the aggregation by two or three
buildings has been carried out.
The CPT testers have tried to express the rules to choose the aggregation level depending on the
interdistance. They assess the expression of this constraint as hard. The outputs are different from one
tester to the next.
Main conclusions:
No tester has been able to express the constraints on fences
Only on CPT the constraint requiring an aggregation by 2 or 3 buildings has been partially expressed
– assessed as hard to express
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(a) Initial

(b) Clarity, OSGB tester (novice)
Not expert of OSGB specifications

(c) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)

(d) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)

(e) CPT, ITC tester (novice)

(f) CPT, ICC tester (expert)
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(g) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)
Figure 77 Test outputs in focus zone

3.6.16

OSGB – Dual carriageway representation, roads parallelism preservation.

Initial data:

Figure 78 Initial data

What was expected according to the specifications:
&RQFHUQHGGDWD
Roads (line)

'HILQHGFRQVWUDLQWVDQGJXLGHOLQHV VXPPDU\ 
26*%
Dual carriageway

: Should be collapsed

)RULQIRUPDWLRQH[WUDFWRIWKH26*%SDSHUPDS

Figure 79 Extract of OSGB paper map
Outputs on this zone:
See next page.
Comments/questions with respect to the outputs:
There was a problem with the initial roads classification: contrary to what was required in order to
simplify the tests, in the initial dataset all the roads were in the same class and the testers had to
reclassify them using an attribute. The ICC tester of CPT had a problem, lost the attribute and could
not perform the reclassification, thus dealing with larger symbols than required on small roads. This
emphasizes the problem encountered on the side effects of dual carriageway displacement reported
below.
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Results of comparative evaluation:
None of the tested software provides a tool for collapsing the dual carriageways. However not all the
outputs are identical.
On ArcGIS and Radius Clarity, the testers have done nothing and the final data are strictly identical to
the initial ones. It is the same in the output obtained with CPT by the Kadaster tester, who chose to do
nothing.
Still on CPT, the CPT tester reports that the collapse has been performed manually, “in order to have
correct input for road and building displacement”. It was indeed required to avoid problems while
displacing roads and buildings. This was specific to CPT as neither ArcGIS nor Radius Clarity
provide usable roads and buildings displacement algorithms in their out-of-the-box version.
Contrary to the CPT tester, the ICC and ITC testers of CPT have reported that the collapse was
impossible due to a lack of tools, but they still have tried to do road displacement (in order to satisfy
other constraints). As a result, the two components of the dual carriageways have been moved away
from each others (contrary to the specifications), and have also caused losses of parallelism on
neighbouring roads, which is bad even if the OSGB specifications do not explicitly require to avoid it
(note that for the ICC output, the big symbol widths increase the phenomenon – see comment above).
The fact that two testers of CPT had this problem, and that the vendor felt it necessary to perform the
collapse manually, denotes that the displacement tool of CPT (push) does not enable to “freeze” the
components of the dual carriageways with regard to each other (i.e. to freeze their relative positions).
As the dual carriageways are in a separate class, it probably means that it is impossible to express a
constraint like “do not try to achieve a minimum distance between an A-road an another A-road” or
“try to preserve the initial distance between any A-road and any other A-road that is initially close to
it”.
What is possible in CPT is to freeze some objects so that they do not move but still push their
neighbours. It could have been used here for the dual carriageways components in order to limit the
problems, but no tester chose this option, either because they did not know it (problem of expertise
and/or documentation) or because they thought it was not the best option.
Main conclusions:
No software deals with dual carriageways collapsing
In CPT, it causes more problems than in the other systems because CPT is the only one that proposes
a tool for road displacement: once again, if no generalisation is performed all the preservation
constraints are satisfied, whereas if you take the risk to generalise, you can provoke undesirable sideeffects even if you also solve a part of the problems.
On a same software, some testers are more cautious than other ones (again).
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(a) Initial

(b) Clarity, OSGB tester (novice)
Not expert of OSGB specifications

(c) ArcGIS, Kadaster tester (novice)

(d) CPT, Kadaster tester (novice)

(e) CPT, ITC tester (novice)

(f) CPT, ICC tester (expert)

(g) CPT, CPT tester (vendor)
Figure 80 Test outputs in focus zone
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3.6.17

Main findings and conclusions of evaluation by comparing outputs

Several conclusions can be drawn from this evaluation.
The first conclusion concerns the capacities of the tested systems with regard to the NMAs
requirements. Only a few generalisation problems that were raised by the test cases appear to be fully
solved by the out-of-the-box systems. A first explanation is that the data are very different from one
NMA to another (schema and content), and that the specifications are often complex and sometimes
very specific. Thus customisation would be required, which is normal.
However even for “classical” problems that appear in most of the test cases, not all needed
functionalities are provided by the out-of-the-box systems. We can observe a general lack of
contextual algorithms on groups of objects (typification, selection). Displacement is only available in
CPT (based on least squares) and axpand (based on snakes). In Radius Clarity, it is present (based on
the “beams”) but not usable without customisation. For other classical problems, algorithms are
present but either their parameterisation is difficult because it does not match well the way the
specifications are expressed (e.g. line or area simplification, buildings aggregation), or there is a lack
of controlling tools to detect where to apply and how to parameterise the algorithms and to control
their effects (e.g. patterns detection, discrimination between urban and rural areas, etc.). Two remarks
can be added to this. First, many of the identified shortcomings have been studied in research and for
some of them known solutions exist. Secondly, some of the shortcomings seem to already be under
study and/or have already been corrected by the software suppliers, as shown by the results obtained
by the vendors in their parallel testing (buildings elimination and displacement algorithms in ArcGIS
and Radius Clarity, for instance).
The second conclusion stemming from the comparative evaluation is that the outputs obtained by the
different testers on a same test case often appear to be noticeably different from each others, and that
the differences of capabilities of the tested systems only partly explain it. Indeed, even the outputs
obtained with a same system are often quite different. Three main reasons have been identified to
explain the noticed differences, on top of the differences of capabilities of the tested systems.
First, the specifications provided by the NMA are sometimes fuzzy and do not completely translate
their actual requirements. A bit of fuzziness in specifications is normal, and it is well known that there
is never one single solution to a generalisation problem. But here we refer to very different outputs of
which some do not conform to what the NMAs were expecting, and where the differences can be
explained by too fuzzy or incomplete specifications causing the testers difficulties to interpret. The
fuzziness or incompleteness encountered in some of the NMAs specifications is surely due to the
limitations of the “constraint approach” followed by the project to express them. Indeed, it seems that
constraints on the final result are sometimes not sufficient to fully express without ambiguity what is
expected: in some cases, specifying the expected transformation too can help if this transformation is
always the same and if it is well known. It is surely interesting to notice that within this project fuzzy
or incomplete constraints always resulted in very different interpretations and thus solutions among
the testers.
The second reason that can explain the differences noticed in the outputs is related to the difficulties
encountered by the testers to parameterise the systems. This is partly related to the level of expertise
of the testers with respect to the system but not only. Quite often, testers of different levels of
expertise for a same system report difficulties to parameterise it for a same part of the process. This is
all the more the case when the testers that are experts of the systems are not expert of the concerned
test case (i.e. do not work in or with NMA that provided the test case). Sometimes, the systems could
be better documented. But it also shows that understanding how a given system reacts to a given kind
of data and generalisation problems requires quite experienced users. The software providers could
help this parameterisation task by providing default or typical parameterisations. Helping the user to
express its specifications into a generalisation system also remains an open research question, even if
a few research studies have already been done on this topic.
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The third and last reason that explains the differences noticed in the outputs is related to the
“psychology” of the testers. The testers are indeed more or less cautious when they choose a solution
among the ones they obtained through different attempts. Some testers choose to keep a solution
where generalisation has been performed, but has also generated lots of errors (some constraints are
well satisfied and others very degraded, or some parts of the dataset are well generalised and others
very badly). Other testers prefer to keep a solution where almost no generalisation has been performed
but no error has been generated. Related to this “psychological aspect”, it can be noticed that quite
often, in the same situation the testers do not assess in the same way if they have been able to express
a given constraint. Some are more optimistic than others. And some assess if they have been able to
express the constraint, while others assess if the system has been able to solve it.
A last conclusion that can be drawn from the comparative evaluation task is related to the notion of
“universal, implicit” constraint. In several cases, testers have tried to satisfy constraints that were not
asked for by the specifications, but that translate classical cartographic knowledge. The concerned
constraints are preservation constraints, especially constraints related to the preservation of relative
positions and spatial distribution of objects. For some of them, the NMA who provided the concerned
test case was asked to react and every time, they approved the initiative taken by the testers.

3.7

Expert evaluation: results and conclusions

This section presents and interprets the results of the expert evaluation. It firstly presents details on
how the evaluation was carried out in Section 3.7.1. Then it presents the results of the four tasks of the
survey separately:
Section 3.7.2 presents the results of the global evaluation, i.e. how the generalised outputs were
globally perceived by the cartographic experts
Section 3.7.3 presents the results on how well individual constraints were solved according to the
experts
Section 3.7.4 presents examples provided by the respondents on well, badly and differently solved
constraints
Section 3.7.5 presents how experts ranked the generalisation outputs for their test case
Main findings and conclusions of the expert evaluation are presented in Section 3.7.6.
Although the expert evaluation is, in contrast to automated constraint-based evaluation, a way to study
constraints satisfaction in their context, i.e. taking the specialities of situations into account, one
should be careful in the interpretation of the results. Firstly because the statements expressed by the
experts are only qualitative (at most ordered) statements that are hard to summarise over one test case
or one software system (as is required to evaluate over a number of outputs). Secondly, the evaluation
is largely influenced by personal characteristics of the respondents. This subjectivity could have been
reduced by having a large number of respondents. However only six respondents for four different test
cases completed the survey (it took a large amount of work), and none of the test cases had outputs of
all software systems produced by both project team testers and vendors (see Table 7 and Table 8). In
addition, the outputs were not completely anonymous, i.e. codes on each output, and file names gave
information on who generated the output as one of the respondents observed. This might have been a
source of bias.

3.7.1

Details on the responses of the expert evaluation

The survey and accompanying materials were sent at the end of July, 2008, and by November 1st,
results of six respondents were returned (See Table 20). Although the ICC response was the result of
two experts completing the survey together, their combined efforts count for one completed survey.
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ICC

Number
surveys
1

IGN

2

Kadaster

2

OSGB

1

NMA

of

completed

Table 20 Response to the expert evaluation.

Not all respondents performed all the four tasks of the survey, see Table 21.
The quality statements for the global indicators (Table 5, Section 2.4.3) and the answers for the
detailed constraint-based evaluation (Table 6, Section 2.4.3) were complete, except for some parts in
the survey of one of the IGN respondents. However ranking the generalised outputs, a task that could
be done quickly based on the experiences gained at the end, was done by all but the ICC respondent
(see Section 3.7.5). A remark should here be made about the ICC test case. The expert indicated that
Radius Clarity outputs were not evaluated since the two outputs of the Project team testers differed too
much: in one output, few objects were generalised and in the other one, the results were bad compared
to the examples provided by the vendor. The vendor’s output, on the other hand, consisted only of
screen dumps that could not be used for a full comparison. Hence, all Radius Clarity outputs were
ignored in the ICC survey.
Annotating the maps with at least ten examples of situations in which constraints were well solved,
badly solved or very differently solved was only done by half of the respondents for the well and
badly solved examples, and relatively few respondents gave examples for differently solved situations.
The lower completeness scores of this task are probably often related to time constraints of the
respondents. On the other hand the OSGB respondent indicated that in most outputs of OSGB data
only building generalisation was attempted, and that ten examples in each category could not be found.
The responses of the cartographic experts and the analysis of these responses are added in Appendix
XI.
Part

Type

Global
indicators

Quality
statements
Single
objects
Two
same
objects
Two
different
objects
Group
of
objects

Detailed
constraintbased
evaluation

Ranking

Examples of
constraints
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No. of well
solved
No. of badly
solved
No.
of

ICC
expert

IGN experts

Kadaster experts

OSGB
expert

3

3

71%

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

-

3

3

3

3

3

7

12

11

3

10

4

8

13

-

14

10

6

-

7

-

1

4

-

Paart

ICC
expert

Type

IGN experts

Kaadaster expertts

differently
solved
Focus zones
ICC
Kaadaster Kaddaster
Tablee 21 Completteness of answ
wers provided
d by the 6 carrtographic exxperts.
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team teesters’ outputt. If this is no
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Thee results preseented below are in principle related to project
casee, this will be explicitly menntioned.

3.7.22

Global expert
e
evaluatiion

Althhough the queestions in the survey resulted in mainly qualitative annswers, we appplied a metho
od to
quanntify the resullts. For the gloobal evaluatioon we first callculated frequencies of quallity statements per
globbal indicator. In
I a next step the quality sttatements werre transformedd into harmonised scores so
o that
theyy can be comppared for seveeral indicators. The results of
o both methoods are presennted below and
d the
anallyses are addeed in Appendixx XI.
)UHTXHQF\RIUHVVSRQGHQWV¶VFFRUHV
Thee respondents were first askked to assess the entire maap outputs at macro level, and indicate their
opinnion about sevven global quaality indicatorrs for each software separaately in the forrm of a choicee out
of several
s
pre-deefined qualityy statements. These are basically
b
Likeert scales. A Likert scale is a
psycchometric scaale commonly used in questtionnaires. Wh
hen respondinng to a Likert qquestionnaire item,
resppondents speccify their leveel of agreemeent to a statem
ment. The scaale is named after its inveentor,
psycchologist Rennsis Likert.
To provide
p
somee overview off the scores onn the quality statements, frrequencies of answers giveen by
the six experts were
w
calculateed for each inndicator and each softwaree. Since theree were no axp
pand
(
Table 7 and Table 8)), and no Raddius Clarity ooutputs taken into
outpputs for ICC and OSGB (see
accoount by ICC (as
( explained above), the sum
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of the freequencies for each indicatoor is 21. Figurre 81
dispplays the results. These ressults are briefl
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f each indiccator below. F
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alsoo main responddents’ commeents are cited.
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uality indicators.

1. Legibility
L
Nonne of the outpputs was evaluated as ‘goood’ on legibiility. Most ouutputs are evaaluated as ‘below
averrage’, and all software systeems contributee to the high frequency
f
for this quality sttatement.
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Respondents selected relatively low quality statements for the legibility of the outputs generalised
with axpand.
The legibility of two Radius Clarity outputs are ranked as ‘above average’, but the other outputs are
all ranked lower.
The legibility of three CPT outputs are ranked as ‘above average’, but there is also some spread over
‘average’ and ‘below average’.
The legibility reached with ArcGIS is more consistent, with two outputs ranked as “average” and the
four others as “below average”.
Many comments are added by the respondents, particularly on how buildings are handled in the
outputs, and further on roads; less on other features. The OSGB respondent mentions a problem with
the output of CPT (see also Section 3.7.5).
The respondents report many differences between outputs, both among Project team testers’ outputs
and between Project team testers’ and vendors’ outputs. Sometimes, it is caused by the use of different
symbology by vendors. For details, see the comments tabs in the spreadsheet with results in Appendix
XI..
2. Manual editing required
Each output needs manual editing, and the frequencies increase towards the end of the Likert scale:
the highest frequency is for many manual editing required (15 out of 21, being also the absolute
highest frequency over all indicators), and all software systems contribute to this high score.
ArcGIS output receives relatively low quality statements.
axpand output receives again low statements (only ‘many’).
Quality statements for Radius Clarity and CPT output are spread.
The ICC respondent commented that although much editing is needed, generalisation using the
software is more efficient than full manual generalisation. On the other hand, the OSGB respondent
indicated in one case (for Radius Clarity output) that a full manual generalisation would be preferred.
Again there are many detailed comments provided on buildings and roads, less on other features (see
Appendix XI). Also here, respondents reported many differences among the outputs (both of Project
team testers and of vendors). One respondent mentioned that this is because vendors were able to do
more with their software, e.g. displacement.
3. Deviation from the map of the original data
The highest frequency of answers concerning deviation of the original data is for ‘acceptable’, and all
software systems contribute to the high frequency for this quality statement.
Three outputs (one of each software except CPT) are considered ‘highly acceptable’ concerning
deviation from original data.
Together, ‘highly acceptable’ and ‘acceptable’ have a frequency of 12 out of 21, but there is a broad
spreadAxpand and Radius Clarity outputs are spread over all four quality statements, ArcGIS and
CPT outputs over three.
One respondent mentioned that some deviations are caused by the use of different symbology between
input and outputs. Also the respondents mentioned situations with too little deviations
(undergeneralised situations?), or with too many deviations, or situations were no generalisation is
visible. This can be linked to a point that we have made earlier about the cautiousness of the testers
(Section 0). Some preferred doing nothing rather than showing very bad result while others found that
it was more interesting to show the best possible generalisation even if the results were globally worse
than the initial state. Outputs differ again with vendor outputs, which is explained by the respondents
by the fact that vendors were able to use more functionality (see also Appendix XI).
4. Preservation of geographic characteristics
There is no clear trend in the quality statements on preservation of geographic characteristics; no
outputs are evaluated as ‘poor’, but similar frequencies occur for all other categories, with spread in
quality statements for outputs produced by each software.
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In most cases, geographic characteristics are preserved, and there are fewer differences between the
outputs than above. However, preservation happens in some cases because no selection (or
generalisation) has been done. In some other cases, characteristic features disappeared (rural buildings,
fences; see Appendix XI). This could be a result of the lack of contextual awareness of most of the
out-of the-box solutions, i.e. they do not adapt well to different contexts, and therefore some
contextual situations are well treated while others are not.
5. Number of main detected errors
For the number of main detected errors, the highest frequency is calculated for ‘many serious’, and all
software systems contribute to this frequency.
Frequencies for other quality statements are low and spread for the outputs of all software, except
axpand
No answers to this question were provided by one respondent, leading to a frequency of four for ‘no
response’.
Several respondents mentioned that context was not considered in the output. Further many comments
deal with the generalisation of buildings and roads, and some with other features (see Appendix XI).
Again many differences are mentioned between the various outputs, except for the CPT output in the
OSGB test case.
6. Number of main positive aspects
The highest frequency of answers identifying the number of main positive aspects is for ‘few’, and all
software systems contribute to this.
The remaining quality statements show spread for outputs produced by each software, except axpand.
Again, no answer by one respondent lead to four times ‘no response’.
Positive comments on ArcGIS outputs were mainly related to building generalisation and the creation
of built-up areas (Kadaster test case). For axpand outputs, positive comments are on displacement of
buildings and roads, for Radius Clarity outputs also on aspects related to buildings and roads, and for
CPT outputs on displacement, and again on aspects related to buildings and roads (see Appendix XI).
Respondents observed differences in outputs for both the IGN and Kadaster test case.
7. Information reduction
The highest frequency of answers related to information reduction is for ‘undergeneralised’, and all
software systems contribute to this again.
ArcGIS output is only assessed as ‘undergeneralised’.
Some outputs of Radius Clarity and axpand are assessed as ‘acceptable’, but other outputs of this
software are ‘under-‘ or ‘overgeneralised’.
Both ICC and IGN respondents reported that more reduction is needed. For one IGN respondent
generalisation in some outputs is hardly visible. The OSGB respondent mentioned that in ArcGIS
outputs more reduction is needed; CPT outputs are acceptable. One Kadaster respondent explained
that features are over-, under-, or not generalised due to missing constraints (see Appendix XI).
Again, differences between outputs are reported, except for CPT output for the OSGB test case.
+DUPRQLVHGUHVSRQGHQWV¶VFRUHV
The calculated frequencies of answers for each indicator provide a first indication of possibilities and
limitations of the generalisation software according to the respondents. However it is not easy to
compare frequencies of answers for different indicators that make use of different Likert scales. This
has several limitations. Firstly the bar charts in Figure 81 do not provide information on which
indicators the generalised outputs scored well and on which indicators the outputs scored badly. In
addition the bar charts do not indicate whether there are noticeable differences between software
systems for one indicator (or for all indicators). Finally the bar charts are not able to show noticeable
differences between respondents or test cases.
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To make the results for the different indicators more comparable, the quality statements were
transformed into harmonised quality scores. The quality scores were distributed in such a way that the
most positive answers on each Likert scale always have a score of +2, and the most negative ones a
score of -2 (see Table 22).
As you can see from the table some interpretation was required to translate the answers into scores, i.e.
how bad is ‘some manual editing required’ compared to ‘non serious and many detected errors’? This
interpretation was established through consensus reached in an expert group, i.e. it was discussed and
agreed during one of the project team meetings.

1. Legibility;
4. Preservation characteristics
Good
2
> average
1
Average
0
< average
-1
Poor
-2
3. Deviation from original
highly acceptable
2
Acceptable
1
moderately acceptable
0
Unacceptable
-2
6. Number of main positive aspects
Many
2
reasonable number
1
Few
0
None
-2

2. Manual editing required
None
hardly any
some more

2
1
-1

Many

-2

5. Main detected errors
non-serious / few
non-serious / many
serious / few
serious / many
7. Information reduction
Acceptable
undergeneralised

2
-2

overgeneralised

-2

2
0
0
-2

Table 22 Standardised scores for quality statements of global indicators
In the next step, average scores were computed per indicator, over all software and over all
respondents. This gave a rough indication of the relative quality of the different indicators, as
perceived by the respondents, i.e. on which indicator the outputs scored high and on which indicator
the outputs scored low. The result is displayed in Figure 82. Indicators with negative average scores
show on which aspects the generalisation software systems should improve, while positive scores
show that outputs are relatively better appreciated by the respondents on these aspects.
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Global scores for quality indicators, all software
1,0
0,5
0,0

Manual editing required
Main detected errors
Information reduction

-0,5

Legibility

-1,0

Deviation from original map

-1,5

Preservation of geogr. characteristics

-2,0

Number of main positive aspects

Figure 82. Average scores for each indicator.
To better understand the average scores, we analysed if scores are noticeable different from each other.
We identified a noticeable difference, if we calculated a deviation of 0.7 or more:
o between a specific score of one system and the average score all systems per global
quality indicator;
o between the score of one respondent and the average score of all respondents over
all indicators and software systems, as well as for one system only
Negative deviations point to relatively poor solutions, positive deviations to relatively good ones.
Noticeable deviations were only identified in case of evaluations provided by more than one
respondent. It is important to understand that relatively means “compared the average score”. So a
noticeable high score may still indicate a poor (but higher than average) score and a low score may
still indicate a high score (but lower than the average).
A threshold of 0.7 (which is a considerable deviation) is chosen because it emphasises substantial
deviations. Very precisely comparing the respondents’ answers is inappropriate since only six
respondents evaluated the outputs of (only) four different test cases.
A first analysis compared the scores of different systems per global quality indicator (over all
respondents). This analysis resulted in the following noticeable differences:
Legibility: outputs of axpand have a deviation of -0.8 (average score for all systems is -0.5). This is in
line with the results of the frequency calculations above.
Number of main positive aspects: again, outputs of axpand deviate negatively:
-0.7 (the average
score for all systems is 0.7).
Information reduction: outputs of ArcGIS and axpand have a noticeably lower score (both -1.0), while
CPT deviates similarly, but in positive direction (+1.0) (the average score for all systems is -1.0).
A second analysis per respondent over all indicators and all software resulted in the following
noticeable differences:
One of the IGN respondents has a deviation of +0.8 (from an overall average of -0.4). Thus this
respondent was relatively positive in his judgements.
A further analysis of the above scores per expert for different software system revealed that: 
Both IGN respondents were relatively positive about Clarity (deviations of +1.5 both), while the
expert of the OSGB and one of the experts of Kadaster gave relatively low scores (-1.2 and -0.9); the
average score over all respondents for Clarity is -0.1. 
Both experts of IGN were also relatively positive about CPT (+0.9 and +1.2), while both experts of
Kadaster gave relatively low scores (-1.1 and -1.0); the average over all respondents is 0.0. 
These differences can be due either to an (unintentional) excessive optimism/pessimism of the
concerned experts towards the concerned systems, OR to a better/lower capacity of these systems to
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deal with the concerned test case, since each expert only evaluated the results of the test case provided
by his/her NMA. A good means to dismiss the first hypothesis would have been to make the output
blind for the expert evaluation. Besides this, it is also noticeable that for the cases with two
respondents (IGN and Kadaster) the results of both respondents deviate in the same way.
Other deviations for individual indicators and for all indicators per software systems are smaller than
0.7.

3.7.3

Detailed constraint-based expert evaluation

After the global evaluation, the respondents were asked to evaluate how far specific constraints on
single objects or different objects are met in the generalised outputs, taking into account the
interaction between constraints at specific locations. For this evaluation the initial defined constraints
were simplified into constraints that could be visually evaluated (see Section 2.4.3).
The respondents rated the constraint satisfaction in the outputs for each software at a scale from 1
(very bad), 2 (bad), 3 (acceptable), 4 (good) to 5 (very good).
A general observation for this part of the survey is that the respondents found it difficult to say for
some constraints whether they are relevant for the concerning test case or not. This is noticeable in the
comments and in the scores. Sometimes, only one of the two IGN or Kadaster respondents gave scores,
while the other one filled in NR (not relevant). Examples for IGN are minimum dimensions of
individual contours, and the constraints for islands; for Kadaster, the granularity and shape of
individual roads are examples.
The respondents evaluated the outputs for four types of constraints separately: constraints on
individual objects (discriminating between feature types), constraints on two objects of the same class,
constraints on two objects of different classes and constraints on groups of the same objects. In the
next four subsections the results of these four evaluations, i.e. as bar charts, respondents’ comments
and noticeable differences in scores are presented separately.
The analyses of the responses on detailed constraint-based evaluation are added in Appendix XI.
(YDOXDWLRQRIFRQVWUDLQWVIRULQGLYLGXDOREMHFWV
For every feature type, the average scores per constraint (i.e. minimum dimension, granularity and
shape preservation) over all software systems was calculated. These scores are represented in Figure
83.
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7. Individual islands
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Figure 83. Average scores of individual objects for outputs generated by Project team testers.
The meaning of the scores is: 1. very bad; 2. bad; 3. acceptable; 4. good and 5. very good.

Table 23 shows the results per constraint.
Minimum dimensions

Granularity

6KDSHSUHVHU YDWLRQ (with
slightly higher scores for
most individual objects)

Very bad - bad:
coast lines
land use objects
islands

Very bad - bad:
coast lines
land use objects
islands
Still below acceptable:
buildings
rivers

Bad:
coast lines
land use objects

Acceptable:
buildings
roads
contour lines
rivers

Acceptable:
roads
contour lines

Still below acceptable:
contour lines

Acceptable:
buildings
roads
islands

Nearly good
rivers
Table 23 Averaged respondents’ scores of three constraints on individual objects

From this summary we can observe that only the three constraints for roads are met in an acceptable
way; results for individual buildings, contour lines and rivers are nearly acceptable; constraints for
other feature types were not well solved according to the respondents.
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There are not many comments added to this part of the evaluation, and the ones that are given are
mostly rather general. For example the ICC respondent indicated that for individual land use objects
and contour lines no generalisation is visible. The IGN experts mentioned the same problem for some
constraints (mostly shape) related to buildings, land use objects, roads and contour lines. For the
OSGB case, the main problem with buildings are the holes. For land use objects, roads, contour lines
and rivers, the OSGB respondent mentioned that there were no constraints specified, except for
granularity of land use objects, but no generalisation is visible here. For the Kadaster case, more
specific shortcomings are mentioned (e.g.: for land use objects/minimum dimensions: that only the
whole area was taken into account, not the width). See Appendix XI for details.
Next, for each constraint on the different feature types, noticeable differences between software
systems were calculated (like previously, as deviations £ 0.7 from the average scores over all software
systems for the same feature type and constraint).
Noticeable differences between software systems
Noticeable differences can be observed for the following feature types:
Buildings: for minimal dimensions, outputs of Axpand have a deviation of -0.7, hence its average
score is lower than the score over all software systems for this constraint. On the other hand, outputs
of CPT deviate in a positive way (+0.7). The average score over all systems for this constraint is +3.00.
For granularity we can observe a similar trend: deviations are -1.0 (Axpand) and +1.0 (CPT), while
the average for all systems is +2.6.
Contour lines: Axpand and Clarity have positive deviations for shape (both +0.7), and CPT has
negative deviation for shape (-0.8); the average for all systems here is +2.8.
Noticeable differences between Project team testers’ and vendors’ output
Noticeable differences between Project team testers’ and vendors’ outputs (per constraint: average of
scores for Project team testers’ output for each software system minus the same scores for vendor’s
output if applied to the same test case) were calculated and identified:
Buildings: for granularity, the ArcGIS project team testers’ output (available for the Kadaster case
only) has a negative deviation of -1.0, so the experts found that the vendor (with an average score of
+3.0) performed better than the Project team testers.
Roads: for minimum dimensions, the Radius Clarity Project team testers’ output has a negative
deviation (-1.3), and for shape, CPT as well (-0.8). Also here, vendors seem to perform better: their
average scores are +3.7 for minimum dimensions, and +4.0 for shape.

Noticeable differences between respondents
Noticeable differences were also calculated between respondents. All deviations are <0.7.
Noticeable differences between test cases
Finally, to study if there are noticeable differences for a software system between test cases,
deviations between scores for each software system per test case and scores over all test cases for the
same software were calculated. We found the following noticeable differences:
The ICC test case has a negative deviation for ArcGIS (-0.8; average over all cases is +2.7).
The OSGB test case has a positive deviation for CPT (+0.8; average over all cases is +3.0).
(YDOXDWLRQRIFRQVWUDLQWVIRUWZRVLPLODUREMHFWV
The analysis of the respondents’ scores was repeated for the category constraints on two objects of the
same type. Only a single constraint had to be evaluated by the respondents: minimum distance
between the objects. Average scores for each combination of two same objects over all software
systems were calculated, see Figure 84. From this Figure we can see that most of the scores are very
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Table 24 shows the results per constraint.
Minimum
distance
or
dimensions
Very bad - bad:
all combinations, none reaches
‘acceptable’ or higher

Relative position

Consistency between themes

Very bad - bad:
almost all combinations

Very bad - bad:
almost all combinations

Slightly higher, but still below
acceptable:
building - road
contour line - building
contour line - river

Slightly higher, but still below
acceptable:
building - road
contour line - building

Acceptable:
river - road 
Table 24 Averaged respondents’ scores on minimum distance, relative position and consistency
between themes

The ICC respondent only commented on the combinations contour line - river and coast line - contour
line. In both cases, no operator seem to have been applied to meet the minimum distance constraint.
The IGN respondents indicated that in some cases there is no generalisation visible (for the
combinations building - road, contour line - building); and they identified a consistency problem
between roads and rivers. The OSGB respondent reported that in many cases, OSGB had not specified
any constraint and therefore they did not evaluate the solutions. Furthermore, nothing was done for
(some) constraints in the combinations building - road, land use object - river and road - embankment,
and in the two combinations that were only evaluated for the OSGB case: rail track - other object and
fence - building. For the Kadaster case, the only comment (expect for ‘no constraints specified’) was
for relative position in the building - road combination: in axpand output, building and ditch intersect
(see Appendix XI).
Again, noticeable differences between software systems were identified.
Noticeable differences between software systems
Building - Road: for minimum distance, outputs of ArcGIS have a deviation of -0.9, while CPT has a
deviation of +1.0, while the average score for all systems is +2.2.
Noticeable differences between Project team testers’ and vendors’ output
Noticeable differences between Project team testers’ output and vendors’ outputs are:
Building - Road: for minimum distance, ArcGIS PT tetsers’ output (for the Kadaster case only) has a
negative deviation (-1.0), so the vendor output (average score of +2.5) is again considered better.
Clarity Project team testers’ output also has a negative deviation (-1.3; average for the vendor output
is +3.3). For relative position, ArcGIS Project team testers’ output (for the Kadaster case) gives the
same result as for minimum distance (-1.0, while nthe average score for vendor output is +2.5).
Road - Embankment: for minimum distance, CPT Project team testers’ output has negative deviation
(-1.0; the vendor’s score is +3.0).
Noticeable differences between respondents
Scores of individual respondents did not show noticeable differences.
Noticeable differences between test cases
Finally, there is one noticeable difference between different test cases:
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For the ICC test case, ArcGIS has, given the deviation, relatively low scores (-0.9), while the overall
average is +1.8.
(YDOXDWLRQRIFRQVWUDLQWVIRUJURXSVRIREMHFWV
For groups of objects, the respondents were asked to evaluate two constraints: quantity of information
and preservation of spatial distribution. Average scores for both constraints are presented in Figure 86
and summarised in Table 25. From the results we can see that none of the outputs contained
acceptable solutions for the quantity of information for a group of objects. Also spatial distribution is
hardly well solved in any of the outputs, except for group of rivers.
Quantity of information
Very bad - bad:
all groups

Spatial distribution
Very bad - bad:
almost all groups
Slightly higher, but still below acceptable:
group of contour lines
Almost good
group of rivers

Table 25 Averaged respondents’ scores on quantity and spatial distribution in generalised
outputs

Constraint: quantity of information
5
4
3
2
1
0
Buildings Land
use
objects
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Figure 86. Average scores for constraints on groups of objects in outputs generated by project
team testers. The meaning of the scores is: 1. very bad; 2. bad; 3. acceptable; 4. good and 5. very
good.

Comments reveal the following: in ICC outputs, no generalisation if visible for groups of land use
objects, spot heights, rivers and islands. No comments were added by IGN respondents. The OSGB
respondent indicated (like one of the Kadaster respondents) that for many groups of objects
constraints were not specified. Specific comments relate to groups of buildings (rules of amalgamation
are not followed) and to groups of roads (the collapse of dual carriageways is not done); see Appendix
XI.
Noticeable differences between software systems were identified in the following cases.
Noticeable differences between software systems
Group of buildings: for quantity of information, outputs of ArcGIS (for the Kadaster case) have a
deviation of -0.9, while CPT outputs have +0.9 (average for all software systems is +2.4).
Group of contour lines: for spatial distribution, outputs of Axpand and Clarity have a positive
deviation (both +0.8), while outputs of CPT have a negative one (-1.0). Average for all software
systems here is +2.7.
It should be noted that unexpectedly good scores may be caused by missing functionality. For
example in Radius Clarity no tester did anything on the contour lines because of missing displacement
tool while with other software some testers tried something that degraded the distribution.
Noticeable differences between Project team testers’ and vendors’ output
Noticeable differences between Project team testers’ outputs and vendors’ outputs are:
Group of buildings: for quantity of information, ArcGIS Project team testers’ outputs (for the
Kadaster case) have high negative deviation (-2.5, while the average vendor’s score is +3.5). Clarity
Project team testers’ outputs give a more modest deviation (-0,8; vendors’ score here is also +3.5). For
spatial distribution, ArcGIS Project team testers’ outputs (again: only for the Kadaster case) have a
deviation of -2.0 (vendor’s score is +3.0).
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Noticeable differences between respondents
Noticeable differences between respondents were not observed.
Noticeable differences between test cases
For the ICC test case, ArcGIS has again relatively low scores (-0.7), while the overall average over all
test cases is +2.1.

3.7.4

Examples of well, badly and differently solved constraints

Next the respondents were asked to analyse specific situations in more detail, taking the whole context
(i.e. all involved constraints at specific locations) into account, and provide at least ten examples of
well solved, badly solved and very differently solved situations. The number of examples provided is
indicated already in Table 21. It should be realised that these examples are only selections made by
the experts based on what they had seen in earlier parts of the evaluation. Therefore they are not
necessarily the best, worst or most differently solved examples that can be found in the outputs for
each test case. Results of the provided map fragments and details on the respective tabs can be found
in the spreadsheet in Appendix XI.
The respondents were also asked to comment on the focus zones identified by the comparison
evaluation (see Section 3.6). The respondents’ comments are summarised separately for ICC, IGN,
OSGB and Kadaster below.
ICC:
Problem
1
2
3
4
5

Comment
CPT achieves the best solution for town centre blocks.
Coast line generalisation is not visible in almost all the tests.
CPT and RADIUS CLARITY have applied some generalisation, including displacements
in road interchanges.
CPT achieves the best solution in suburban building areas.
Parallelism between roads and buildings is not maintained.

IGN:
The IGN respondents did not comment because they did not understand the task.
OSGB:
Problem
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Comment

1

Adjacent buildings representation. Adjacent buildings have often been adequately
blocked together. However, in a number of occasions, large holes in the middle have
been filled. Also, this blocking process seems to have crashed in a number of occasions
(see in bad examples: B6). The outline of the resulting block is never adjusted with the
road casing (in any software package), which badly affects the quality of the result.

2

Detached buildings and fences. The character of detached buildings has been maintained,
although the rules for aggregating the buildings have not been followed. Fences have
been completely removed in all the solutions, which do not meet the specifications.

Problem

3

Kadaster:
Problem

1

2

3

4

Comment
Dual carriageways. None of the dual carriageways have been collapsed. One tester has
performed some displacement between both lanes (which does not give a good result),
others have done nothing. While doing nothing allows the graphical output to look
almost right, it does not allow a symbolisation with a pecked separation line in the
middle of the symbol, as required by the specifications.

Comment
Channels network: no clear selection in constraints.
Channels network. A good study area. Only Radius Clarity shows some effort for this
item. I wonder if ‘Typify’ from CPT can give some results. There can be 2 (or more)
manners to look at this problem: selection of channels, or merging area objects; both
typifying the character of the landscape with channels / ditches.
Built-up areas: most small buildings are deleted, but re-coding to built-up area is not
done (in most outputs).
The test examples of CPT and ESRI (the good ones) come close to a good solution. With
some more attention to the used parameters it should be acceptable. Maybe some Push is
needed as next process.
The result of parallel roads and cycle tracks is bad.
Parallel roads and cycle tracks (attention, the parallel roads can be also roads with
another classification). Cycle tracks are also defined as roads of a certain class. The tests
give different results. Displacement is possible but needs a good fine-tuning. Also
topology is needed to change the underlying objects.
This item needs better solutions than done in the tests.
No typification of railways.

5

Another test case should be: area merging and typification of area objects, i.e. the region
with forest objects where number 1 is placed, and left of it.

6

The same region as 5. The road selection and simplification need some attention.

3.7.5

Ranking the generalised outputs

The next task in the survey was ranking the generalised outputs obtained by different systems based
on the earlier global and detailed evaluations.The aim was not to rank software systems on how well
they respect NMA requirements, but to see if some systems are better suited to specific test cases.
The results of the ranking are presented in Table 26. These should (like most results of the expert
evaluation) be interpreted with care, taking into account that they are based on the experiences gained
by the respondents during the evaluation. Also, the outputs differed in quality and per test case. In
some cases it was obvious that the Project team tester was not very familiar with the software, and in
most of the OSGB outputs, only buildings seemed to be generalised.
Rank ICC
IGN
OSGB
Kadaster
Radius
1
CPT
ArcGIS
Radius
2
CPT
ArcGIS
Clarity
Radius
3
axpand
and CPT
4
ArcGIS
axpand
Table 26. Suitability of software for automated generalisation as perceived by cartographic
experts of the respective NMAs for test data of that NMA.
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The ICC respondent did not rank the systems since (s)he only evaluated Project team testers outputs
generated by ArcGIS and CPT, and vendors’ outputs generated by CPT. The expert indicated,
however, that both software systems offer generalisation options, that could be useful in combination
with manual generalisation.
Main comments from respondents of other NMAs are summarised below.
IGN:
For ArcGIS: difficult to see if generalisation has been applied, e.g. on objects like buildings and roads;
actually it is only visible on rivers.
For axpand: almost no generalisation on buildings; road generalisation is good, but there is a problems
with coalescence of bends.
For Radius Clarity: best outputs, although outputs of Project team testers and of vendor differ. Good
results for roads and buildings.
For CPT: also good results for roads and buildings, but the generalisation of buildings can still be
improved.
OSGB:
For ArcGIS: amalgamation of buildings and management of holes in buildings is adequate and better
than with CPT; building simplification, however, is less effective and would require more human
intervention than with CPT. No adjustment of the building outlines with the road casings.
For Radius Clarity: results for buildings can hardly be evaluated, since there seem to be several
versions of the generalised buildings on top of each other. The tester was probably not very familiar
with Radius Clarity.
For CPT: most convincing results for buildings, although problems remain (stability of the software:
algorithm crashed (i.e. it deletes building intersecting roads, see Section 0 and Figure 91), resulting in
empty areas that actually have a high density of buildings; holes are not well managed; no adjustment
with road casings). Shape simplification of complex buildings is a strong point; often results are
acceptable or good.
Kadaster:
The outputs generated by ArcGIS seem to satisfy more constraints than Radius Clarity, and therefore
ends up in the first place. It enables re-coding or deleting of objects based on attribute selection, as
well as aggregation of areas and simplification of buildings; it gives some good generalisation results
for built-up areas and roads. On the other hand, displacement, enlargement of buildings and areas, and
selection based on spatial distribution are missing.
axpand looks very similar to CPT, but there was only one axpand output, in which adjacent roads
were badly solvedAxpand enables selection, deletion and some aggregation of areas; simplification
and displacement of buildings, and displacement of adjacent roads. There is, however, no selection
possible on certain attributes, no enlargement of buildings and other areas, and no selection on spatial
distribution.
Radius Clarity offers selection based on some aspects (like attributes and small areas), but not on
others (e.g. adjacency, spatial distribution). It offers aggregation, enlargement and simplification, and
roads and built-up areas are in some outputs reasonable. Displacement is missing.
CPT also enables selection on some aspects (e.g. areas), but not on others (like attributes, adjacency,
spatial distribution); furthermore, simplifying and displacement of buildings and displacement of
adjacent roads. Generalisation of built-up areas and displacement are promising. There is, however, no
aggregation and enlargement possible.
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3.7.6

Main findings and conclusions of expert evaluation

Automated evaluation of single constraints does not take into account that violation of one constraint
might have been necessary to meet another, more important one, as was seen in Section 3.5. The
results of the expert evaluation address this problem, since the respondents are able to evaluate
generalised outputs on individual constraints taking the specific context into account.
From the expert evaluation, several conclusions can be drawn.
The expert evaluation of the generalised outputs on global indicators resulted in the following main
findings. Firstly, the generalised outputs scored well on the following global indicators:
Deviation from the map of the original data: although the majority of the answers is ‘highly
acceptable’ or ‘acceptable’, the range of answers for each software system is broad.
Preservation of geographic characteristics: ‘poor’ results are not observed by any of the respondents,
while a variety in scores exist. Half of the outputs are considered ‘good’ or ‘above average’, but
opinions about solutions produced by the same software system vary and there is no clear trend.
However, good scores on preservation are biased for situations where no generalisation has been done
as shown by the statement below about “Information reduction”, i.e. outputs are globally assessed as
undergeneralised.
Secondly, the generalised outputs scored less on the following global indicators:
Legibility: none of the outputs is considered ‘good’; most outputs are evaluated as ‘below average’
and all software contributes to this. Few outputs are considered ‘above average’, but opinions about
the outputs generated by the same software systems differ. 
Manual editing required: each output requires manual editing, mostly quite a lot and this is true for all
software systems. 
Number of main detected errors: the highest frequency is for ‘many serious’ errors, and all software
systems contribute to this.
Information reduction: most outputs, independent of the software systems that produced it, are seen as
‘undergeneralised’.
Number of main positive aspects: the respondents found only a few main positive aspects in the
outputs and this is true for all software systems.
Another finding are the noticeable differences of scores on global indicators between software
systems:
ArcGIS: information reduction (negative)
axpand: legibility, main positive aspects and information reduction (negative)
Radius Clarity information reduction (positive).
Furthermore, for the IGN test case, the respondent is rather positive about Radius Clarity and CPT,
while for the OSGB and Kadaster test cases, experts gave relatively low scores on the global indicator
for Radius Clarity. Kadaster experts also gave relatively low global indicator scores for CPT.
These differences may have different causes, i.e. an (unintentional) excessive optimism/pessimism of
the concerned experts towards the concerned systems, better/lower capacity of these systems to deal
with the concerned test case, or because each expert only evaluated the results of the test case
provided by his/her NMA. To further investigate this, a future test could make the outputs blind for
the expert evaluation. Also interesting would be to include interactively generalised maps in this blind
expert evaluation.
From the expert evaluation of generalised outputs considering individual constraints (in their context)
the following observations were made.
Firstly we observe that best results are obtained for constraints on individual objects, specifically for
roads and buildings. However the average scores for the way in which the three constraints for
individual objects (minimum area, granularity and shape) were handled are in most cases relatively
low:
For minimum dimensions, the highest score is ‘acceptable’ for buildings, roads, contour lines and
rivers. This is in line with the results of the automated constraint-based evaluation (Section 3.5.2)
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For granularity, the highest score is ‘acceptable’ for road and contour lines.
For shape, ‘acceptable’ scores are given to buildings, roads, islands and (almost ‘good’) to rivers.
Overall, only individual roads have ‘acceptable’ scores for the three constraints.
Secondly, for minimum distance constraint between similar objects, the scores are very bad to bad.
Nearly acceptable scores were attributed to buildings, roads, islands and rivers, and this is the
maximum score given by the respondents for this constraint. For none of the combinations, all three
constraints between two different types of objects (minimum distance, relative position, consistency)
are met in an acceptable way. Acceptable solutions were only obtained for consistency between river
and roads.
Finally none of the outputs contained acceptable solutions for the quantity of information and the
spatial distribution of a group of objects is not handled well in any of the outputs, except for the
spatial distribution of group of rivers (even almost ‘good’), which was however a generalisation
problem that hardly occurred in the test cases.
Noticeable differences were detected on respondents’ scores between software systems, between
project team testers’ and vendors’ outputs and between test cases (compared to the average scores).
These differences may show the fitness for one system to handle the specificities of a given test case,
examples are relatively high scores of CPT for minimum dimensions, granularity and quantity of
information of buildings, as well as for minimum distance constraint. In case of preservation
constraints, noticeable differences may also indicate situations that are not touched at all by some
systems, where other systems did perform (some) generalisation. Examples are relatively high scores
of axpand and Radius Clarity for shape and spatial distribution of contour lines, of which it was
known that they had not been generalised.
Differences between project team testers’ and vendors’ outputs show also that either mastery of the
software is required to obtain the best possible solutions (for example CPT) or that, depending on the
cases, the vendors have really made an effort on the additional developments for their parallel testing
(for example Radius Clarity).
Although in general the findings of the expert evaluation look quite negative, one should be aware that
the context of the project is cartographic generalisation for NMAs (i.e. for paper maps), which means
that the cartographic experts had high quality output in mind during their evaluation. In addition it
would have been nice to have included some manually generalised outputs in the survey (while doing
it blind) because the level of exigence of the experts is known for often being "absolute" and not
necessarily related to what can be done manually.
A final remark on the expert evaluation is important.
Although the expert evaluation provides insights into several quality aspects of the generalised outputs,
the results should be interpreted with care, as mentioned in the beginning of this section.
Generalisation is a subjective process, in which the context plays an important role, and often more
than one result is acceptable. Evaluating the outputs with only a limited number of respondents does
not sufficiently level this subjective aspect, even though no noticeable differences were found between
respondents of the same test case. However the evaluations were carefully performed by cartographic
experts of the test cases. Consequently the results do provide important insights into quality aspects of
the generalised outputs, which can be confirmed with automated constraint-based evaluation or by a
follow up survey in the future.
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This section reports on the vendors’ tests (Section 4.1). In addition it presents developments of the
systems since the tests (June 2007) and references to examples of implementations in practice, both
information as provided by the vendors.

4.1

Vendors’ tests

The vendors that participated in the project were invited to perform parallel tests in which they could
do anything they like as long as they reported on it. As mentioned in Section 3.1, we received outputs
from three vendors: ESRI, University of Hannover and 1Spatial.
University of Hannover tested all four test cases using the same version of the software as project
team testers did; ESRI tested only the Kadaster test case with existing ArcGIS functionality enriched
with functionalities implemented in an optimizer prototype and 1Spatial tested both the IGN France
test case and the Kadaster test case with a number of extra algorithms that were not available in the
commercial version that was tested by the project team.
The vendor’s outputs were evaluated in the several evaluation parts of the project (see previous
chapter). The vendors provided information on how they carried out (i.e. which step they took and
what (extra) functionality they applied) and how they perceived the tests. This information is
presented in this section. Because the tests performed by the vendors followed different approaches
and because the vendors provided information in a different way with varying level of detail, this
chapter describes the tests of the different vendors in a qualitative, heterogeneous manner. The aim is
to give insights into what the vendors did; what extra functionality they used and how they perceived
the tests.
The heterogeneity of the information provided to us by the different vendors in combination with our
goal to present as much of the provided information in this chapter prevented us to apply a common
approach in presenting the vendors’ tests.
The output maps provided by the vendors are added as Appendix VIII.

4.1.1

ArcGIS

ESRI delivered a limited number of test outputs to give a flavour of what might be possible in the
future. The ESRI team conducted tests with research prototypes implementing optimisation running
in the ArcGIS environment. The tests focused on building generalisation in which displacement,
exaggeration, and elimination was applied. More details about these prototypes can be found in
Monnot et al (2007) and Lee and Hardy (2007).
It should be noted that not all capabilities that are developed by ESRI in research environments will
meet the demanding technical and commercial criteria to make the transition to product. As such,
these tests and their results must not be interpreted as a commitment by ESRI to provide specific
capabilities in future software product releases.
The tests were conducted on one of the four EuroSDR test cases, i.e. the Kadaster test case. In
particular, the ESRI testing concentrated on buildings, in conjunction with roads and land parcels.
The methodology that was applied to the buildings contained several steps:
o The original 10K buildings were processed in a geoprocessing model using the
standard SimplifyBuilding tool, to remove small protuberances which would not be
significant at target scale. A minimum area parameter was also applied at this stage
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to remove very small buildings (sheds, garages etc). This resulted in a set of
‘candidate buildings’ for further optimisation.
o A tessellation of partitions was built with standard tools, using road centrelines and
some parcel boundaries extended to road centrelines. The extended parcels were the
result of a bespoke process using ArcObjects, created by ESRI NL.
o Those partitions containing buildings were separated, and fed into a geoprocessing
model which invoked the Optimizer (i.e. the research prototype), for each partition,
to load buildings and roads into cache and then apply a set of rules made up of
constraints and actions. These rules and the constraints were defined in an XML file
read by the Optimizer.
The constraints applied included:
o Building minimum area
o Building minimum side length
o Building-to-building separation
o Building to road separation
o Building to road orientation
The results of the optimization were a set of optimized buildings, suitable for 50K presentation. In a
separate process, partitions were classified according to the density of housing within, and partitions
above a threshold were converted to be land cover of type ‘urban area’, suppressing the individual
buildings. The result provided by ESRI is shown in Figure 88 (initial state in Figure 87).

Figure 87 Initial data of Kadaster test case tested by ESRI
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Figure 88 Output on Kadaster test case provided by ESRI

4.1.2

Change/Push/Typify

University of Hannover (provider of Change/Push/Typify) was the only vendor who provided test
outputs for all the four test cases. They performed tests without any customisation of CPT software,
although they did some operations outside CPT software (i.e. model generalisation operators in
ArcView).
The vendor reported its experiences in a processing description per test case, as summarised below.
,*1WHVWFDVH
Extracts of results are shown in Figure 89 and Figure 90. The following steps were performed for the
IGN test case:
o Selection of contour lines of multiples of 50 m (this was not a constraint but based
on own insights!)
o Important and industrial buildings are generalised with CHANGE. All buildings are
introduced in a next step in PUSH
o The distance to ski-lifts is specified
o Roads, rivers, contour lines and ski lifts are displaced against each other using the
specified distances with PUSH
o Buildings are typified with TYPIFY based on meshes created from administrative
boundaries and roads
o Typified buildings were processed with CHANGE afterwards to simplify them.
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o

No meshes were exceeding 0.9 density of buildings, so no meshes were turned into
a block
The vendor’s observations for the IGN tests are:
o The river did not run in its talweg in the initial dataset. Therefore this could not be
assured by PUSH during the process and the wrong situation is preserved
o PUSH does not yield appropriate results when objects (e.g. a river and contour line)
meet at acute angles. This bug is being repaired.

Figure 89: Ski-lifts before (left) and after (right) displacement with PUSH - specially look at the
ski-lifts.

Figure 90: Displacement of roads – especially look at the opening of the bends.
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26*%WHVWFDVH
The following steps were performed for the OSGB test case:
o Buildings were simplified with CHANGE (aggregation of adjacent buildings of
same type; minimum facades widths of 10m were eliminated; buildings smaller than
100m2 were eliminated)
o Master (thick) contour lines were selected manually
o Contour lines were displaced with PUSH; as alternative solution the contours were
reduced in the number of points using Douglas Peucker
o Dual carriage roads were eliminated with ArcView
o Railways, roads and buildings were displayed with PUSH. Parameter value 1m was
used instead of 0.33mm as mentioned in the specifications, since this yielded better
results (after visual inspection)
The vendor’s observations for the OSGB tests are:
o Buildings with holes lose their courtyard and buildings intersecting (and touching)
roads are eliminated, see Figure 91.

Figure 91: Buildings intersecting with the roads are eliminated (shown in pink, left); result after
elimination (right).
,&&WHVWFDVH
Extracts of the results for ICC test case are shown in Figure 92 and Figure 93.
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Figure 92: Building typification before (left) and after (right).

Figure 93: Two examples, where talweg-points are correctly moved together with river and
contour line.

The following steps were performed for the ICC test case:
o Multiples of contour lines were deleted with ArcView
o Roads, rivers, contour lines, buildings and coast lines are displaced against each
other with PUSH
o Buildings are typified with TYPIFY (roads are used for meshes). Symbols of size
0.5mmx0.5mm were created (instead of 0.4mmx0.4mm as specified in constraints).
o Typified buildings are processed with CHANGE afterwards to adapt geometric
granularity of large buildings (which are not symbolised) to the given constraints
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The vendor’s observations for the IGN tests are:
o Although the specifications indicate that streets do not have to be displayed in the
target map, the vendor missed them in the output map and provided both solutions,
see Figure 94.
o A bug in PUSH causes that objects that meet at acute angles are not displaced
correctly against each other (see IGN test case)

Figure 94: without (left) and with (right) displaying the street-objects.
.DGDVWHUWHVWFDVH
Extracts of the results are shown in Figure 95.
The following steps were performed for the Kadaster test case:
o The test case requires a considerable amount of model generalisation, i.e. selection
of objects based on criteria, specifically road and water. This was done with
ArcView
o Roads, railways and water were displaced against each other
o In contrast to the specifications that prescribe selection of certain buildings, this test
applied typification (TYPIFY) first and simplification of typified buildings in a next
step (CHANGE). The optimal parameter values were selected by experience, not
from the constraints.
o Meshes that exceed the 0.1 building density (as indicated in the specifications) were
filled as built-up area and buildings were deleted. Note that the calculated density
values take into account the symbol widths and therefore the parameter values had
to be determined by experience.
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Figure 95: Buildings after TYPIFICATION and CHANGE (upper image) and after overlay of
dense meshes (lower image).
The vendor’s observations for the Kadaster tests are:
o Since much more roads are kept in output than in the paper map, it is assumed that
the constraints are not complete.
o The reduction in the residuals during the PUSH process took longer than in a
standard case due to large constraints between objects caused by many roads and
water elements.
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4.1.3

Radius Clarity

1Spatial performed tests on two of the four test cases: IGN France and Kadaster with their product
Radius Clarity. The generalisation system Radius Clarity addresses the third step of the generalisation
workflow implemented by 1Spatial that contains the following five steps: data configuration, model
generalisation, cartographic generalisation, text placement and cartographic publishing. Since only the
Radius Clarity software was tested, model generalisation constraints could not be expressed in Radius
Clarity.
As preparation steps to the Radius Clarity generalisation process, the datasets were first validated, and
re-engineered if required, to assure that the input data was conform to some geometrical specifications,
for example without data spikes, flat polygons, topological errors or kickbacks. In the generalisation
process the data was validated against the specifications prior to generalisation and the data was
corrected if required.
The report, in which 1Spatial report on its tests experiences, lists the additional algorithms that were
used in the parallel tests that were not available in the product issued to the testers. These are:
Eliminate algorithm that can delete buildings as part of a generalisation process, i.e. if the
simplification would result in too small building
Visvalingham-Wyatt (1993) algorithm that iteratively removes vertices on a line which, when
removed cause the least area displacement. It was used in the vendor tests to simplify areas as forests
and lakes.
Coast line displacement algorithm calculates the distance between coastline and nearby beach and
rocky areas and then displaces the coastline to a minimum distance away from those areas. The
Kadaster and IGN France test cases do not contain coastline and therefore this algorithm was not
applied for the EuroSDR tests.
The ‘align to roads’ algorithm was used to align selected buildings to a road.
The ‘ruas building displacement’ algorithm was used to move buildings within a selected partition
away from roads and rivers. It firstly moves buildings away from symbolised, fixed features and then
displaces from other buildings.
Beams was used to displace overlapping roads apart, while retaining the characteristics of the network
and runs on manually selected road features. This algorithm simulates the line network as a structure
of elastic beams. The network is anchored at fixed points and forces are applied where road symbols
overlap to push them apart. The parameters for the force calculation (reaction force factor) and the
parameters for the iterative equation (e.g. step size) are configurable.
Contextual building eliminate to delete a selection of buildings within a partition. Buildings are
eliminated if the density ratio building area to area of the partition is too high. This ratio is a constant
parameter set in the map specifications.
Results for Kadaster test case provided by 1Spatial are presented in Figure , together with the initial
data.
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b
Figure 96 Results produced by 1Spatial for Kadaster test case (b) and initial data (a)

4.1.4

Axpand

Although Axes Systems provided us with a completed system template and background information
on the system that we tested (available in June 2007), they made a decision not to test this software on
the project test cases since, at the time of the tests, they knew that it would not be enhanced or
supported in the future. Instead of the parallel tests Axes Systems concentrated on setting up the next
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version of the axpand generalisation system - axpand ng - which became commercially available
shortly after the start of the tests.

4.1.5

Conclusions on the vendors’ tests

From the vendors’ tests we can draw the following conclusions.
University of Hannover performed tests on all four test cases with the same version of the software as
was tested by the project team. From these tests we can see that mastery of the system considerably
reduces the amount of time spent on the tests. In addition, the mastery of the software also resulted in
the best results for this software. This can be explained because parameterisation is not
straightforward and it does not match very well with the definition of the constraints, i.e. human
interpretation is required to obtain the best implementation.
ESRI performed tests on one test case using a research prototype, i.e. optimisation engine, which
shows promising techniques for displacement (not available for project team testers) and building
generalisation.
1Spatial extended their tests on two test cases with a few additional algorithms that were not available
to the project team. Therefore also for this software the displacements algorithms, that are
fundamental for generalisation, were only used in the vendor tests.
Axes Systems did not perform tests themselves.

4.2 Developments since 2007 and references to examples from practice
The tests in the project were carried out with commercial versions of the software available in June
2007. To show the developments of the systems since 2007, the vendors were asked to provide us
with this information, which is presented in this section per software. It should be noted that these
improvements are only based on vendors’ information, which are not evaluated through tests. We also
asked the vendors to provide us with references of examples where the reader can find more
information on implementations in practice.

4.2.1

ArcGIS

The ArcGIS 9.4 software beta release was recently made available to beta users. This version
introduces a new set of generalisation tools. Five new tools are introduced at 9.4 to simplify the
display of roads and buildings.
Two tools simplify the display of complex road networks while retaining general character and
connectivity:
The Thin Road Network tool lowers the density of a displayed street network by eliminating smaller,
less significant roads while maintaining the overall connectivity and character of the street network.
The Merge Divided Roads tool generates a line feature class whose features follow the course of
divided road features to display a simpler network of single lines.
Two tools resolve conflicts among symbolised features at output scale:
The Resolve Road Network tool resolves symbol conflicts among roads by slightly displacing features
while retaining connectivity and character of the road network. Input features are hierarchically
categorized to ensure that less significant parts of the network are moved to accommodate more
important features.
The Resolve Building Conflicts tool resolves symbol conflicts among a collection of buildings with
relation to one or more linear barriers. Minimum building size is enforced and placement in relation to
barriers can be controlled.
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One tool retains spatial relationships among features following displacement
The Propagate Displacement tool evaluates the displacement that was made to a road network and
propagates the shift to nearby features to ensure that their original spatial relationships are retained.
The user documentation includes guidelines for setting parameters as well as recommended default
and starting values.
The vendor did not provide information of examples from practice.

4.2.2

Change/Push/Typify

Since the tests in 2007 the modules the parameterisation of PUSH has been modified so that less
conversions are necessary. The usual sequence was: 1) Setting the PUSH-parameters using
PUSHJOIN, 2) Processing data with PUSH, 3) Rejoining pushed objects with original attributes.
This last step has been included in the whole process and therefore the displaced objects keep the
original attributes.
Recently, the three modules have been linked to the AED-SICAD software (ArcGIS), by which the
parameterisation can be done through ArcGIS interfaces.
A last development of the software are the links via interfaces, which makes the software open to
other GIS-products.
The modules Change, Push and Typify are being used by different NMAs and companies, in Germany
and abroad. NMAs abroad are:
ICC, Barcelona
Bosch, Hildesheim
Ordnance Survey (tests)
Momra, Saudi Arabia (tests)
These institutes use the software CHANGE for building generalisation 1:5K to 1:25k, the software
Typify for building generalisation 1:25k to 1:50k and the PUSH software for the displacement of
arbitrary objects against each other for different scales.
The modules embedded in AED-SICAD software (ArcGIS), are currently being used by seven NMAs
in Germany:
Hamburg
Niedersachsen
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
Brandenburg
Thüringen
Hessen
Sachsen

4.2.3

Radius Clarity

1Spatials’ solutions for building displacement and typification were not complete in Radius Clarity
v2.6 (the version tested). Since then, Radius Clarity v2.7 has been released with an improved
displacement algorithm and a new building elimination algorithm, and further internal developments
have been made on both typification and displacement for a future release. In addition both parentage
tracking and incremental generalisation have been developed and implemented in a bespoke customer
generalisation work flow. Also, since the product version on test, progress has been made in
preserving spatial relationships such as relative positions where topological connections do not exist
in the source data, for example these relationships are now maintained during diffusion.
Radius Clarity software is used in a European project to improve business efficiencies in Germany's
state mapping agencies in partnership with AdV (a Working Committee that coordinates the official
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surveying in Germany). Taking 1:10000 base data 1Spatial has delivered an automatic generalisation
flowline to generate digital landscape models at 1:50,000 scale. This enables AdV to derive more up
to date digital topographic products at their target scale and additionally make time and cost savings.
Further details: http://www.1spatial.com/pdf/adv1.pdf

4.2.4

Axpand

The next version of the axpand generalisation system - axpand ng - includes broader and more
comprehensive generalisation capability based on workflow technology and a true MRDB which
stores the history of the generalised objects over time. This version of the software is being used to
completely generalise 1:10k, 1:25k, 1:50k and 1:300k maps. Examples of generalisation using this
version can be seen at www.axes-systems.com/content/axpand-ng-new-generation-generalisation
The version of axpand that was tested in the project is being used by the Landesversmessungsamt
Thürigen (Germany) for displacement, smoothing, selection and aggregation for the production of
their 1:25K and 1:100K maps. See for more information: http://www.thueringen.de/de/tlvermgeo/
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This report presents the EuroSDR project that studied the state-of-the-art of automated generalisation
of commercial systems that were available in June 2007. The project evaluated generalisation outputs
of test cases provided by four NMAs, applying different software systems and produced by different
testers, taking into account the NMA requirements.
The two main questions of the research were formulated in Chapter 1:
What are the possibilities and limitations of commercial software systems for automated
generalisation with respect to NMA requirements?
What different generalisation solutions can be generated for one test case and what are the reasons for
these differences?
The answers to these two questions will be summarised in Section 5.1. Section 0 presents the main
conclusions of this research and identifies issues for further research.

5.1

Answers to research questions

5.1.1
What are the possibilities and limitations of commercial software systems for automated
generalisation with respect to NMA requirements?
Several findings answer this question:
o All the tested systems offer potentials for automated generalisation, especially for
handling constraints on single objects (in particular roads and buildings). However
only a few generalisation problems that were raised by the test cases appear to be
fully solved by the out-of-the-box systems. This may be a result of the complex and
very specific constraints that require customisation of the out-of-the-box versions.
Apparently the tested systems provide generic solutions which are not directly
applicable to the specific cases.
o In line with the first finding, generally the cartographic experts in the expert
evaluation did not score the generalised outputs very high, with some exceptions (i.e.
generalisation of individual objects and consistency between river and roads and
spatial distribution for group of rivers). According to experts the generalised outputs
scored well on Deviation from the map of the original data and Preservation of
geographic characteristics, which is biased for situations where no generalisation
has been done, i.e. the outputs scored bad on Information reduction. In addition the
outputs scored not very well on Legibility, Manual editing required, Number of
main detected errors, and Number of main positive aspects.
o The expert evaluation also identified noticeable differences between software
systems and test cases, which may show the fitness for one system to handle the
specificities of a given test case, examples are relatively high scores of CPT for
minimum dimensions, granularity and quantity of information of buildings, as well
as for minimum distance constraint. In case of preservation constraints, noticeable
differences may also indicate situations that are not touched at all by some systems,
where other systems did perform (some) generalisation. Examples are relatively
high scores of axpand and Radius Clarity for shape and spatial distribution of
contour lines, of which it was known that they had not been generalised.
o Also for “classical” problems, not all needed functionalities are provided by the outof-the-box systems. We can observe a general lack of contextual algorithms on
groups of objects (typification, selection), which could be a result of the lack of
contextual awareness of most of the out-of the-box solution. i.e. they do not adapt
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well to different contexts, and therefore some are well treated while others are not.
Also functionalities for defining sensible groups for generalisation (closely related
to contextual algorithms) are missing. Displacement is only available in CPT (based
on least squares) and axpand (based on snakes). In Radius Clarity, it is present
(based on the “beams”) but not usable without customisation.
For other classical problems, algorithms are present but either their parameterisation
is difficult because it does not match well the way the specifications are expressed
(e.g. line or area simplification, buildings aggregation), or there is a lack of
controlling tools to detect where to apply (e.g. detecting conflicts and defining
sensible groups through partitioning) and how to parameterise the algorithms and to
control their effects (e.g. patterns detection, discrimination between urban and rural
areas, etc.). It should be noted that once the parameters have been set, in practice
they are used for a given product - meaning it may not be a major problem if it takes
long to set them. Also for parameterisation it is true that customisation is required
and that testing the out-of-the-box versions is not the "regular" way of NMAs
setting their production lines.
Many of the identified shortcomings have been studied in research and for some of
them, solutions exist at NMAs. The lack of these solutions in commercial software
may be due to differing needs among NMAs (due to differences in data models and
specifications). This implies on the one hand huge investments from the commercial
vendors for a small numbers of potential customers, and on the other hand huge
investments of NMAs to invest in partial solutions which still require considerable
customisation effort.

The results may look disappointing. However they should be interpreted with care for several reasons.
First, the ambitions of the project were high: the generalisation requirements were defined through
detailed and concise constraints, the test cases contained a selection of complex/known problems and
the focus was on the production of high quality paper maps, and the cartographic experts that
evaluated the outputs considered a top level quality requirement in their evaluation originating from
the topographic paper map context of the project. One should be aware that the functionality available
in the four systems does enable to automate part of the generalisation processes and to optimise the
production workflows. Another remarks that is relevant here is that some of the shortcomings, that
have been solved at NMAs or research institutes, were tackled by the vendors in their parallel testing
(buildings elimination and displacement algorithms in ArcGIS and Radius Clarity, for instance). The
vendors have indicated that this project has resulted in internal developments on automated
generalisation within their systems such as described in Section 4..2. Also it is not a surprise that outof-the box versions are not capable of fulfilling NMAs requirements. In fact the results confirm that
customisation is definitely required to tune the capabilities of the systems to the requirements of
specific test cases.
o A last remark that puts the conclusions of the project into perspective is that systems are used
more satisfactory in practice, as shown by the references to examples from practice in Chapter 4,
provided by the vendors. Also the NMAs in the project team have achieved some successful
implementation with customised versions of the tested software.

5.1.2
What different generalisation solutions can be obtained for one test case and why do they
differ?
Outputs for one test case can be very different, which was identified and illustrated by the evaluation
of generalised outputs. Besides differences in capabilities of systems, these differences can be
explained by several reasons.
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Specifications provided by NMAs are sometimes fuzzy and do not express fully their actual
requirements. This may be caused by incompleteness but also because constraints are not always
capable of defining without ambiguity what is expected, see for example Figure 6.
Differences in outputs can also be explained because of difficulties of parameterisation, specifically
because a direct match between how constraints are specified and the concerning parameterisation in
specific software is missing. Therefore testers that were familiar with the test data (and knew what
would be expected) obtained other results than testers that were new to the data. In addition the
differences in outputs caused by differences in parameterisation showed that understanding how a
given system reacts to a specific situation requires quite experienced users.
Differences can also be explained because of differences between testers’ approaches. Some testers
prefer outputs in which some constraints are very well satisfied and others very badly or in which
some parts are very well generalised and some parts are very badly generalised. While other testers
prefer outputs in which almost no generalisation was performed, but also no errors were generated.

5.2

Conclusions and further research

This project confirmed that the result of a generalisation process is not a linear process where the
result can be predicted starting from a specific source data set and specifications formalised in
constraints. Instead the final result is a consequence of many interchanging variables such as richness
of the data, formalisation level and fuzziness of the map specifications, the way the tester interpreted
the constraints, functionality selected by the tester, the parameterisation applied, etc.
The methodology applied in our research had to consider all these kinds of heterogeneity to guarantee
independent testing and evaluation of available generalisation solutions. In addition this was the first
research that studies the combinations of different aspects of output maps, generalised by different
systems, different testers taking into account the map specifications of several NMAs. Consequently
an important research aspect was the applied methodology itself, addressing the following questions:
how to set up a case study for evaluating automated map generalisation in commercial generalisation
systems; how to specify both generic and NMA specific requirements for automated generalisation;
how do automated generalisation processes work; how to perform evaluation of generalisation output;
how does the constraint approach, as adopted in this research, work in practice and what further
research is needed in this area?
To improve and reuse the project methodology, a future research should consider the issues raised in
the remainder of this section.

5.2.1

Defining map specifications as constraints

Formalising and harmonising NMA map specifications provided a common view on requirements for
automated map generalisation. Although very time consuming, defining map specifications as a set of
constraints, has allowed formalising NMA requirements in a common template and using them in the
automatic generalisation processes.
The harmonised list of constraints elaborated for the project is, however, not complete. The NMAs
had to limit their constraints to those describing the main problems within the selected test areas and
to constraints that were more or less straightforward to formalise. In addition, the constraints were
defined without running any automated generalisation process, which would have shown both missing
and unclear constraints as well as how specific constraints work in practice. Nonetheless, the resulting
set of constraints is a first attempt to define a “full” set of constraints as implementation of research
theories.
The set could be completed based on the experiences in our project, for example by adding constraints
that were missing as observed from the outputs. In addition, the constraints should be further
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formalised to better support the generalisation process as well as the automated constraint–based
evaluation. This implies that general concepts, such as shape, pattern, and urban and settlement
structures, should be described formally. Finally, constraints that appeared to be unclear need
refinement to distinguish, e.g., cartographic conflicts from acceptable solutions (compare Figure 6a
against Figure 6b and Figure 6c). This requires adding more semantics to the constraints and looking
beyond geometric and thematic properties.
Helping the user to express its specifications into a format understandable by a generalisation system
(which may require other means than constraints) also remains an open research question, even if a
few research studies have already been done on this topic (for example Hubert and Ruas, 2003).

5.2.2

Formalising and evaluating preservation specifications

Usually, the preservation specifications were more difficult to formalise and to evaluate than the
legibility specifications. Therefore, better understanding of preservation specifications is required to
improve their formalisation in constraints as well as the measurement of constraint violation. This
includes a better understanding of the concepts involved (i.e., how to mathematically describe “shape”
on the basis of existing measures such as length-width-ratio, shape index, fractal dimension, etc.) and
of the changes allowed (how to mathematically describe accepted modifications). Harrie (2001)
obtained such information by studying existing maps at different scales.
Another problem in evaluating preservation constraints is that a correspondence is required with the
initial data. This is not always an issue in 1:1 relationships; however, because of operators as selection,
typification, amalgamation, and aggregation relationships may become complex, which makes it
difficult to compare output data with the initial data.
The difficulty of evaluating preservation specifications was also encountered in the expert survey: it
was often unclear whether a preservation constraint was assessed as “good” because the system had
carefully accounted for it, or because the system had simply ignored it and at the same time had not
much altered the data during the process.
This aspect was also encountered for legibility constraints. For example if the system removes all the
elements under minimum size, instead of exaggerate or aggregate them, the automatic evaluation of
the minimum size constraint will give a “good” result, because the constraint is not violated, but the
resulting map does not represent the situation very well.
Further research is needed on how far a violation of preservation constraints is tolerable. First
investigations on interactively generalised data showed that cartographers also tolerate violations of
legibility constraints. For both, legibility and preservation constraints, a formal description of tolerated
violations is required. Furthermore research on the weighting between constraints and constraint
violations has to be carried out to guide the generalisation process and to get an overall evaluation
result for the generalised map.

5.2.3

Constraint-based generalisation

The project methodology used constraints both to direct the generalisation process as well as to
determine to what extent the output maps meet the specifications. Our evaluation, which integrates
three methods, has shown that this approach has an important limitation: the results for individual
constraints are not always a good indicator for the quality of the overall solution. This has various
explanations. First, some constraints may have been violated deliberately to enable good results for
other constraints, e.g., by allowing (slightly) more displacement to avoid overlap. Secondly, as was
observed in the automated constraint-based evaluation of interactively generalised data, one should
assess not only if a constraint was violated but also if the violation yields an unacceptable cartographic
conflict. Third, very good results for one specific constraint (e.g., minimal distance between buildings)
may coincide with bad results for another constraint (e.g., building density should be kept). Fourth, a
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non-satisfied constraint can be due to missing functionality in a system, but can just as well be due to
imprecise constraint definition. And finally, as Harrie and Weibel (2007) observed, results of
constraint-based evaluation heavily depend on the defined test cases: is the constraint set complete and
evenly balanced, or does it contain many constraints for very specific situations (as in the OSGB case)?
Although the expert evaluation did evaluate generalised outputs on individual constraints taking the
specific context into account, future research should aim to:
improve generalisation models and constraints to enable taking the notion of flexibility of threshold
values into account
express constraint satisfaction in values ranging from 0 to 1, instead of in Boolean values. Boolean
values may more appropriate to identify cartographic errors. They may, however, be less appropriate
for assessing the evaluation output, because they do not provide information on the degree to which
the threshold is ignored.
validate the constraint approach by considering how to aggregate “constraint-by-constraint”
assessments for global indicators of map quality, specifically by better understanding their
interdependencies and impact. This also raises questions on the domain of constraint satisfaction and
violation values and on their weighting and prioritizing to make different constraints comparable and
to enable aggregating them to global indicators. These issues have previously been addressed in the
domain of constraint-based optimization (see Ruas,1998; Bard, 2004, and Mackaness and Ruas, 2007).
A future test could also consider selecting a representative set of constraints to better evaluate
generalisation functionalities in commercial systems.

5.2.4

Evaluating generalisation software beyond constraints

Our study concentrated on the question of whether commercially available solutions could meet the
map specifications of NMAs defined as constraints. However, during our tests several other aspects
were encountered that are also relevant for assessing commercial generalisation systems. For example,
our testers found that in some cases topological errors were introduced during the generalisation
process, and that links between generalised and ungeneralised objects, required for automated
evaluation, were not created in most of the outputs. These aspects should be addressed in future tests.
Furthermore the tests highlighted difficulty to parameterise the complex algorithms. In fact several of
our evaluations showed that some vendors’ solutions are better than solutions generated by the project
team which shows that mastery of the software is required to obtain the best possible solutions.
Software systems could help the user in finding the best parameterisation, for instance by providing
tools to support interactive parameterisation (e.g. providing default parameters), or by providing tools
to select similar situations, which could be generalised with the same parameterisation or tools for
situation dependent, automated parameterisation. A next research that evaluates generalisation in
commercial software should highlight parameterisation possibilities as well as user friendliness.
In addition, a future test should address aspects not amenable to constraints. The constraint approach
is based on the consequences of scale changes. According to Mackaness and Ruas (2007), this
bottom-up approach might work better for small-scale changes. In contrast, a top-down approach that
meets the consequences of (large-) scale reduction by choosing appropriate representations for
phenomena might work better over larger scale changes where changes are much more fundamental.
A future test can provide more insights into the appropriateness of both approaches for automated map
generalisation. Indeed, it appeared that constraints on the final result are sometimes not sufficient to
fully express without ambiguity what is expected. In some cases, specifying the expected
transformation can help if this transformation is always the same and if it is well known. However
fuzzy and incomplete constraints resulted in very different interpretations and solutions among the
testers, which may ask for a different approach in defining the requirements for automated
generalisation.
Furthermore, because the limited sizes of the four test cases precluded addressing the problems of
dealing with large amounts of data (computational complexity, potential memory overflows that
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necessitate data partitioning, presence of numerous and various particular cases that make some
algorithms fail, etc.), future tests should define criteria as well as measuring tools to assess scalability
of systems.
And finally, future tests should quantify customisation possibilities. The most realistic way to address
NMA-specific requirements may be to customise existing software. This requires facilities for writing
extensions or for allowing integration with other systems.

5.2.5

Concluding remarks

In conclusion, all the tested software systems provide tools for automated generalisation, but none of
them achieves globally good results. Despite the current limitations, they can be implemented in a
production workflow to automate considerable part of the generalisation process.
Solving the lack of complete solutions in commercial software requires a huge investment from the
commercial vendors, considering the small number of potential customers, and a huge effort of NMAs
in the customisation of partial commercial solutions to fulfil their specific requirements. Therefore
stronger and deeper knowledge flow between researchers, vendors and NMAs, as operated in this
project, is essential to progress in the automation of generalisation.
A significant contribution of this project to generalisation research is the methodology to define map
specifications for automated generalisation and to evaluate generalised data. Consequently, future
generalisation research can extend our methodology and make use of our findings, applying improved
versions of the constraints sets and re-using our carefully sourced generalisation test cases.
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Constraint type

Minimal
dimensions

Minimal
dimensions

Minimal
dimensions

Minimal
dimensions

Minimal
dimensions

Minimal
dimensions

Minimal
dimensions

Minimal
dimensions

Minimal
dimensions

GENERICConstraint
ID

EuroSDR-11

EuroSDR-12

EuroSDR-13

EuroSDR-14

EuroSDR-15

EuroSDR-16

EuroSDR-17

EuroSDR-18

EuroSDR-19

polygon

polygon

line

line / (polyline)

line / polygon

polygon

polygon

polygon

polygon

Geometry type

polygon contains a hole

initial area ><= x map
2
mm

Condition for object being
concerned
with
this
constraint

depth of protrusion/recess

width of protrusion/recess

vertices density

width

length of an edge/line

area of any hole in a
polygon

area

width of any part

area

Constrained property

+DUPRQLVHGFRQVWUDLQWVIRURQHREMHFW

Class

$SSHQGL[,,, 
Condition depends on initial
value?
no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

2

target depth > x map mm

target width > x map mm

target vertices distance > x map mm

target width > x map mm

target length > x map mm

2

target area of hole > x mm

target area = initial area ± x %

target width > x map mm

target area > x map mm

Condition to be respected

IF final area < x
2
map mm THEN
{action}

Action

Importance of constraint (1 to
5, 1 is less important)
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Position

Model
generalisation

EuroSDR-119

EuroSDR-120

Orientation

Topology

any

any

any

line
polygon
line
polygon

polygon

Shape

Topology

polygon

any

Shape

Shape

EuroSDR-112

any

polygon

Shape

EuroSDR-111

polygon

and

and

Geometry type

Shape

Minimal
dimensions

EuroSDR-110

EuroSDR-113
EuroSDR-114
EuroSDR-115
EuroSDR-116
EuroSDR-117
EuroSDR-118

Constraint type

GENERICConstraint
ID

relation

initially,
no
intersection

initially high concavity

self-

initial value of angle = 90°
(tolerance = ± x°)

1:n
(amalgamation)

Condition for object being
concerned
with
this
constraint

class

positional accuracy

general orientation

coalescence

intersection

elongation

concavity

squareness

general shape

general shape

area of protrusion

Constrained property

Condition depends on initial
value?
yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

2

target class = initial class

target absolute position =
absolute position ± x map mm

initial

target orientation = initial orientation ±
x%

coalescence must be avoided

no self-intersection must be created

target elongation = initial elongation ±
x%

target shape remains concave

target angles = 90°

target shape should be similar to initial
shape

target shape should be similar to initial
shape

target area > x map mm

Condition to be respected

Action

Importance of constraint (1 to
5, 1 is less important)

Class
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Constraint type

Model
generalisation

GENERICConstraint
ID

EuroSDR-121

any

Geometry type

Condition for object being
concerned
with
this
constraint

symbolisation value

Constrained property

Condition depends on initial
value?
yes

target symbolisation value = initial
symbolisation value

Condition to be respected

Action

Importance of constraint (1 to
5, 1 is less important)

Class

Constraint
type

Minimal
dimensions

Minimal
dimensions

Orientation

Topology /
Position

Topology

Topology

Topology

Topology

GENERICConstraint
ID

EuroSDR2-1

EuroSDR2-2

EuroSDR2-3

EuroSDR2-4

EuroSDR2-5

EuroSDR2-6

EuroSDR2-7

EuroSDR2-8

any - any

line - any

line - any

line/polygon
line/polygon

any - any

line/polygon
line/polygon

polygon
polygon

any - any

-

-

-

Geometry type
combination

object (class1)
overlaps object
(class 2)

object (class 1)
leads to the
object (class 2)

Condition
for
object in class
1
being
concerned with
this constraint

object (class2)
is under object
(class 1)

Condition for
object in class
2
being
concerned
with
this
constraint

initially connected

within a single
feature class

objects
are
parallel (± x°)

one class must be
inside
within
another class

Condition on both
objects (in the
initial data) for
them
to
be
concerned
with
this constraint
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Class 1
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Class 2
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overlapping

connectivity

accessibility

intersection

relative position

orientation

minimal area

minimal
distance

Constrained
property

Condition depends on
initial value?
no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

no

to

be

target overlapping =
initial overlapping

target connectivity =
initial connectivity

target accessibility =
initial accessibility

object (class 1) must
be parallel to object
(class 2)
target
relative
positions = initial
relative positions
no
otherintersections
must
be created

target area > x map
mm2

target distance > x
map mm

Condition
respected

IF distance <
x map mm
THEN {action}

Action

Importance
of
constraint (1 to 5, 1
is less important)
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Constraint
type

Topology

Topology

Topology

GENERICConstraint
ID

EuroSDR2-9

EuroSDR2-10

EuroSDR2-11

line/polygon
line/polygon

line/polygon
line/polygon

any - any

-

-

Geometry type
combination

object (class 1)
contains object
(class 2)

Condition
for
object in class
1
being
concerned with
this constraint
object (class2)
is
inside
object (class
1)

Condition for
object in class
2
being
concerned
with
this
constraint

adjacency

adjacency

objects
are
topologically
adjacent (sharing
an edge)

topological
consistency

Constrained
property

minimal distance
< x map mm and
objects
are
parallel ± x°

Condition on both
objects (in the
initial data) for
them
to
be
concerned
with
this constraint

Condition depends on
initial value?
yes

yes

yes

to

be

target
topology
relation
=
initial
topology relation

target objects must
be adjacent

target
topology
relations = initial
topology relations

Condition
respected

Action

Importance
of
constraint (1 to 5, 1
is less important)

Class 2

Class 1

Minimal
dimensions

Orientation

EuroSDR3-2

EuroSDR3-3

Shape

Shape

Shape

EuroSDR3-6

EuroSDR3-7

EuroSDR3-8

Topology

Topology

Minimal
dimensions

EuroSDR3-1

EuroSDR3-4
EuroSDR3-5

Constraint
type

GENERICConstraint
ID

polygon

polygon

any

line
and
polygon
line
and
polygon

point
/polygon

any

any

Geometry
type

$SSHQGL[9 

of

urban
blocks

building
alignment

any

any

alignments

any

any

Kind
group

spatial
distribution

buildings
surrounded
by minimal
cycle
of
roads
(in
urban areas)

shape

connectivity

intersection

alignment
orientation

Minimal
distance

Minimal
distance
&
minimal area

Constrained
property

spatial
distribution

Condition
(in
the initial data)
for group being
concerned with
this constraint

buildings
aligned

any

any

any

any

Kind
of
objects
of
the
initial
data
composing
the group
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Class
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Condition
depends
on
initial value?
yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

be
not

target
distribution
should be similar to
initial distribution

target
distribution
should be similar to
initial distribution

distance
between
objects > x map mm
AND area of each
object > x map mm2
distance
between
objects > x map mm
target
orientation
should be similar to
initial orientation
no other-intersections
must be created
connectivity
must
remain
target shape should
be similar to initial
shape

Condition
to
respected (do
forget the units)

IF distance < x map
mm AND area <
map mm2 THEN
{action}
IF distance < x map
mm THEN {action}

Action

Importance of
constraint (1 to
5, 1 is less
important)
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Shape

Shape

Shape

Distribution
Statistics

Distribution
Statistics

EuroSDR3-10

EuroSDR3-11

EuroSDR3-12

EuroSDR3-13

Constraint
type

EuroSDR3-9

GENERICConstraint
ID

/

/

polygon

polygon

point
/polygon

polygon

line

Geometry
type

Class

contour
lines

of

urban
blocks

urban
blocks

alignments

Relief form

Kind
group

buildings
surrounded
by minimal
cycle
of
roads
(in
urban areas)
buildings
surrounded
by minimal
cycle
of
roads
(in
urban areas)

Kind
of
objects
of
the
initial
data
composing
the group
contour lines
that
compose a
relief
form
(e.g.
riff,
valley)
object
interdistance < x
map mm

Condition
(in
the initial data)
for group being
concerned with
this constraint

yes

yes

density
of
buildings
(black/white
ratio)

yes

yes

yes

Condition
depends
on
initial value?

distribution of
characteristics
of
buildings
(shape, size,
function…)

alignment

shape

Spatial
distribution of
contour lines

Constrained
property

be
not

target density should
be equal to initial
density ± x %

target
distribtuion
should be similar to
initial distribution

the shape of derived
group
of
objects
should be similar to
the shape of the initial
group
alignment should be
kept

target distribution of
contour lines should
preserve the relief
form

Condition
to
respected (do
forget the units)
Action

Importance of
constraint (1 to
5, 1 is less
important)
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Interactive generalisation tools
1.1. What tools does the system have for detection and visualisation of cartographic conflicts before and after generalisation?
ArcGIS: Some operators allow check and flag topological errors generated by them. The flags can be queued using ArcMap GIS tools.
Moreover there is a tool that detects graphic conflicts between features taking into account their symbology.
CPT: PUSH generates additional information to be used in a GIS to inspect the objects after generalization. There is any tool in CHANGE
and TYPYFY.
Clarity: Clarity can detect and mark up some conflicts. There are also mark-up navigation tools which can drive the user to marked up
objects.
Axpand: The system provides a tool, which highlights features with conflicts after an automated generalisation operation. Interactive editing
is supported in a way that the user is guided sequentially through all the conflicts generated during the generalisation process.
1.2. Does the system support the generalisation of manually selected features? Please describe shortly.
ArcGIS: Yes. Using GIS tools to select manually the features.
CPT: No
Clarity: Yes. The selection can be manually, through windows display, using a rectangular region or a query.
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2.

2.3. Describe if spatial patterns and relations such as alignments or direct connections (e.g. between building and streets) are manually selected,
explicitly modelled and/or preserved during generalisation.
ArcGIS: No
CPT: Usually the spatial relations are preserved, but not always.
Clarity: No
Axpand: The answer of the vendor is that these relations are preserved automatically during generalisation. The answers of the testers are
that some generalisation operator considers relations implicit, for example during displacement of buildings against streets.
2.4. Do you support modelling and generalisation for features with 2.5 or 3d geometries?
ArcGIS: 2.5D
CPT: No. CHANGE manages only 2D data. PUSH and TYPYFY can manage 2.5D, but the result is 2D

2.2. Describe if the relationship with terrain is considered during generalisation, e.g. roads – elevation lines.
ArcGIS: No
CPT: The relationship with terrain is not considered, although contour lines can be processed by PUSH as linear elements.
Clarity: No
Axpand: No

Generalisation operators
2.1. Describe if the topology is preserved during generalisation and explain the mechanism, e.g. by topological data model or as part of the
operator.
ArcGIS: Not always. Some operators give the possibility to mark the topologic conflicts.
CPT: The topology is not completely preserved in building generalisation (CHANGE): sometimes some self-intersections are created or
intersection between neighbours.
The topology is preserved in displacement (PUSH): connexions between elements and relative position between elements are maintained.
The topology is not always preserved in typification (TYPIFY): sometimes some self-intersection are created in buildings.
Clarity: It preserves the network topology and the shared geometries, but other topological relationships (for example relative position) are
not completely preserved.
Axpand: The system preserves partially the topology.

Axpand: The generalisation operations are applied on all features visible on the screen. A generalisation of manually selected features is not
supported. For this system, because generalisation is an integrated process and the relationships between objects is critical, generalisation is
carried out by using a workflow which integrates all of the necessary model and cartographic generalisation steps.
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3.

Generalisation process
3.1. Describe the processing strategy applied for automated generalisation, for example batch processing, rule-based or expert-systems, workflow,
constraint-based, agent based, ….
ArcGIS: Parametrized processes. Interactive and off-line processes; there is the possibility to create a workflow (ModelBuilder) to be
automatically executed.
CPT:
CHANGE: batch process, based on rules of how to handle too small facade elements.
TYPIFY: batch process; neuron network approach.
PUSH: batch process: global, holistic optimization based on given constraints.
Clarity: Constraint based and agent based. On-line and batch are allowed.
Axpand: Rule based. Batch processing.
3.2. How do set up the parameter, e.g. manually or automatically (scale based)? Is it possible to specify the parameter manually? Is it possible to
get default values for a given scale?
ArcGIS: The parameters are indicated manually.
CPT: The parameters are indicated manually.
Clarity: Most of the parameters are introduced manually. Some scale-dependent parameters are set up automatically from the map
specifications.
Axpand: There are default parameter values given for the generalisation operators, but also a manual specification of parameter is possible.
There might be also recommendations for suitable parameter settings for different scale transitions.
3.3. Does the system support generalisation zones (e.g. settlement area, mountainous area), where specific parameter can be considered during the
automated generalisation?
a) manually drawn
b) automatically detected
ArcGIS: The system supports generalisation zones manually drawn but not automatically detected.
CPT: CHANGE and PUSH don’t support any generalisation zones. TYPIFY is based in partitions based on existing elements.

Clarity: No
Axpand: No
2.5. Can the system call services? Does the system provide generalisation functionality as services?
ArcGIS: Yes
CPT: No
Clarity: No
Axpand: Axes Systems has worked on generalisation services, but during the test the service solutions was not ready for productive usage.
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4.

MRDB, data modelling
4.1. Does the system support the transformation from one data model into another model also called schema transformation.
ArcGIS: Yes using the Interoperability Extension.
CPT: No
Clarity: Yes
Axpand: Yes
4.2. Is it possible to visualise two models at the same time?
ArcGIS: Yes
CPT: No
Clarity: Yes
Axpand: It is possible to visualise to models besides each other. But it is not possible to visualise features of different models within the same
window, thus no overlay is possibly.
4.3. Does the system store explicit links between feature representations of the same real world object in different scales? Are there m:n-relations
supported, for instance if 10 buildings are represented in a smaller scale through 6 buildings? Are there links between different geometry

Clarity: Yes. It is possible to do partitions automatically and manually.
Axpand: The system does not support generalisation zones and the only way of selection some specific regions is use the zoom functionality;
consequently all features visible on the screen will be generalised with the selected generalisation operators and parameter settings.
3.4. Is it possible to select features for generalisation based on spatial or semantic criteria? Please describe.
ArcGIS: Yes
CPT: CHANGE allows semantic aggregation. In PUSH the selection of features is possible by semantic criteria in the displacement, to move
the elements a distance depending of one attribute.
Clarity: Yes. Selection modes available using semantic criteria are class, attribute value or range of attribute values. Selection modes using
spatial criteria are dataset extent, window extend, manually specified extents or using an existing geometry.
Axpand: The answer of the vendor is yes.
The answers of the testers are that the selection can be carried out only by feature class level.
3.5. Does the system support incremental generalisation for updating? Please describe.
ArcGIS: No
CPT: No
Clarity: No
Axpand: No
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5.

System properties
5.1. Which formats are supported for direct import and export? Does the system allow data import with data transformation software such as FME
or CITRA?
ArcGIS: SHAPE and others. The system allows data import through data transformation softwares as FME.
CPT: SHAPE. The system doesn’t allow data import through external software.
Clarity: SHAPE and others. FME can be used.
Axpand: SHAPE and others. FME can be used.
5.2. Please characterise the graphical user interface for generalisation.
ArcGIS: Each generalisation tool includes a graphical user interface, which allows the input of parameters and files. ModelBuilder allows
the creation of workflow based in a sequence of generalisation operations.
CPT: The system includes a very simple graphical user interface. It only allows the input of parameters and files.

types possible such as area and line features, in case of geometry type change during generalisation, e.g. a river is modelled as area object in
one scale and as line object in a smaller scale?
ArcGIS: Yes
CPT: The system doesn’t store explicit links between feature representations. The system maintains attributes under certain conditions, but it
doesn’t calculate them for new elements.
Clarity: No. But in Radius Clarity, there is a reference between the features in the source data model and the corresponding feature in the
target dataset, after the setup procedure.
Axpand: No
4.4. Does the system support the versioning (of different temporal states) of a feature? Please explain.
ArcGIS: Yes
CPT: No
Clarity: No
Axpand: The answer of the vendor is that the system includes timestamps and relationships between objects over time.
4.5. Does the system supports matching of features between different scales?
ArcGIS:Yes
CPT: No
Clarity: No
Axpand: No
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6.

Map production
6.1. Does the system offer cartographic symbolisation?
ArcGIS: Yes
CPT: No
Clarity: No
Axpand: Yes
6.2. Does the system offer tools for map production?
ArcGIS: Yes
CPT: No
Clarity: Yes
Axpand: Yes

Clarity: The interface is a Java based interface in a desktop environment. It contains a Display Window in which the data is displayed and a
title bar with several drop down menus for opening forms and dialogs used in generalisation. It is also extensible and therefore has a fully
documented API.
Axpand: The GUI for creating workflows is a graphic representation of the workflow itself.
It is suitable and intuitive.
5.3. Which languages are supported from the graphical user interface and the help manuals?
ArcGIS: Many.
CPT: Manuals are in German and English. The graphical user interface is in English.
Clarity: The default language is English however there is mechanism for translating the strings and messages in the GUI into other
languages.
Axpand: English and German
5.4. Does an API exists allowing the customer to develop own generalisation functionalities? Is it possible to write new generalisation algorithms?
ArcGIS: Yes
CPT: No
Clarity: There is a Clarity API, in Java, C and LULL, which allows the user to develop their own generalisation functionality and to
customise the Gothic database.
Axpand: No
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The following table contains the second part of the templates, related to the quality of the generalisation operators. The table shows the values of the 3 systems
(ArcGIS, CPT and Radius Clarity) based on the testers’ information.
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$EVWUDFW
The report describes digital medium format cameras as professional systems, used for airborne
mapping applications. In the last two years the term "medium format" does not stand for a single
camera, equipped with a CCD-chip fitting in the former 6 * 6 cm medium format camera bodies
anymore. The newly introduced "medium format" systems from Microsoft and Z/I generate images of
nearly the same footprint as the first generation large format cameras. Also multi head medium format
systems provide the same footprint of a large format camera system. Therefore a new category has to
be introduced: the intermediate systems. Nevertheless the key advantages of medium format systems,
compared to large format systems is a lower price and a big plus in terms of flexibility due to low
weight and interchangeable lenses. Due to their flexibility medium format system are used for a wide
range of applications. Medium format systems are most successful for local projects as well as for
oblique imagery. The largest proportion of medium format cameras are used as a sub-system of
integrated airborne data acquisition platforms consisting of laser scanners. Nowadays digital medium
format camera systems are mature airborne systems with high reliability. With the increasing demand
of “near-online” digital aerial data these systems will become even more popular in the future.

 ,QWURGXFWLRQ
Beside the well known large format digital photogrammetric cameras such as the DMC, UltraCAMXP or Leica ADS 80 professional digital medium format cameras are widely used to acquire digital
airborne images. Medium format digital systems are used for a wide range of applications. Some of
the applications are unique to medium format and in other applications medium format cameras
compete against large format cameras. For instance, medium format camera systems have developed
special markets for joint applications with laser scanners and corridor mapping, and they are very
competitive for small-area large-scale mapping projects, rapid response applications for disaster
monitoring, and for (oblique) image acquisition for 3D-city models. The market for medium format
cameras is rapidly increasing; however available medium format systems differ greatly in terms of
performance, reliability, accuracy and price. In order to get a status report on the current situation and
an insight into the geometric and radiometric properties, EuroSDR has initiated a project on medium
format digital cameras.

 Objectives of this report

The main objective of this paper is to inform about the 2-year project, from Oct. 2007 to Oct. 2009.
Thereby this extensive report describing the currently used professional medium format systems has
been prepared. Furthermore, this report will cover the following points:
x Categorisation of digital medium format camera systems
x Medium format cameras versus large format cameras
x Geometric properties and calibration
x Radiometric properties and radiometric workflow
x Application analysis
x Documentation of medium format cameras / systems
x Current trends and future developments
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At first a categorization and a separation between small format, medium format and large format
cameras has to be made. In the literature several surveys dedicated to medium format cameras can be
found, e.g. Cramer, 2004, Petrie & Walter, 2007, GIM International, 2008. Beside the technical
aspects of the digital medium camera itself, the focus of the EuroSDR survey will be on professional
medium camera systems. Table 1 gives a categorization of small and medium format camera systems
that not only takes the camera itself into account but also other important issues for airborne camera
systems.
6PDOOIRUPDW
&RPSRQHQWV
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Digital Video- / Consumer camera
< 15 MP
High end digital SLR Camera, (12 bit,
18 MP) or better
Industrial digital camera, (12 – 16 bit,
(39) – 60 MP

X

GPS / L1 DGPS

X

6HPL3UR

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

RTK - GPS
Simple GPS- flight management system

X

X

X

Professional flight management system
Stabilized platform

X
X
X

GPS - INS (x,y,z < 0.1 m w,j,k < 0.01°)
System Price [€]

3UR

<5.000

<25.000

<50.000

>250.000

7DEOH&RPSDULVRQRIFRPSRQHQWVIRUVPDOODQGPHGLXPIRUPDWFDPHUDV\VWHPV
The different components of the airborne imaging systems strongly influence the quality of the
images, the efficiency of the airborne and photogrammetric workflow to generate digital orthophotos
(DOP) and the reliability of the system, Table 2.

Products /
Results

Proc. time
1/100 DOP

Small Format
Low cost
Vertical and
oblique images
(pretty pictures)

N/A

Amateur
AT without
automatic tie
points and full
GCP requirements
1 h/100 h

Medium Format
Semi-pro
Direct georeferencing of
blocks, strips
and single
images without
GCP‘s
15 min/25 h

Professional
Direct georeferencing of
blocks with
automatic tie
points, no or
little GCP‘s
1 min/2 h

7DEOH&RPSDULVRQRIRUWKRLPDJHSURFHVVLQJZRUNIORZRIVPDOODQGPHGLXPIRUPDWFDPHUD
V\VWHPV
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With respect to this report the characteristics of state-of-the-art professional medium format digital
cameras for airborne applications are:
x

Large image footprint ( 39 MP)

x

Single head or multi head system

x

Ruggedised metric design – fully calibrated systems

x

Short exposure interval (1 – 3 sec.)

x

Compact systems suitable for small single or twin-engine aircraft

x

RGB and/or CIR

 Developments of medium format cameras in the last two years

During the two years of the project, several significant changes and developments in the medium
format sector took place. For instance the size of the digital sensors increased from 39 Mpix. to 60
Mpix. The new generation of sensors was developed by KODAK or Dalsa. The exposure interval of
the newest sensors decreased from 2.5 sec to less than 2 sec. In concordance with the general increase
in processing speed rapid orthophoto generation during the flight, e.g. for disaster monitoring is
becoming possible. In addition integrated oblique and nadir looking systems are currently supplied
with metric medium format cameras, instead of small format cameras. Therefore a closer look into the
oblique sector will be necessary within this report. Medium format camera supplies offer dual, quattro
and penta systems, which become very competitive to common large format systems. Last, but not
least there are new players are in the medium format market (Z/I, Microsoft, Leica). For technical
details see Table 3. These camera systems do not really fit in the later discussed concept of single
head medium format camera systems. Instead - technology wise - these systems are downsized large
format cameras, with a similar footprint to medium format camera systems.
8OWUD&DP/50

.'

/HLFD5&'

Sensor size (pixel)

9,735 x 6,588

6096 x 6500

7216 x 5412

No. camera heads

4

4

2

RGB + NIR

Yes

Yes

Yes

Exposure interval (sec.)

2.5

1

2.2

FMC integrated

Yes

Yes

No

Pansharpening

Yes

No

No

Exchangable lenses

No

No

Yes

System weight (kg)

55

55+

65+

Plattform stabilisation

external

External

integrated

INS

provided

Provided

integrated
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So at this point in time the term "medium format" does not really represent a certain class of cameras,
size of footprint or systems which can be separated from large format camera systems. Instead new
terms have to be introduced to classify the different systems. The medium format systems have to be
separated into single head and multi head camera systems and the downsized large format systems
shall be called intermediate systems, Table 4.
&DWHJRU\
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Vexcel Ultracam Xp
Intergraph DMC
IGI quattro DigiCAM
(@60 Mpix sensor)
Trimble AIC x4
(@39 Mpix sensor)*
Vexcel Ultracam Lp
Intergraph RMK-D
Trimble AIC
Applanix DSS 439

,QWHUPHGLDWH)RUPDW
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)RUPDW

3L[HO
PDWUL[
196 Mpix
106 Mpix
226 Mpix

3L[HOVL]H
>P@
6
12
6

YLUWXDO 6H QVRU
VL]H>PP@
103.9 x 67.9
166.0 x 92.2
105.0 x 78.0

146 Mpix

6.8

95 x 70

93 Mpix
40 Mpix
60 Mpix
39 Mpix

6
7.2
6
6.8

67.9 x 47.5
41.5 x 46.1
53.9 x 40.4
49.1 x 36.9
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The standard approach for the generation of color images of medium format cameras are CCD-chips
with a Bayer pattern. However such a CCD-chip is not capable to obtain additional IR information.
Also CCD-chips with a Bayer pattern are not well suited for the acquisition of CIR images, see
chapter 4.3.1. Therefore for simultaneous RGB+IR image acquisition a dual head camera system is
necessary. By its nature a Bayer pattern CCD-chip requires a color interpolation, also called demosaicing, to interpolate a set of complete red, green, and blue values for each pixel. Separate camera
cones with specific color filters overcome this problem, thus generate true color image values. To
conclude: four different concepts for the generation of color and IR images are currently used, Figure
1.

Bayer Pattern

Bayer Pattern +
IR

Separate color
camera cones
IR
R

RGB
G
B

IR

MS-Image

RGB
Pan
IR

Trimble AIC
P60

DSS 439
RapidOrtho
DualCam

RMK-D

UltraCam-Lp

8924 x 6732

5412 x 7216

6096 x 6846

5320 x 3600

Pan-Image
Ratio

Pan Sharpening +
Bayer pattern

11704 x 7920
(1:1)

(1:1)

1:1

1:2.2

.
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Compared to large format frame cameras single head medium format cameras have some distinct
technological differences, which are compiled in Table 5.
Medium format

Large Format

Technology
Camera

Single head

Multiple heads

Image Size

Max. 60 MegaPixel

Max. 136 MegaPixel

Colour

Either RGB or (CIR)

Separate heads, (Pan, R, G, B,
NIR) image fusion

Lenses

Interchangeable

Fixed

Airborne system
FMC

Only mechanically

TDI

System cost

Low

Expensive

System weight

Light

Heavy

Energy consumption

Low

High

7DEOH0DLQGLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQPHGLXPDQGODUJHIRUPDWGLJLWDOIUDPHFDPHUDV\VWHPV
Beside the technological differences the vertical range of manufacture of digital medium format
cameras and large format frame cameras is quite different. While in large format cameras all components are developed, optimised and tested for airborne applications, medium format camera systems
including the processing software are often a composition of several off-the-shelf products for
professional photographers combined with special features for the airborne environment. This makes
comparisons between different systems and calibration efforts even more difficult. As shown in later
sections these differences also have a great influence on the radiometric workflow and the calibration
of the cameras.
One of the main advantages of single head medium format cameras is the lower system price and the
possibility to fly with small and cheap aircraft. The overall cost and the effort for an aerial survey and
subsequent ortho photo production are related to many factors of the photogrammetric workflow.
Figure 2 gives a comparison of a medium format and a large format camera system for an aerial
survey of a small area.
The comparison of the different processing steps reveals that the major advantage of medium format
cameras are the lower costs for the aerial survey and the easier and faster postprocessing of the images
of the single head cameras. Assuming an automatic tie point matching and a precise GPS/INS the cost
of aerotriangulation is not very much higher for medium format cameras because this is normally a
highly automated procedure. Due to the smaller ground coverage of an image more ground control
points may be necessary. Nowadays the photogrammetric block does not necessarily rely solely on
ground control points, but even for an integrated sensor orientation and quality assurance a certain
number of ground control points are necessary, depending upon the number of images taken.
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Data delivery
Digital orthophoto
production
DTM
Aerotriangulation
Radiometric
postprocessing
Aerial survey
Ground control points

Medium Format

Large Format
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The refinement of the seamlines between adjacent images is one of the manual and labour intensive
steps in digital ortho photo generation. Due to the relatively large number of medium format images,
more manual labour is necessary for the generation of a seamless ortho photo mosaic. Together all of
the factors lead to a lower cost reduction per area, compared to large format cameras (Figure 3),
making medium format cameras less competitive for large area surveys.

Cost per km²

M edium form at cam era
Large form at cam era

A rea [k m ²]

)LJXUH&RVWGHJUHVVLRQSHUDUHDIRUDHULDOVXUYH\VDQGRUWKRSKRWRJHQHUDWLRQ
A big advantages of medium format cameras are interchangeable lenses with focal lengths of 35 mm
to 210 mm. Different lenses allows missions to be flown at different altitudes to either maintain the
desired resolution or maintain a predefined strip width during joint flights with others sensors, e.g.
laserscanning. Also with interchangeable lenses the stereo / DEM capabilities may be changed as well
as occlusions in narrow streets etc. during ortho photo production. However lenses with a long focal
length generally cause several special problems in terms of their interior orientation and calibration:
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x Weak Geometry
x Narrow field of view
x Convergence angle in laboratory
x Principal point recovery
x Out of focus images in laboratory

 Geometric Potential

The achievable geometric potential of a digital camera is related to the “metric” properties of the
camera, which stands for a determinable and stable interior orientation.


Interior Orientation

The determination of the interior orientation of CCD-colour sensors based on the Bayer-pattern is
related to some general sources of error due to longitudinal and transversal chromatic aberration,
Cronk et al., 2006. However these errors are relatively small and only applicable for close range
applications at the highest precision. Nevertheless for close range applications medium format
cameras have shown a very high geometric potential, with relative accuracies of up to approx.
1:200,000 e.g. Shortis et al. (2006).
However the airborne environment imposes special requirements on the camera system. To survive
the shock and vibrations experienced in the airborne mapping environment a rigid camera body and a
fixed lens mount is necessary for a stable interior orientation. Large format cameras generally operate
with a fixed lens aperture, Kröpfl, et al., 2004. On medium format cameras the lens aperture is
generally set by the amount of light available and the requirements of the shutter speed to minimise
image movements. The lens aperture changes the interior orientation to a small extent. Also the work
with interchangeable lenses requires a new (on the job) calibration every time the new lens is
mounted. Even with a ruggedised design and special locking mechanism of the lens mount, some
parameters of the interior orientation (especially the focal length) may change in the airborne environment due to changes in the air pressure when flying at higher altitudes. This is of special relevance
for direct georeferencing, because the errors in the interior orientation are directly visible in the
accuracy of the object coordinates. Therefore a simultaneous on the job calibration in terms of an
integrated sensor orientation should be done.
However the airborne environment imposes special requirements on the camera system. To survive
the shock and vibrations experienced in the airborne mapping environment a rigid camera body and a
fixed lens mount is necessary for a stable interior orientation. It has been reported several times, that
the camera body and the lens mount of medium format camera contributes to the lack of stability. This
lack of rigidity holds especially true if the cameras do not have a rigid metal body nor are designed as
metric cameras, Peipe, 2005, Shortis et al., 2006. Since all suppliers of professional medium format
systems have fixed their digital backs with the camera body, the effect of gravity on the spring
mounted CCD arrays is no longer a problem.
The interior orientation parameters are generally determined in the laboratory through a bundle
adjustment with self-calibration procedure. The parameters of the interior orientation generally
include:
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x principal point coordinates (xp, yp).
x principal distance (c).
x distortion parameters:
x radial lens distortion
x de-centering lens distortion
x affine deformations
Even with a ruggedised design and special locking mechanism of the lens mount, some parameters of
the interior orientation (especially the focal length) may change in the airborne environment due to
changes in the air pressure when flying at higher altitudes. This is of special relevance for direct
georeferencing, because the errors in the interior orientation are directly visible in the accuracy of the
object coordinates. Therefore a simultaneous on the job calibration in terms of an integrated sensor
orientation should be done. However, compared to the lab calibration with converging and rotated
images the network geometry of an airborne photogrammetric block is generally not optimal for selfcalibration of all parameters of the interior orientation. Although the camera body instability limits the
accuracy that can be achieved with these cameras, photogrammetric measurements achievable with
professional digital medium format cameras in recent years allow for significantly higher levels of
accuracy than ever before.


MTF

The modulation transfer function (MTF) of the resolving power of the optics should be set in accordance to the resolving power of the CCD-chip. New chips have a 6.0 μm sensor size which equals
approx. 85 line pairs per millimeter. The resolving power of common medium format lenses was
developed for the resolution of analogue film, which is 40 to 60 line pairs per millimetre, causing
image blur at the edges of the images. Therefore new lenses have to be used, in order to meet the
higher resolving power of the small CCD-elements. It has to be noted, that the MTF of a lens is a
function of the distance from the image centre, the lens aperture (f-stop) and the spectrum of the light.
This is the reason why these special lenses only work with a maximum aperture of f/4.01. Similar
experiences with inadequate lenses were made with the UltraCAM-D, Souchon et al., 2006.


Base to height ratio

The achieved base-to-height ratio - = B/hg reflects the geometry during image recording and is one
main factor for the resulting point accuracy in object space. The base-to-height ratio is given by
equation
-

B
hg

s'
p
* (1 
)
c
100

(1)

where s depicts the sensors extension [m] in flight direction and p is the forward overlap in percent,
the linear dependency of - to the sensors size is obvious. Compared to analogue times the - is much
smaller in the digital world. Large format cameras such as the UltraCAM have a - of 0.27, the DMC
1

http://www.rodenstock-photo.com/en/main/products/lenses-for-digital-photography/hr-digaron-w/
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has a base-to-height-ratio of about 0.3. Since the high resolution size of the CCD-chip is the similar
for all medium format systems on the market the base-to-height-ratio for a photogrammetric flight
with a 60 % endlap varies from 0.32 for a 50 mm lens and 0.11 for a 150 mm lens. Thus medium
format cameras have similar base-to-height-ratios, compared to digital large format cameras. In turn
the object point accuracy of medium format cameras with a 50 mm lens is similar to a large format
camera.

 Minimum GSD of medium format cameras

Customers are demanding higher and higher ground resolution. The highest possible ground resolution (GSD) for aerial surveys with standard endlap (60 %) depends on several factors such as the
image exposure interval of the camera 't and blur due to image motion. The exposure interval is
related to the length of the base (b) related to the endlap p (in percent), the velocity of the aircraft over
ground (vg), the GSD and the number of pixels (npix) of the CCD-Sensor in flight direction:
't

b
vg

GSD * n pix
vg

(1 

p
)
100

(2)

The minimum exposure interval of the digital medium format cameras is somewhere between 1.6 –
2.7 s. Figure 4 provides an overview which minimum GSD for a photogrammetric aerial survey with
an endlap of 60 % applies at what speed over ground.
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 Image motion

Airborne images are acquired from moving platforms such as aircrafts or helicopters. The movement
of the sensors during the exposure influences the quality and the sharpness of the acquired imagery.
For analogue airborne cameras this image motion is taken care by forward motion compensation
(FMC). For large frame digital airborne sensors the translation effect of the FMC is solved digitally by
moving the charges on the matrix area itself (time delayed integration, TDI). Additional rotational
movements are compensated from the stabilised mount.
For medium format sensors an active mount is typically not available – exceptions are the DSS and
cameras which are used as a sub-system e.g. in combination with laser scanners mounted on a
common stabilized platform which are then stable. Also TDI is not available for the medium format
digital sensors due to the Bayer pattern of the CCD-chip. The image motion u is related to the aircraft
velocity over ground vg, the exposure time te, the focal length c, the flying height above ground hg and
the size of the pixel sp see formula 2.
u|

uth
2

1 v g * te * s p
*
2
GSD

1
c
* v g * te * s p *
2
hg

(3)

where only 50% of the theoretical image motion uth is valid in the images. For digital imagery the
smear due to image motion should not exceed 0.5 pixel. Since aircraft velocity and GSD are typically
given by default for a certain project, exposure time is the only variable to minimise effects of image
motion, if suitable light conditions are available. Figure 5 highlights the problem for a GSD of 5 cm.
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Exposure time on the other hand is coupled with lens aperture and the sensitivity of the digital sensor
given by the ISO value. However a higher sensitivity (ISO number) is always associated with higher
image noise levels. The aperture is also a limiting factor, because a wide aperture may cause or
enhance vignetting and optical aberrations. To sum up: the image motion limits the GSD of medium
format cameras and the short exposure interval necessary limits the flying operation times under poor
lightning conditions when compared to large format cameras.
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The calibration of digital cameras includes geometric and radiometric issues. From the viewpoint of a
photogrammetrist, geometric issues are the more important. For large format cameras detailed tests
within the frame of OEEPE and EuroSDR were conducted, e.g. Cramer, 2007. The special geometric
problems of multi head cameras are discussed quite extensively in the literature, e.g., Jacobsen, 2007.
Research in the calibration of large format cameras systems is an ongoing process with the aim to
develop a calibration procedure of the whole camera system and its subsystems, including GPS/INS,
radiometric and geometric issues and the whole photogrammetric processing chain, EuroDAC²
(2010).

 Geometric calibration

Due to the compactness and the low weight of medium format cameras, laboratory calibration of the
interior orientation is relatively easy to obtain. As mentioned in section 3.1.1 the interior orientation of
medium format cameras may change under airborne conditions. Therefore the geometric calibration of
the medium format camera system should be done in four different levels, from laboratory measurements to long term camera stability analysis:
1. Laboratory calibration either conventionally with a two or three dimensional test field or with the
so called taut line method (Habib and Morgan, 2005)
2. In flight calibration over a calibration range, e.g. Honkavaara et al, 2008
3. Simultaneous in flight calibration on the job to adjust for project specific circumstances e.g. focal
length adjustments due to flying height.
4. Long term camera stability analysis to determine the necessary calibration intervals. Practical
experience and feedback from the industry will help to set up specifications for regulating the use
of medium format digital cameras in terms of calibration reports.

 Geometric performance of medium format - Results of the DGPF-Testbed

In 2008 a comprehensive project on the empirical investigation of the performance of digital photogrammetric airborne cameras was performed under the umbrella of the German Society of Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Geoinformation (DGPF). Empirical test flights of twelve different
camera systems took place over the test field Vaihingen/Enz, Cramer, 2009. In general the DGPFTestbed provided an accuracy of all examined frame camera systems of 0.25 – 1 Pixel (horiz. and
vert.) in the object space. Cramer, 2009. Of special interest to this report were the three test flights
with digital medium format cameras from IGI (DigiCam) and Trimble (TrimbleAIC).
The Rolleimetric AIC x-1 (Trimble Aerial Camera) P45+ (39MPixel) c = 47mm revealed relatively
large systematic image residuals of 4,28 μm pixel after self calibration has been performed, see
)LJXUH. The reason for this unsystematic errors is seen in the fixing of the CCD-chip to the camera
body with eight screws and residuals due to the lens. However for the full exploitation of the geometric accuracy a self calibration with additional parameters is necessary.
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To sum up: The geometric accuracy of the medium format cameras is a little below the values of large
format camera systems such as DMC and UltraCam, but differences of the environmental conditions
may outweigh the differences of the cameras systems.

 Radiometric accuracy and calibration

Large format cameras generate color images through individual panchromatic camera cones, equipped
with spectral filters. Thereby the different colors (R/G/B/NIR) are spectrally separated. Therefore
large format cameras are well suited for radiometric calibration or remote sensing applications.
Color images of medium format cameras however are typically generated via a CCD-chip with a
Bayer micro colour filter. The quantum efficiency (=sensitivity) of the CCD-Sensor itself is different
at different wavelength and colors, see Figure 7. In the medium format case, it is important to notice,
that there is an overlap of the different primary colors. Also in the near infrared (< 800 nm) the
sensitivity of R/G/B is very similar, thus there is no chance to separate the different signals, see also
chapter 4.3.1.
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An increasingly important task is the “radiometric accuracy” and the radiometric calibration of aerial
cameras. The first goal of such a radiometric calibration is to eliminate the influence of the optics and
the sensor and make sure that the resulting images will have the same sensitivity throughout the
image. The radiometric calibration is also split in two main parts. The first part of the radiometric
camera calibration is done by the manufacturer to eliminate radiometric dysfunctions of the sensor
such as:
x Defect pixels
x Dark Signal Non Uniformity (DSNU)
x Individual sensitivity of each single CCD pixel
x Vignetting (partly)
x Influence of aperture (partly)
However, the manufacturer radiometric calibration effort of the differs between medium format
cameras, e.g. the DSS is calibrated radiometrically using MacBeth targets, integrating spheres, and
optimisation software, Mostafa, 2004.
White balance calibration procedure or more general the Look-Up-Table (LUT) generation is the
second step. For each project the user performs this type of calibration individually. After post
processing the user can set the white balance for the project using some example images which cover
the typical surface,. With suitable software the user can also minimise remaining vignetting and lens

2

http://www.kodak.com/global/plugins/acrobat/en/business/ISS/datasheet/fullframe/KAF-50100Long
Spec.pdf)
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aperture effects which may occur at low f-stops. Radiometric problems of the medium format cameras
are related to several issues.
x The radiometric postprocessing of the raw imagery, which come in a black box raw format is
generally done in a software environment primarily developed for non photogrammetric users,
but for professional photographers. Therefore issues such as radiometric linearity, atmospheric
correction etc. are not a primary issue.
x There is no single standard algorithm for converting data from a Bayer filter or Foveon sensor
into RGB format.
x the color infrared option causes longitudinal chromatic aberrations. Due to the strong sensitivity
of the CCD-chip in the IR-light the resulting image is more or less a reddish coloured IR-image,
Grenzdörffer, 2006
x During the postprocessing of the raw images, the images may be corrected and manipulated with
respect to:
x a colour balancing due to the atmospheric conditions
x general visual expectations of the users (e.g. grass has to be green)
x vignetting and influence of aperture
x histogram enhancements for 16 bit § 8 bit conversion
x image sharpening and noise reduction.
x the degree of the radiometric postprocessing and the resulting colors are solely subject to the
visual impression of the interpreter, and
x proposed radiometric corrections steps (e.g. Honkavaara et al, 2009) and quality measures are
difficult to obtain.
The radiometry of the large format cameras with the necessary image fusion is also not free of errors,
as practical experiences show, e.g. Schroth, 2007, Souchon et al., 2006. Some of the effects are
characteristic for digital cameras such as the total reflection e.g. on white surfaces or on glass surfaces
such as roof windows, winter gardens or green houses. Other effects are related to the fact that the
panchromatic channel covers parts of the near infrared reflection, causing a bias after image fusion in
the blue channel, Schroth, 2007. Some effects are directly linked to the pan sharpening process, e.g.
color echoes on the edge of bright areas.


Color infrared with medium format cameras

Except Leica Geosystems, most manufacturers of medium format cameras claim their sensor is
capable for either RGB or colour infrared (CIR) by simply changing a filter in front of the lens. The
filter blocks the blue light and the green, red and near infrared (NIR) light passes the optics onto the
Bayer pattern of the CCD-sensor. The blue sensitive CCD-elements receive only IR-light while the
green and red pixels also receive IR-light. In the postprocessing the additional light is subtracted in
order to obtain a CIR-image.
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Due to the strong sensitivity of the CCD-chip in the IR-light the resulting image is more or less a
reddish coloured IR-image, Grenzdörffer, 2006.
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Thereby it is noteworthy that due to the wavelength of the near infrared light, the focal plane of the
near infrared channel is not localised at the same place as the RGB light. This causes a longitudinal
chromatic aberration, see Figure 10a.
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Depending on the lens quality this effect can be reduced by using different lens types and coatings. In
common lenses where the focusing plane is adjusted to a mean wave length (green), imaging errors in
the red and blue range are minimised. With the longer near infrared wavelength however the chromatic aberration increases strongly, leaving the infrared light out of focus, Figure 10b. This leads to
significant differences in the interior orientation and also Moiré effects may be observed,
Grenzdörffer, 2006, see Figure 11.
To sum up the single head CIR-images of medium format cameras are difficult to handle and the
resulting images are not a true CIR, as known from the large format cameras. Multi head systems such
as the Leica RCD100 and Trimble AICx deal with this problem and offer a parallel operation of IR
and RGB cameras.

)LJXUH0RLUpHIIHFWVLQ&,5PRGHRQDJULFXOWXUDOILHOGV

 6WDQGDUGL]DWLRQ
Standardisation for aerial cameras and the photogrammetric processing chain is taking place at several
levels, from ISO down to national initiatives. However most of the standardisation effort is related to
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large format cameras, thus sometimes neglecting and more or less excluding medium format cameras.
In other instances the standardisation is very general and finally not of great practical use.
On an international level ISO/TC 211 - Geographic information/Geomatics is to develop a family of
international standards that will, in case of digital cameras establish a universal description of image
data and meta information about the aerial survey, image geometry and navigation data (exterior
orientation). Within the ISO there are several ongoing projects dealing with standards related to
medium format cameras and photogrammetry, e.g. ISO/TS 19101-2 – Reference Model – Part 2:
Imagery, ISO 19115-2 – Metadata – Part 2: Extensions for imagery and gridded data and ISO 19130 Sensor and data model for imagery and gridded data (presently deleted from list due to lack of
progress).
The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) is currently developing several standards including issues
related to medium format cameras, e.g. an Image Geospositioning Service, Web Map Service –
application profile for EO Products. All of these services are at an early stage, OGC (2008). In
Germany the standard series DIN 18740 – Photogrammetric Products (Part 1 – 4) covers especially
large format cameras, Reulke et al., 2007, DIN 2007. Part 4, finalised in Sept. 2007 deals with the
requirements for digital aerial cameras and digital aerial photographs. Focus is given to digital aerial
cameras, aerial survey flights and the digital aerial photograph. For digital aerial cameras the standardisation provides quality measures on: general requirements of the camera and its components, camera
calibration (geometry and radiometry) and requirements of sensors for positioning and attitude
determination. The geometric quality related to the image product has to be documented in a manufacturer certificate, in which the camera system and its subsystems have to be geometrically and radiometrically calibrated. The validity of geometrical calibration at the time of flight has to be proven by
validation test (less than one year ago) or new calibration (less than two years ago), DIN 2007.
Due to the fact that digital aerial systems are more than just cameras and the final quality is not only
related to the sensor standards should not only focus on the certification of the cameras itself but
include the whole end-to-end processing chain. Based on these facts the USGS has formulated a
different approach. Individual cameras are not the subject of certification, but a “type certification”,
Stensaas, 2007. With this approach it should be ensured that the sensors are designed, built and tested
to reliably deliver data with a high quality. However this is only true if the operating company
operates and maintains the system properly. Currently the DSS 439 is the only medium format camera
system certified by the USGS.
One of the most relevant current projects in EuroSDR is the developments of future certification
strategies of digital airborne cameras (EuroDAC² activity). EuroDAC² covers not only the large
format camera systems but all types of cameras used for professional mapping appliciations. Despite
the USGS approach of a so called type certification of different camera producers the EuroSDR
approach is still focusing on the validation and calibration of single camera systems as well as the
certification of the flying companies. For the current status of the EuroDAC² see Cramer et al, 2010.

 $SSOLFDWLRQ'RPDLQV
From an application standpoint, it is safe to say that medium format digital cameras are not their large
format cousins, but rather a niche market solution for specific project types, Artés, 2004.
The largest proportion of medium format cameras are used as a sub-system of integrated airborne data
acquisition platforms consisting of laser scanners (LiDAR) combined with imaging component and
GPS/inertial sensors for direct platform orientation. This approach is highly effective, not only for
classifying the returned laser pulses but even more for rapid production of orthoimages based on the
height data obtained from laser scanning and the directly measured sensor orientations. Such inte-
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grated airborne systems are operated by many airborne companies. A special requirement for joint
laser surveys is an extremely high light sensitivity and a fast shutter speed.
Another more or less exclusive market for medium format cameras are mapping small, irregular
shaped areas, strip mapping, transmission line corridors or pipeline contracts, which do not always
require the ground coverage produced with a large format camera. A direct georeferencing capability
with GPS/INS is in these instances a tremendous advantage because it allows for a greater degree of
freedom in the aerial survey, such as a strip map coverage where a single line imagery can be utilised
without the need for a second flight line, and small blocks can be easily georeferenced to produce
orthophoto mosaics. Direct georeferencing enables “hot spot” monitoring of small places of interest
with single images (ortho photos). These capabilities are also important for disaster response surveys
which require quick data turnaround, Ip et al, 2007.
For smaller aerial survey/remote sensing organisations, the medium-format alternative is changing the
face of the industry, as an affordable technology that can deliver increased performance, a marked
reduction in operating costs, and most importantly a digital product when it is most needed. The
following overview addresses more or less exclusive application domains of medium format and
competitive applications to large format cameras.
Exclusive market of medium format
large format

Laserscanning & Camera
x Mapping & Orthophotos
x True Orthophotos
x 3D-City Models

Strip Mapping
x
x
x
x

Linear-based mapping projects
Pipeline surveys
Hydro corridors
Transportation routes

Rapid Response Imaging
x Rapid mobilisation for disaster management
x Time-dependent image acquisition
x Homeland Security digital imaging

¨

Agriculture and Forestry

Competitive market to

GIS and Urban applications
x Urban and regional planning
x Urban Hot-Spot Monitoring
x 3D-Models (Nadir + Oblique)

x
x
x
x

Species identification
Timber value assessment
Disease control and monitoring
Precision Farming

Remote Sensing
x Environmental research
x Coastal zone monitoring
x Colour-Infrared imaging

For smaller aerial survey/remote sensing organisations, the medium-format alternative is changing the
face of the industry, as an affordable technology that can deliver increased performance, a marked
reduction in operating costs, and most importantly a digital product when it is most needed.
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The following detailed description and comparison includes seven different digital medium format
camera systems. The camera systems compared (alphabetical order) are: Applanix (Trimble) DSS
439, DigiCAM-H39, DiMAC, Leica RCD100 / RCD105, RMK-D, Trimble AIC, UltracCAM-L.
While all seven camera systems consider themselves medium format systems, the systems differ
greatly in many features, such as:
x The possibility of dual or multi sensor head configuration
x Optics and shutter speed
x CIR option (special optics)
x Min. exposure interval
x External or internal data storage
x Mount adapters for existing camera mounts
x The availability of a FMC
x Optional elements such as GPS/INS etc.
x Image processing and radiometric calibration software
x ...
The data for the product survey is mainly derived from the product information, provided by the
manufacturers.
The largest suppliers of medium format camera systems are the Applanix DSS, the Trimble AIC
camera and the DigiCAM of IGI. The DIMAC system is a smaller player. The Leica RCD100 /
RCD105 as well as the UltraCamL and the RMK-D are quite new products in the market. Therefore
no information of their commercial success is possible at this point in time.
As many of the medium format cameras are used together with a LiDAR-system, four suppliers of the
cameras have been integrated with airborne LiDAR systems. Optech uses exclusively the Trimble
AIC for their ALTM laser scanners. The Toposys Harrier laser scanners can be supplied with either a
DSS or a Trimble AIC camera. IGI-DigiCAM is streamlined for the LiteMapper laser scanning
system of IGI. Finally the Leica RCD105 has special features for the ALS 50-II, ALS 60 laser
scanners of Leica Geosystems.

 RMK-D

Target market of the RMK D from Intergraph’s Z/I Imaging are owners of film cameras seeking to
enter the digital marketplace. The concept of the RMK-D is a turnkey multi head system with four
panchromatic sensors and color + NIR filters. The camera therefore provides color without pan
sharpening or bayer pattern interpolation. The CCD-chips from DALSA are especially designed for
the camera. Pan imagery is generated from color as part of post-processing, providing high radiometric resolution for remote sensing. The minimum exposure rate of the camera is 1 s. Due to the
panchromatic multi camera head approach, digital forward motion compensation (TDI) is available.
The RMK D uses light weight Solid State Disk (SSD) technology and other low energy consuming
components. This results in low weight and power requirements that allow it to fit in small, single-
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engine aircraft. Huge effort has been invested in order to guarantee the highest level of geometric and
radiometric stability, Dörstel, 2009, Madani, 2010,
Key Features
x Multi-spectral sensors from DALSA: RGB, and NIR simultaneously
x 1:1 color ratio: for RGB, and IR, no Bayer pattern
x Large base to height ratio of 0.4 for high stereo accuracy
x The minimum exposure rate is 1 sec per frame
x FMC implemented: Based on TDI
x Camera mounts: Compatible with T-AS and Z/I Mount.
x High resolution: 8cm GSD at 500m flying height

 Trimble / Applanix DSS – 439

The former Applanix, now Trimble Digital Sensor Systems (DSS) consist of completely integrated
medium-sized digital camera, the Applanix POS/AV 410 GPS/inertial system and a flightmanagement system software for generating orthomosaics, Applanix, 2010. The GPS/INS provides
the exterior orientation parameters in both real-time and post-mission mode. An active azimuth mount
control automatically removes the aircraft drift angles based on real-time POS/AV navigation data.
The drift correction, based on a single axis azimuth mount has an accuracy of < 0.5 deg (RMS). The
active mount allows for flights in a rough environment and the generation of systematic block pattern.
Although primarily used to generate high-resolution colour and colour infrared digital ortho-photos/mosaics by direct georeferencing and an existing Digital Elevation Model (DEM), the
system also supports full stereo imagery for DEM extraction and visualisation. The data interfaces
directly and seamlessly with photogrammetry software to allow for fast and highly accurate map
production, Mostafa, 2004.
A dual camera option enables the generation of 4-band imagery (RGB+NIR) in a single pass. The
DualCam adds a second DSS camera with a monochromatic CCD array specifically configured to
capture (NIR) imagery.
GSD ranges from 3.3 cm to 1.0 m, depending on platform and using 40 mm or 60 mm lenses. The 250
mm lens enables the collection of digital aerial imagery at high altitudes, especially for surveillance
operations or on board a high altitude unmanned airborne system (UAS). The DSS system can be
flown in small, single engine aircrafts, ultra-light aircrafts, helicopters or UAS. The camera system
was certified by the US Geological Survey (USGS) as a metrically stable mapping grade system in
September 2007. The DSS is the only medium format system currently certified by the USGS,
Applanix, 2010. Due to the single sensor approach and direct georeferencing a rapid ortho photo
generation is possible. Applanix claims, that under certain specifications and a pre existing DEM an
orthophoto may be computed in as a little as 12 seconds per image.
x Key Features
x Fully integrated system with:
x GPS/INS, flight management system, azimuth mount, processing software
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x Pilot only operation mode
x Single or dual camera system with 39 MP sensors from KODAK
x Min. exposure interval 2.8 sec.
x Color and CIR-Mode
x Ruggedised external data storage
x Special lenses (40 mm, 60 mm, 250 mm (AeroLensTM))
x Shutter speed up to 1/4.000 sec.
x Total weight ca. 33 kg

 Trimble AIC

The Aerial Industrial Camera (AIC) series from Trimble (former RolleiMetric) is designed for aerial
and industrial purposes, Trimble, 2010. The 22MP, 39MP or 60 MP digital backs from PhaseOne are
rigidly fixed to the aluminum camera body. Everything is optimised for photogrammetric use, with
interchangeable lenses and stabilised bayonet. The focal lengths of the medium format lenses range
from 28 mm to 100 mm. The maximum shutter speed is 1/1,000 second, enabling a minimum GSD of
5 – 10 cm, depending upon the speed of the aircraft. Filter change allows acquisition of images in
RGB, NIR and CIR. For the 39 MP and 60 MP sensor the pro lenses, especially designed for digitalcamera sensors and small pixel size, are necessary. Trimble carries out geometric calibration and
Phase One executes radiometric calibration of the sensor. The camera control is done either by a PC or
a PDA. Interfaces with IMU/GPS systems (event signal) and common flight management systems
(FMS) (trigger signal) are given. The image data of the camera may be stored on board using a 8 or 16
GB CF-memory card, holding up to 400 images or transferred via IEEE 1394a connection to a PC.
The new AIC xN architecture allows joint fitting of up to eight standard AICs in one frame, using
electronic boards for accurate synchronization. All AIC’s are in full communication with each other.
The AIC x2 combines two cameras and the AIC x4, four. Depending on desired overlap, the footprint
may cover up to 13,000 x 10,000 pixels.
Key features
x Single camera system, 60 MP – Phase One digital back
x Colour and (CIR)
x Multi sensor head configuration possible (up to 8 cameras)
x Min. exposure interval (60 MP) under airborne conditions 2.5 sec.
x Internal and external data storage
x Ruggedised design – fully calibrated
x Interface to standard flight management systems
x Weight ca. 2.6 kg (+ optional PC)
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 DigiCAM- (H39 / H50 / H60)

The DigiCAM camera body from IGI is a very compact camera weighting 1.7 kg (without lens). The
system with may be configured with 39 MP, 50 MP or 60 MP digital backs from hasselblad combines
modified professional digital cameras with a graphical user interface for real-time preview together
with the CCNS/AEROcontrol. The camera settings are adjusted on an 8” TFT monitor, by checking
quick-views and histograms of images in real time. The CCNS4 triggers the system. Determination of
exterior orientation parameters is done using the AEROcontrol GPS/IMU system. Along with the
camera, each of the two 500 GB storage units onboard can store up to 6,400 raw images and be
exchanged during flight to extend storage capacity. Standard units may be replaced for high-altitude
flights by flash memory units with 1,150 image capacity. The focal lengths of the available lenses
range from 28 mm to 300 mm. The maximum shutter speed is limited to 1/800 second. The modular
design enables a change from RGB mode to colour-infrared within minutes for all lenses. The
minimum exposure interval is as fast as < 1.6 s (< 1.9 s for the 39 MP sensor) in the burst mode and
1.9 sec (2.1 s for the 39 MP sensor) in the continuous mode. (IGI, 2010, Petrie, 2009b)
Two or more DigiCAMs can be coupled either to increase image size or allow for faster flying speed.
The IGI mount hosts up to five cameras and the adapter fits into most common mounts. In the case of
multiple cameras, synchronisation can be carried out within a few microseconds. For nadir looking
multi head systems special software is provided to compute a stitched and distortion free image with a
"virtual" focal length from two or more single images. IGI also offers a special feature for the multi
head systems to switch from a nadir looking system to an oblique system.
Key Features
x Single camera system with up to 60 MP
x Multi sensor head configuration possible (2 - 5 camera heads)
x Colour and CIR
x Min. Exposure interval 1.6 sec.
x External Data storage for ca. 6.400 images
x Ruggedised design – fully calibrated
x Mount adapters available for existing camera mounts
x Large set of optional elements (Flight management (CCNS), GPS/INS (AEROcontrol), LiDAR
(Litemapper)
x Total system weight ca. 7 kg

 DiMAC - (Digital Modular Aerial Camera)

The DiMAC system (Digital Modular Aerial Camera, produced by Aerophoto in Bergem, Luxembourg, uses single and multiple camera units. DiMAC uses digital backs from Phase One. Therefore
sensors of 39 MP or 60 MP are offered. Each camera head of the DiMAC system acquires either RGB
or near infrared image. Compared to the other medium format camera suppliers DiMAC offers a true
FMC (electro-mechanical driven by Piezo technology). This enables GSD ranges from 2 cm to 1 m.
The interchangeable lens may be one of four focal lengths: 47 mm, 70 mm, 120 mm or 210 mm.
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The camera cylindrical frame allows for combining up to four camera modules. A light architecture
may be constructed using just one camera in the camera cylindrical frame; but two cameras may also
be placed here, creating a RGB image of 13,000 pixels by 8,900 pixels. Two additional cameras may
be placed in the vacant holes, resulting in an image of 10,500 by 14,400 pixels. The user also obtains a
software which seamlessly combines the images from the two camera heads into a single frame.
Another configuration is formed by adding a Near Infrared in one camera mount covering the same
area as the other one in the other camera mount, or by placing a 47-mm Near Infrared camera in
camera mount 1 covering the same area as camera mount 2 and camera mount 3 together (Dimac,
2010).
Key Features
x Flexible and modular configuration of 1 – 4 camera heads within one camera cylindrical frame
x Large footprint (13,000 by 8,900 pix with 2 cameras)
x Fits into existing camera mounts (40 cm diameter)
x True electro-mechanical FMC
x True Colour – Phase One digital back
x Min. exposure interval 2.1 sec.
x External data storage on RAID 1 System
x Total weight ca. 90 Kg

 Leica's RCD medium format cameras

In 2008 Leica Geosystems introduced a multipurpose medium format camera system, manufactured
by Geosypatial Systems Inc. The basic camera unit, called CH39 designed from the ground up as an
airborne digital metric camera solution. It includes a 39 MP Kodak sensor. A special features of the
camera system is a focal plane shutter, commonly used for reconnaissance purposes, allowing for a
shutter speed of up to 1/4.000 s in order to minimize image motion. The CH 39 is available with a
variety of lenses. The lenses of 35, 60 or 100 mm focal length are optimised for both RGB and CIR.
The CIR use requires filter/compensating optic to avoid chromatic aberrations, software and calibration. The lenses have a fixed infinite focus and also a fixed aperture value of f/4.
Based on the camera unit Leica Geosystems offers two camera systems to the market: First is the
RCD105 light weight camera system, designed specifically for use with its ALS-series airborne
LiDAR systems for corridor mapping. Second is the RCD100 camera system, which is considered to
be a fully integrated 2 head camera solution for small mapping companies, looking for a turnkey
digital mapping system. The camera controller records data from the two camera heads, allowing
simultaneous acquisition of natural color and false-color infrared images The RCD100 system
includes an inertial position and attitude system. The camera system is suited to fit into the PAV80
gyro-stabilized mount. The complete RCD100 system is operated and controlled by the Leica's flight
management system. Benefits of this airborne-specific design include complete compliance with all
applicable airborne environmental specifications, including temperature, shock and vibrations. (Dold
& Flint, 2007, Petrie, 2009a).
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Key Features
x CH39 Camera Head (39 MP, KODAK CCD-Chip)
x Single and double sensor head configuration possible
x Lenses (35, 60 or 100 mm)
x Max. shutter speed 1/4,000s
x Min. Exposure interval 2.2 sec.
x Metric design – fully calibrated system
x User-replaceable shutter assembly
x optimized lens for CIR (filter/compensating optic, software and calibration)
x Weight ca. 7.0 kg, including lens (RCD 105); ca. 70 kg (RCD100)

 UltraCamLp

The medium format flagship of Microsoft is the UltraCamLp with 92 megapixels (11,704 x 7,920
pixels pan), making it the largest footprint medium format mapping camera system on the market and
ideal for smaller aircraft and local projects that require a rapid response. With new electronics, the
UltraCamLp has the same repetition rate as the smaller precessor UltraCamL. The concept behind the
the UltraCamL(p) is similar to the large format UltraCams. The panchromatic image is composed out
of several sensors. The only difference is the color and NIR-Sensors which are CCD-sensors with a
common bayer pattern, developed by DALSA. Panchromatic image size is 11,704 x 7,920 pixels;
color and NIR image size is 5,320 x 3,600 pixels. Due to the design of the camera, a FMC is integrated. Despite other medium format camera systems, the UltraCamLp has fixed lenses with a fixed
aperture of 1/4 f. The in-flight storage capacity is limited only by number of solid-state storage
devices on board, given space and weight constraints of aircraft (Microsoft, 2010).
Key features
x Simultaneously collects Pan, RGB and NIR
x Approximately 2,500 uncompressed images per device (~1 TB) can be stored
x Metric design – Image geometric accuracy is better than +/- 2 μm
x Min. Exposure interval 2.5 sec.
x Weight approx. 55 kg

 &XUUHQWWUHQGVDQGRXWORRNIRUPHGLXPIRUPDWFDPHUDV\VWHPV
 Rapid processing

A movement towards rapid processing aiming at (near) online orthophoto generation, e.g. for disaster
management, security applications etc. This is only possible with direct georeferencing and several
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prerequisites, such as precise online GPS/INS data, a constant interior orientation and accurate
boresight parameters, and a high speed and high quality data management. Compared to digital large
format cameras, single-head medium format cameras have two important advantages for rapid
processing: Due to the single head, fewer time-consuming preprocessing steps (stitching of the
different camera cones, colour image fusion…) are necessary before orthorectification. The smaller
images also allow for faster processing of single orthophotos. The disadvantages of this approach are
radiometric differences between adjacent images and the necessity of a GPS/INS-system.

 Multi head systems

Multi medium format camera head systems such as the DiMAC, DigiCAM quattro, Trimble AIC4,
provide a similar coverage of a standard digital large format camera, but for a much lower price. By
their nature, multi-head cameras systems do not acquire vertical images but slightly oblique images.
Also, every camera of a multi-head has its own interior orientation and the relative orientation of the
different cameras may change slightly. In digital large format cameras, a laborious process is necessary to generate a so called virtual image from the different single heads. With multi-head medium
format cameras a less complex strategy is to maintain an process the single images separately. The
advantages and disadvantages are described in the following table.
Single Images

Virtual image



Full (color) image information

Less images, better handling



Central perspective

Less computing time (for end user)



Smaller images, faster orthophoto
generation and web applications

“Distortion free” and georeferenced
image § GIS Data integration



More images, longer processing time (for
end user)

Additional computation steps (Stitching,
color corrections …)

Direct georeferencing necessary

Additional correction grids necessary
Compatibility with „simple“ photogrammetric software

)LJXUH3URVDQGFRQVRIYLUWXDOLPDJHVRIPXOWLKHDGFDPHUDV\VWHPV
From a geometric point of view, Jacobsen, 2009 states that, if single images of a multi head system
are to be processed independently in an aerotriangulation process additional ground control points are
necessary. Otherwise a sidelap and endlap of 70 % to 80 % is necessary to compensate for the weaker
block geometry. Therefore an economic use of single images without direct georefecencing or the
computation of a virtual image appears to be critical. From the authors point of view virtual images
will become the standard product, because they can be generated fully automatically and the users ask
for " ready to use" and distortion free images.
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 Forward-motion compensation (FMC)

Forward-motion compensation (FMC) will come, not by time delayed integration (TDI) but mechanically. Clients ask for larger and larger ground resolution. To fulfill this wish without FMC, one may
fly slower or apply a faster shutter speed. The lenses of medium format cameras generally allow for a
minimum shutter speed of 1/1.000 s. As the pixel sizes of digital cameras become smaller (currently
6.0 μm), a theoretical smear of > 0.5 pixel due to forward motion at a speed of 50 m/s becomes critical
for a GSD of < 10 cm. In order to get perfect images with a GSD of 3 – 5 cm, FMC has to be applied.

 Oblique Images

Oblique images have historically been used for visualisation and interpretation purposes, rather than
for metric applications. Exceptions are the military sector and archaeology where oblique images have
long been standard for reconnaissance purposes. Anyway, until recently oblique images were generally outside of the focus of photogrammetrists. They can thus be truly regarded as a new data source for
photogrammetry and GIS.
The focus of first generation of oblique camera systems, e.g. from pictometry used commercial small
format cameras in order to generate "nice pictures" in the photogrammetric context. Recently the
market demanded more and more geometrically accurate images, e.g. for automatic texture mapping
of 3D-City models, Karbø and Schroth, 2009. Therefore digital medium format cameras tightly
coupled with a GPS/INS for precise direct georeferencing are used in current systems.
Oblique images are difficult to obtain with standard mapping cameras. To fully exploit the information from the oblique perspective, a minimum of four images from all sides have to be acquired and
managed. Only multi head medium format camera systems provide the necessary flexibility. For the
professional acquisition of oblique images several companies developed multiple camera head
solutions with five cameras (Petrie and Walker, 2007, Petrie, 2009). This configuration is also called
the "Maltese Cross" configuration. In such systems, one camera head provides a nadir view and the
other four cameras provide the fixed oblique views in different directions, see Figure 13 for examples.
Within direct georeferencing the boresight alignment of such a multi-head camera system with
overlapping images requires special treatment (Kurz et al., 2007, Jacobsen, 2008, Wiedemann, 2009).
The acquisition of oblique images requires several changes in the usual workflow for nadir (vertical)
images, from survey planning to image processing and image analysis, Grenzdörffer et al., 2008.

Penta-DigiCAM

Maltese cross
Image configuration

System MIDAS – Track‘ Air

)LJXUH2EOLTXHPXOWLKHDGPHGLXPIRUPDWFDPHUDV\VWHPV 0DOWHVH&URVV 
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Digital medium format cameras are quite expensive, therefore alternatives were developed to reduce
the number of cameras and still be able to acquire images from all directions, such as the Aero
Oblique System (AOS) that has been recently built by Trimble (former RolleiMetric), Wiedemann,
2009. The AOS system comprises three Trimble AIC medium-format digital 39 MP camera units,
)LJXUH. The shutters of the three cameras are synchronized to capture simultaneously the vertical
image and the two oblique images pointing in opposite directions cross-track. The complete threecamera unit can then be rotated quickly by 90° to obtain the second pair of oblique images pointing in
the along-track direction. Due to the exposure interval of 3.5 s the minimum GSD of the system is 10
cm (in the image center ) in the rotating mode. During flight operation the complete three-camera unit
can be lowered down through the camera port in the aircraft floor to operate externally under the
aircraft. During take-off and landing the camera unit is kept inside the aircraft.

Azicam

Rolleimetric AOS

)LJXUH2EOLTXHLPDJHV\VWHPVZLWKDUHGXFHGQXPEHURILPDJHKHDGV
Another approach is the Azicam, developed by the Bath Spa University, see )LJXUH. Instead of a
normal five camera array, the Azicam is a single-medium format digital camera mounted on a rotating
plate or ‘spinner' driven by a precise friction motor to orient the camera for each shot. Navigational
and recording GPS ensures accurate geo-location. Using a single higher-resolution camera delivers a
wider area of coverage, better image quality and costs less to calibrate and maintain. The whole
system fits in an aircraft with a standard ground hole.

 Increase in image size

Compared to large format cameras the digital sensors of medium format cameras have undergone a
strong and steady increase in resolution, see Figure 15. New technologies will increase the number of
pixels even further. The footprint of a single head medium format camera is similar to 1st generation
large format cameras. The standard pixel size of the latest sensors is 6 μm.
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Currently there are three CCD-sensors commonly used. The Kodak 501003 (8176 x 6132 pix.) the
DALSA FTF6080C (6000 x 8000 pix.)4 Color CCD and the Phase One P65+5 (8984 x 6732). Kodak,
the supplier for the 51 Megapixel KAF-50100-CA Chip, which is currently in many medium format
cameras introduced a new Colour Filter Array (CFA) layout. This technology increases the overall
sensitivity of the sensor, as more of the photons striking the sensor are collected and used to generate
the final image. This provides an increase in the photographic speed of the sensor, which can be used
to improve performance when imaging under low light, enable faster shutter speeds (to reduce motion
blur when imaging moving subjects), or the design of smaller pixels (leading to higher resolutions in a
given optical format) while retaining performance. The pixel size of the next generation of sensors
will be 5 μm, thus leading to sensors with 11.000 x 8.000 Pix (88 Mpix.)
Nowadays digital medium format camera systems are mature airborne systems with high reliability.
With the increasing demand of “near-online” digital aerial data these systems will become even more
popular in the future.
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